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MULTIFLEX is a young,
fast-growing Canadian

computer
company. Most

people have only just heard of
us within the past year,

because previous to that we
were involved

in intensive,
low -profile

research and
development.

THE Z80A
SYSTEM was developed over a '

two-year period.
The company's

intent was to produce a
computer suitable for both

hobbyists and industry,
capable of functioning as a stand-alone

trainer yet in-
finitely

expandable. That goal has
been attained, with

the added
benefit of a very low price.

STAND-ALONE FEATURES Selected
for maximum

usefulness and lowest cost, include the
following:

Separate
motherboard and CPU card, which com-

municate over the
industry -standard

S-100 bus. The
motherboard

can
accommodate up to four

S-100 cards.Space on the
CPU card for up to 4K of RAM and up to

16K of EPROM.
The RAM is

organized as two blocks of
2K bytes

each, (200 nS
2114 devices

are used) whichcan
be located

within any 2K block in the
address -space by

hardware jumpers. An 8K or 16K block
size may be

selected for the
EPROMs and this, too, may be located

at any address.
2708 and 2716

devices may be used ex-
clusively or in

combinations.A resident
3.5K Monitor

which facilitates
machine -

language program entry,
execution and

debugging, and
controls all input/output

hardware on the motherboard.
The Monitor is in two

2716 EPROMs
which may be

removed and re -used if the
user wishes to

implement a
more

system.

Available now
(GOOD STOCK)

MULTIFLEX S10064K MEMORY BOARDWITH REFRESH
USING THE 8202INCLUDING 16K OF RAM (4116-200 ns)
SPECIAL

$29500KIT
53790°Ass+T

MULTIFLEX S10064K
ECONORAMUSING 4164 (has no internal refreshand uses the Z80 refresh.)

SPECIAL
516900KIT

525000ASS+T

THIS MONTH ONLY

Ahex keyboard,
fourteen Monitor

function keys, and two
unassigned keys for user routines.A six -digit hex LED display

organized as a four -digit ad-
dress field and a two -digit data field.An interface to a conventional

cassette recorder, which
sends and

receives data at 2000 bits
per second with exceptional reliability.

The Monitor includes a special
routine which

simplifies precise
calibration of the

An EPROM
programmer for 2708, 2716, 2732 and 2532

devices. The
contents of any block of

system memory
may be written

out to EPROM,
and programmedEPROMs may also be read Into RAM through the pro-

gramming socket
for duplication.

Many industrial
buyers have

used Multiflex
Z80A systems just to

download data from larger
computers, to be

programm-
ed into

EPROMs.
A parallel

interface based on the 8255 PPI chip. Twenty-
four 110 lines

are available,
which can be

programmed in
several

configurations.

SOON TO BE
RELEASED BY
MULTIFLEX

S100 IEEE
COMPATIBLE CARDSat unbelievably

low prices

CPU CARDUsing 280 A or B (8 MHz).
84K of RAM on board(4184). Serial port á parallel

port 24, I/O lines. 4
Sockets for

Eproms (2718, 2732, 2784) or 8116 RAM.

MEMORY CARD256K of RAM
(4164) with

Internal and external
refresh

FLOPPY
CONTROLLER CARDWhich can handle up to four 8", or 5'/." DS, DDdrives and also has a provision

for DMA

SPECTACULAR
VIDEO BOARD

$369.
in kit form.

$449.
Assembled
& tested.

RS232
OPTION $25

Read the

independent
review of

this product
in ETI

May 1981.

EXTRA 2K OF RAM FREE THIS
MONTH ONLY

Each Multiflex Kit will be
serviced fastand for free

¡Provided that the construction
is reasonable)

An optional
RS -232C

serial interface,
already wired on

the motherboard.
The components

for this may be pur-
chased and installed at any time, allowing communica-
tion with a

modem, printer,
or other device

using the RS-
232C standard.

Eight jumper
-selectable baud rates are

available, from 110 to 9600 baud.A 40 -chip
wire -wrap area on the

motherboard forcustom
hardware

development or
modifications. The wire -wrap

plane is centrally
located for

easy access to bus signals
and all I/O

hardware.

COMPUTING
CONTEST

We are
computerizing our store andyour suggestions

could win you aprize! See page 28 for details

FOR ORDERING INFORMATION SEE
OPPOSITE PAGE.

these items at the time of your order. our super-I

items to you as soon as humanly possible.
run out W1 stock

othe it
of

fast service

Circle No. 7 on Reader Service Card.
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PRICES IN

Rockwell
Computer
AIM -65 $635

U of T 6809

BOARD
Perfect as a starter kit.

$495.00
Kit

$649.00 A&T THIS

MONTH'S
SPECIAL IN-

CLUDES
FULL 48K OF

RAM. Read ETI review

SPECIAL
MEMORY SUPER

SPECIALS
very good stock

4164-150ns
$10.95

(1 x 64K
single (+ 5V) supply)

4116-150ns(1x16k)
$2.75

4116-200nS (1x16k) $2.25

4116-300ns(1x16k)
$1.75

2114L-200ns low power $2.49

TMM 2016 (2k x 8 static

RAM)
$10.00

NOTE: 1 of these can do the

job of 4 2114's but uses only

one 24 pin socket
6116(2k x8)

$12.75

(same as above but CMOS)

2102 CFPC
$1.57

5101 CMOS
2708 EPROM (1k)

2716 EPROM (2k)

2732 EPROM (4k)

2532 EPROM (4k)

2764 EPROM

$3.85
$5.95
$5.50
$9.95

$10.50
$53.00

FOR QUANTITY
PRICES CONTACT
US FOR REALLY

SUPER PRICES

DISK DRIVES
10% OFF ON ANY 2 DRIVES

SHUGART SA400
(5/",SS)
SHUGART SA450
(5V.",DS)
SHUGART SA801
(8", SS)
SHUGART SA851
(8". DS)
CDC 9406 8" DOUBLE
DENSITY DD SPECIAL

PRICE

$390.00

549.00

689.00

950.00

649.00

MODEMS
NOVATION

MODEMS

CAT ACOUSTIC
D -CAT DIRECT
CONNECT
AUTO CAT D.C.

AUTO -ANSWER

5259.00

269.00

329.00

COMPUTERS

DISK II W/DOS 3.3 .795.00

DISK II
739.00

PACKAGED
SA 400 DISK

DRIVE WITH CON-

TROLLER
AND DOS 3.3

UPGRADE KIT 599.00

PACKAGED
SA 400 DRIVE

USED AS A SECOND

DRIVE ONLY
499.00

ATARI 810 DISK DRIVE
735.00

BEST PRICES ON

HAMEG
OSCILLOSCOPES

SPECIAL
4

$449 .r=

HM307 3 inch 10 MHz
Oscilloscope + Built-in Com-

ponent Tester $449

HM203 5 inch 20 MHz

Oscilloscope
Dual Trace $739

HM412 5 inch 20 MHz Delay-

ing Sweep Dual Trace $1149

HM705 5 inch 70 MHz Delay-

ing Sweep Dual Trace $1679

WE HAVE A SUPER
STOCK OF TTL,

LINEAR, CMOS &
DISCRETE AT MOST

COMPETITIVE
PRICES.

Low -Cost
Logic State
Analyzer SPECIAL
LSA-1 K Logic Analyzer

kitwithcutcase
$295.00

LSA-1KC Logic
Analyzer kit

with case
$350.00

LSA-1 logic Analyzer
(assembled, with case) $465.00

CENTRONICS
PRINTERS
730-1

(PARALLEL) ... $775.00

730-3 (SERIAL)
875.00

739-1 (PARALLEL)
895.00

739-3 (SERIAL)
939.00

EPSON PRINTERS
MX -80 - $779

MX -80 FT
MX -82 FO PEZ \NE

MX-82FT Cpp\CES cA

MX -100 P\-E"SE

SUPER STOCK

MICROPROCESSORS
8080 FAMILY

6500 FAMILY
6502 CPU

5 850
6504 CPU
1,505 CPU
.520
6522
6532
6551

869
865
680
9 10
1325
1395

6800 FAMILY
6800 CPU
6802 CPU
6808 CPU
6809 CPU
6810
6821
6845
6847
6850
6852

S 650
989
9 75

20 95
3 15
3 25

17 99
19 00
3 75
6 89

Z80 FAMILY

8080A CPU
8085 CPU
8155

260A -CPU 4 MHz 5 950 8212

ZBOA-P104 MHz
8.511 8214
8.50 8216

2700 8224
33 50 8226
33.95 8228
20.

825
00 82531

18 75
13 50 8255
9 50 8257
2.50 8259
195 8279

ZCOA.CTC4 MHz
Z80AOMA4 MHz
Z80A.S10114

MHz
Z80AS10124 MHz
Z80A.S10194 MHz
Z8OA.DART4 MHz
1802
1822
1824
1853

S 565
8.95

1070
2 79
450
239
390
2 85
500
6.45
8.95
6.55
8 95
8.99
1175

Remember
PRICE POLICY

negotiable I
that t ErcItronla, all prices

afford large Quantities purchases. If
are

starting a Coop.
Your own,

you
wcannotabout

SPECIAL
ZENITH MONITORS

COM-

PLETE WITH HOUSING AND

POWER SUPPLY
READY -TO -

USE WITH ANY COMPOSITE

VIDEO
SIGNAL 12" GREEN

PHOSPHORUS
SCREEN

SWITCH SELECTABLE
FOR

40 OR 80 CHARACTERS

SALE PRICE $179.00

NEC 12" COLOUR MONITOR

$575

INTERFACE
HARDWARE

ORANGE
ROMFONT CHIPS

ORANGE 16K MEMORY

EXPANSION

5 169.00

ORANGE KEYBOARD
ENCODER 115.00

35.00

APPLE PARALLEL
APPLE SERIAL
APPLE CENTRONICS
APPLE IEEE -488

APPLE
COMMUNICATIONS ...

APPLE LANGUAGE
SYSTEM

WI PASCAL
APPLE PROTOTYPING
M.C. MUSICSYSTEM
M.C. SUPERTALKER
M.C. AID + D/A

M.C. ROMWRITER
M.C. CPS MULTIFUNCTION
C.C.S. CLOCK/CALENDAR
CARD
VIDEX VIDEOTERM
VIDEX SWITCHPLATE
VIDEX SOFTSWITCH
VIDEX ENHANCER

II

HAYES
MICROMODEM II

HAYES SMARTMODEM
NOVATION APPLE

CAT II

MICROSOFT 16K RAMCARD

MICROSOFT Z80 SOFTCARD..495.00

M&R SUP'R'MOD
II....... ...45.00

M&R SUP'R'TERM
..499.00

239.00
239.00
289.00
619.00
289.00

649.00
35.00

789.00
439.00
529.00
255.00
339.00

THUNDERCLOCK +
TG PADDLES
TG JOYSTICK

MAIL ORDERS

send ash). Minichequedri money order (do not
plus tor ship:Ontario

resident* must
adeProvincia

l319

COLLEGE STREET, TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA, MST 1S2
(416

) 921-5295

sales tar. Visa and Mastercard a coI.d: send
card No., signature, expiry data and name of bank.ALL

PRICES ARE INCANADIAN FUNDS, 9% FEDERAL SALES TAX INCLUDED

no. 5 on ReaderService Card.

169.00
445.00
25.00
45.00

195.00
499.00
385.00
569.00

259.00

195.00
45.00
65.00
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Shroud of Turin 13

Is this mysterious cloth actually
the burial shroud of Christ? A con-
certed scientific investigation
seeks to determine the origin of
the shroud.

Contest 28

A sneak preview of a new com-
puter system and a chance to win
some hardware.

Faster Than Light Travel 29
Sure it's impossible, but that
doesn't mean it can't be done. A.S.
Lipton cranks 'er up into warp fac-
tor eight.

CMOS 31

This month, our circuits feature
concerns the innards of CMOS;
how to use these powerful little
chips to their best advantage. . .

and how not to fry them. By Ray
Marston.

Modems 34

A modem is a device that lets your
computer communicate by 'phone,
and thus run up long distance bills
to other computers all over the
world. Robert Traub investigates
what to do about modems and
"prank data".

Drones 39

You thought a woofer without a
voice coil was something they
designed to sell to really clueless
hi-fi owners, right? Wally Parsons
explains otherwise.

University of Toronto
Computer Review

44

This single board computer has a
6809 processor addressing up to
48K of RAM. It uses an RS232 inter-
face to deal with a terminal, and
has available a sophisticated
machine code assembler. But can
it play space invaders? Steve Rim-
mer investigates.

Optical Disk Records 56
Is the phonograph record as we
know it not long for this world?
Sound may soon be recorded by
optical means, and the wind-up
Victrola in the parlor may require
refitting with a laser.

Into Linear 65

Ian Sinclair has a peer at IC audio
amplifiers, and the circuits in
which they live, work, play and
(pant, drool). . . breed.
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Projects
AF Signal Generator 41

A sophisticated bit of test gear for
the audio experimenter. . . just
the thing for the legion of con-
structors who have built our 300
watt amp, and now want to blow
speakers scientifically.

Super Dice 49

Even if we had had a
microprocessor on hand to stick in
this thing, we couldn't have made
a more sophisticated dice circuit.
It does everything but cheat.

LED Level Meter 71

Not ten but twenty LEDs per chan-
nel (yes, and two LM3914's).
Capacitors and resistors to glad-
den your heart. Copper, fiberglass
and wire. A great audio indicator or
a wholesome snack.
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Shroud of Turin

eaard itetriew

Our Cover:Since Its discovery in the thirteen
century, the Holy Shroud of Turin has been

an object of interest of both theologians
and men of science. Does it actually bear an

Image of the face of Christ? A look at the
most recent investigations on page 13.
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Editorial Queries
Written queries can only be answered when accom-
panied by a self-addressed, stamped envelope.
These must relate to recent articles and not involve
the staff in any research. Mark such letters ETI-
Query. We cannot answer telephone queries.

Binders
Binders made especially for ETI are available for
$8.00 including postage and handling. Ontario
residents please add provincial sales tax.

Sell ETI and ETI Special Publications
ETI is available for resale by component stores. We
can offer a good discount when the minimum order
of 15 copies is placed. Readers having trouble in ob-
taining the magazine could ask their local elec-
tronics store to stock the magazine.

Component Notation and Units
We normally specify components using an interna-
tional standard. Many readers will be unfamiliar
with this but it's simple, less likely to lead to error
and will be widely used everywhere sooner or later.
ETI has opted for sooner!
Firstly decimal points are dropped and substituted
with the multiplier: thus 4.7uF is written 4u7.
Capacitors also use the multiplier nano (one
nanofarad is 1000pF). Thus 0.1uF is 100nF, 5600pF
is 5n6. Other examples are 5.6pF = 5p6 and 0.5pF
= Op5.
Resistors are treated similarly: 1.8Mohms is 1M8,
56kohms is the same, 4.7kohms is 4k7, 100ohms is
100R and 5.60hms is 5R6.

PCB Suppliers
ETI magazine does NOT supply PCBs or kits but we
do issue manufacturing permits for companies to
manufacture boards and kits to our designs, Con-
tact the following companies when ordering boards.

Please note we do not keep track of what is
available from who so please don't contact us for in-
formation on PCBs and kits. Similarly do not ask
PCB suppliers for help with projects.

K.S.K. Associates, P.O. Box 54, Morriston, Ont. NOB
2C0.
B&R Electronics, P.O. Box 6326F, Hamilton, Ont.,
L9C 6L9.
Wentworth Electronics, R.R.No.1, Waterdown,Ont.,
LOR 2H0.
Danocinths Inc., P.O. Box 261, Westland MI 48185,
USA.
Arkon Electronics Ltd., 409 Queen Street W., Toron-
to, Ont., M5V 2A5.
A-1 Electronics, 5062 Dundas Street W., Islington,
Ont., M9A 1B9.
Beyer & Martin Electronic Ltd., 2 Jodi Ave., Unit C,
Downsview, Ontario M3N 1H1.
Spectrum Electronics, Box 4166, Stn 'D', Hamilton,
Ontario L8V 415.
Decor Limited, P.O. Box 683, Station O, Toronto,
M4T 2N5.



How the intrepid electronics hobbyist
can survive In the wildest outdoors

despite black files, hunger, nightmares...
and just ordinary getting lost.

If you think Mode is con-
cerned only with fun-or with
learning all about what resis-
tors and diodes can do-
then you know only half of it.

Mode is also con-
cerned that electronics
people live better and
safer than everybody else.
For example, nobody
who likes electronics
must ever be left to perish
in a wilderness. AMode Sur-
vival Pack will save the day!

This Mode Survival
Pack consists of four easy -
to -build electronic hobby
kits which are just about
essential if you plan to step
far off a main road.

Mode Bug Shoo Kit: It pro-
duces a tiny sound through an
ear phone. The ear phone is not
usually placed in the bug's
ear. Bugs can hear it at a
fair distance.

Present research does
not indicate whether bugs
dislike the sound and avoid
its source, or whether it cleverly
jams their radar and causes
them to miss their target.

If you are going into
mosquito or black fly country
(like out the back door of
your home), pin a Mode Bug
Shoo to your belt loop and
turn it ON!

Mode Fish Caller. Only
helpless people starve in the
wilds. Those in the know about
electronics take along a Mode Fish
Caller and summon their dinner
while starting a fire. Nothing better
than fresh fish arriving right on time.

So far, research does not clearly
establish whether the Mode Fish Caller
lures fish with a siren sound they love,
or so maddens them with rage that

Circle No. 25 on Reader Service Card

they suicide on the
nearest hook.

Make one and try it:
there is extra fun in

figuring out why it works.
Mode Flasher. This
is a high powered
job that is a good
trouble light when

you are changing tires on
the road side. When you

are lost in a vast Nowhere,
search planes can find you

easily. Especially at night.
Runs on 12 -volt batteries

found in most vehicles.
Mode Battery Operated

Fluorescent Light. Never
sit in a tent afraid of the dark.

Nightmares are not pleasant!
With this Mode kit, a bulb,

and a battery, you can read
Electronics Today or other in-

spiring literature to fight off
the gloomies. Or, you can

have fun with one of Modes
many exciting game kits: Mode
Dice Game...Mode Skeet Shoot

Game... Mode Shoot Out
Game...Mode Super

Roulette...or (depending
on your companions) Mode

Love -O -Meter.
All fun. All easy to build. All

useful. All likely to make friends
envious of your ability and

your clever style.
Mode makes kits that
make life and learn-, ing better for people
who like electronics.

OD
_,- .j-y.i.,._la

HEAD OFFICE
1777 ELLICE AVE. WINNIPEG, MANITOBA
R3H OW5 PH: (204) 786-3133
BRANCH LOCATION
88 HORNER AVE. TORONTO, ONTARIO
M8Z 5Y3 PH (416) 252-4838



News
Meter
Heath Company has introduced a
low-priced portable digital
multimeter. The IM -2260 measures
voltages from one millivolt to 1000
Volts DC (or 750 Volts AC), with
current measurement from one
milliamp to 10 Amps. It can
measure resistance from one ohm
to 20 megohms. A special diode
test function can check forward
and reverse condition of diodes
and other semiconductors.

State-of-the-art LSI (large
scale integration) measuring cir-
cuitry is used in the IM -2260 to
provide high -stability readings and

automatic polarity indication.
Pushbutton switching adds extra
convenience for users of the
IM -2260 and built-in references are
provided to help ensure accurate
calibration. A large 31/2 -digit LED
(light-emiting diode) display shows
the values of all measurements.

Input protection is provided
for all functions of the IM -2260.
Voltage measurement circuitry is
protected from signals up to 1000
volts. Most of the IM -2260's cur-
rent measurement functions are
protected by diode and fuse cir-
cuits. The IM -2260's resistance
measurement circuitry is protected
from up to 350 Volts. Fully
isolated circuitry allows floating
measurements up to 500 Volts
(peak) from earth ground.

Measuring just 3" H x 8.5" W
x 11" D (7.62 x 21.59 x 27.94 cm),
the digital multimeter weighs less
than three pounds (exluding bat-
teries), and can draw operating
power from several different
sources: six 1.5 VDC carbon -zinc,
alkaline or rechargeable nickel -
cadmium "C" cells (not included)
or 120 VAC, 60 Hz power with the
optional Heath PS -2404 battery
eliminator. A battery test circuit
allows a direct check of battery
condition. A built-in circuit
recharges nickel -cadmium bat-
teries.

The IM -2260 portable digital
multimeter is mail order priced at

$199.95. The optional PS -2404
battery eliminator is priced at
$11.95. An assembled version of
the IM -2260 digital multimeter is
also available at $349.95 and like
the IM -2260 is available from
Heathkit Electronic Centres in
Vancouver, Calgary, Edmonton,
Winnipeg, Ottawa, Mississauga
and Montreal.

Printer
Centronics Canada Inc. has in-
troduced the Model 122 graphics
dot matrix printer, a heavy-duty
120 CPS desk -top printer which is
ideally -suited for both data pro-
cessing and business processing ap-
plications. It is a very cost effective
printer for the small business
systems, communications systems,
and personal computer users who
desire more speed, reliability,
and/or features than are available
on today's low-cost mini computer
printers. At a suggested list price
of $1635., the Model 122 offers
many unique features not available
on competitive products.

The Model 122 graphics
printer provides all the standard
features expected of an industrial
grade, 132 column data processing
printer, coupled with standard pin
addressable graphics for business
processing or design graphics ap-
plications. The user can select not
only standard alpha numeric prin-
ting and pin addressable graphics,
but also has the choice of six -pin or
eight -pin graphics. This unique
flexibility makes the 122 software
compatible with the Centronics
Model 739, giving the user a broad
base of readily available software
packages to perform applications,
such as trend analysis, business
graphics, pie charts, bar codes,
CAD/CAM draft plots, as well as

data processing printing i_).
Standard features of the

Model 122 graphics include: 120
CPS bidirectional/logic seeking
printing in monospaced alpha
numeric mode, unidirec-
tional/logic seeking printing in
graphics mode, six or eight pin
graphics, selectable forms length
(from 31/2" to 151/2" in 1/2" in-
crements), selectable lines per inch
(6, 9 or 18 LPI), "clean hands"
ribbon cassette, and seven resident
international character sets.

For more information, con-
tact Centronics Canada, telephone
(416) 447-8591.

Free Money
The Ernest C. Manning Awards
Foundation is searching for an in-
novative Canadian who may be
eligible for a $75,000 cash award.

The Foundation was
established two years ago to pro-
mote the discovery, recognition,
encouragement and rewarding of
innovative people in Canada. It
hopes to act as a positive force in
Canada, encouraging Canadian in-
novators to develop their ideas
within Canada, rather than taking
them abroad.

Since its establishment, the
Foundation has been involved in
fund-raising activities to support
the awards program, and has now
collected more than $1,750,000
from private and corporate con-
tributors across the country.

Now, the Foundation is set to
grant its first annual $75,000
award. To accomplish this, it is in-
viting nominations from all Cana-
dians. Those nominations will be
examined by a selection commit-
tee, and the award recipient will be
honoured at an awards dinner in
Calgary in September of this year.

While there are no set
categories for the award, the selec-
tion committee will pay particular
attention to innovative ideas which
are of benefit to a broad spectrum
of Canadians. Foundation trustees
have expressed a desire to receive
significant numbers of nomina-
tions from the fields of the
biological sciences, the physical
sciences and engineering, the social
sciences, business, labour, law and
government and public policy.

The deadline for nominations
for the 1982 award is May 31.
Nomination forms may be obtain-
ed by writing to: The Ernest C.
Manning Awards Foundation,
P.O. Box 2276, Main Post Office,
Calgary, Alberta, T2P 2M6.

Spelling Checker
Microproof dictionary software is
now available on five CP/M for-
mats: Osborne, Apple, Super -
brain, Omikron, and the standard
IBM 8" formatted disks.

Microproof checks word pro-
cessed documents for spelling er-
rors using a 50,000 word dic-
tionary. The dictionary is extreme-
ly compressed and occupies only a
third of a double density 5" disk.
Additional words can easily be ad-
ded to the dictionary. An optional
correction feature is available that
allows corrections to be made
within the text without returning to
the word processing program.

CP/M Microproof retails for
$149.00 (also available for TRS-80
and Apple II at $69.50). The op-
tional correction feature can be ad-
ded for $60. for more information,
write Cornucopia Software, 1625
Beverly Place, Berkeley CA 94707.

.
Give...
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Plug-in Monitor
Computers, word processors, elec-
tronic cash registers, and other
microprocessor and microcom-
puter -based equipment, are ex-
tremely susceptible to damage
from irregularities in AC line
power known as "transients" and
"surges". These irregularities are
caused by lightning, or by large
electric motors in elevators or
heavy machinery using the same
main power line, or even by nearby
electric typewriters, copying
machines or fluorescent lights.

The most common deleterious
effects of these irregularities are
loss of data or garbled informa-
tion, and if any sensitive electronic
device suffers consistently from
these problems, the new Monitor
produced by MCG Electronics,
Inc., of Deer Park, NY, will deter-
mine whether the AC line power
contains transients and surges that
could cause them.

The Monitor is simply plug-
ged into a standard 120 VAC
outlet and left in place for a period
of time. A green LED indicates
that it is operating. If any surge or
transient occurs in the power line
of at least 200 V magnitude and
1/2 microsecond duration, the first
of the four red LEDs on the face of
the Monitor lights up and stays
lighted. The other three red LEDs
indicate that voltage in the line has
reached 400 V, 600 V, or 800 V or
more. A memory feature retains
the transient data for 24 hours so
that if the Monitor is accidentally
unplugged, any LEDs that have
been lit will go out, but will go on
again when it is plugged back in.
The LEDs can be turned off and
the Monitor reset at any time sim-
ply by pushing the "reset" button.

According to the manufac-
turer, the Monitor is of greatest
value in facilities using a large
number of microprocessor -based
devices, particularly if a large
amount of electrical equipment is
also used or if electrical equipment
is operating nearby. The Monitor
can then be moved from outlet to
outlet to determine which, if any,
are safe, which require protection,
and how much protection each re-
quires. It can also determine
whether a newly installed machine
will cause damage before it has a
chance to do so.

NEWS

The price of the MCG Elec-
tronics Power Line Monitor is
$159. For more information, con-
tact MCG Electronics Corp., 160
Brook Ave., Deer Park, N.Y.
11729.

Graphics
Graphics Interface '82, the most
comprehensive computer graphics
event in Canada, is being held May
17 to 21, 1982 at the Constellation
Hotel, Toronto, Ontario.
Tutorials on topics of vital interest
to computer professionals will be
presented on May 17th and 18th.
Graphics Interface '82 is co-
sponsored by the National Com-
puter Graphics Association of
Canada (N.C.G.A.) and the Cana-
dian Man -Computer Communica-
tions Society (C.M.C.C.S.) with
support from the I.E.E.E. Com-
puter Society, the Canadian Image
Processing and Pattern Recogni-
tion Society and other professional
societies.

For more information on the
Conference, please contact
Graphics Interface '82, 961 Eglin-
ton Avenue East, Suite 200,
Toronto, Ontario M4G 4B5,
telephone (416) 424-4758/(416)
424-3482.

Electrons Are Waves!
A basic experiment on the wave
nature of electrons an experiment
that has eluded physicists for fifty
years has been accomplished at the
IBM Research Laboratory in
Zurich, Switzerland.

The experiment involves the
'tunneling' of electrons through a
thin region of empty space, a
vacuum, which they could not
penetrate if they were the small,
hard particles envisioned in
classical physics.

The modern view of particles
such as electrons, called quantum
mechanics, was formulated in the
late 1920s. Quantum mechanics
treat such particles as having the
properties of both particles and
waves. As waves, when they en-
counter a barrier such as a vacuum
they don't just bounce off, but
penetrate a short distance into the
barrier.

If the barrier is thin enough,
some part of the wave penetrates it
and appears on the other side as an
electric current. This is called tun-
neling.

In addition to its scientific in-
terest, electron tunneling in solids
is the basis of a number of high-
performance electronic devices
such as the tunnel diode.

The Zurich experiments have,
for the first time, unequivocally
shown tunneling through a
vacuum between two electrodes,
one a needle point and the other a
flat metal sample. Tunneling
through a vacuum is difficult to
observe because it occurs only over
very small distances, a few
angstroms (an atomic diameter is
typically about three angstroms).
The slightest vibration can ruin
such an experiment.

Phase -locked Loop
The XR-2213, a high stability
phase locked loop system for tone
detection and frequency synthesis,
has been introduced by Exar In-
tegrated Systems, Inc. The
XR-2213 was designed for use in
telecommunications equipment,
such as dial tone detectors.

As a tone decoder, the
XR-2213 can be externally ad-
justed for any tone in its range
(0.01 Hz to 300 kHz). As a fre-
quency synthesizer, the XR-2213
generates extremely stable frequen-
cies. From one stable reference fre-
quency such as a crystal, the
XR-2213 can generate frequencies
in much higher ranges. The
XR-2213 features a wide supply
voltage range of 4.5V to 15V.

The XR-2213 consists of a
VCO that is highly stable with
temperature, input preamplifier,
phase detector, quadrature phase
detector and high gain voltage
comparator. The input
preamplifier allows an input signal
range of 2.0 mV to 3.0 V RMS,
while the VCO and voltage com-
parator both provide Q and not Q
outputs for greater flexibility and
reduced external circuitry. All loop
parameters are independently and
externally adjustable.

For more information, con-
tact EXAR Integrated Systems,
Inc., 750 Palomar Ave., P.O. Box
62229, Sunnyvale, Ca., 94088.

Fiber Optic Connector
Switchcraft, Inc. has announced
what it calls a "breakthrough in
low fiber optic connector attenua-
tion" - 0.3 dB typical with 0.6 dB
max. value.

The new Switchcraft connec-
tors provide assurance of the
lowest attenuation capability
available at this time, and this con-
tributes to the fiber optic systems'
overall transmission effeciency.
Switchcraft Fiber -Conn fiber optic
connectors are specially designed
for easy assembly and
maintenance; terminate to stan-
dard cables; are self -compensating
and self -extracting, and provide
data links up to 50 meters. Longer
links are possible on special order.

The new connector package
offers options of customer
assembly or individual connector
components or custom assemblies
supplied by Switchcraft. It also in-
cludes a customized tool with in-
structions to aid technical person-
nel in assembling the connectors to
cables. Switchcraft Fiber -Conn
components include connectors,
couplers and receptacles. When us-
ed with standard fiber optic cables,
a wide variety of connection con-
figurations with low attenuation
are possible. Connectors mate with
couplers and receptacles; recep-
tacles may be panel or chassis -
mounted.

Inside the receptacle is a pro-

vision for mounting a semi-
conductor light source or detector.
The unique Switchcraft coupler
has an inner compensating spacer
which automatically adjusts
mating gap to .001 inch (2.54 mm).
Precise control of gap and
tolerance permits low, repeatable
attenuation values.

Switchcraft Inc. is represented
in Canada by Atlas Electronics
Limited, 50 Wingold Avenue,
Toronto, Ontario, with branch of-
fices in Montreal, Winnipeg, Ed-
monton, and Vancouver.

Microcomputer Sales
Boom
Sales of microcomputers will top
$250 million in Canada during
1982, a 250% increase over 1981.
Rese figures are reported in a
recently published study done by
Evans , Research Corporation, a
Toronto Company.

Other figures of interest are
that there are now 200 computer
stores in Canada, 47 of them
Radio Shack Computer Stores.
60% of microcomputer sales are to
small businesses, the remaining
40% being purchased by hob-
byists, education and large
business.

'Scope
Hameg has announced a general-
purpose oscilloscope, HM705,
with a variety of operating modes
and trigger facilities designed for
both laboratory and field service.
A maximum Y sensitivity of
2mV/cm at full bandwidth shows
the performance of the vertical
amplifiers. The HM705 triggers
even complex signals beyond
100MHz. Two non -synchronous
signals, or a composite signal with
a non -synchronous component,
and also aperiodic events can
likewise be triggered. Single -shot
operation is also possible. The
wide sweep range from 5 ns/cm
(including x10 magnification) to
2.5 s/cm gives excellent resolution.
Additionally, it is possible to ex-
pand short signal periods by a fac-
tor of 1000 using the sweep delay.
Several LED's facilitate easy
handling and help prevent incor-
rect setting. The 14kV CRT with
rectangular screen and internal
graticule ensures an extremely
bright and well-defined display.

These features and others
make the HM705 an instrument of
great flexibility in all fields of com-
munications, consumer and in-
dustrial electronics.

For more information, con-
tact BCS Electronics Ltd., 980
Alness St., Unit 35, Downsview,
Ont., M3J 2S2, telephone (416)
661-5585.
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TEK 2213/15 HIGH VALUE
OSCILLOSCOPES

aIntroducin9 Voi 44,

from Tektronix

$1695'

...the best value in portable scopes today!
Easy to use ...
 advanced auto trigger
 auto focus and intensity
 carefully arranged front

panel control layout.
 beam finder
Students learn more quickly;
experienced users spend less
time in instrument set-up.

Easy to carry ...
light weight

 small
High efficiency power supply
and single board construction
cut size and weight.
Easy to buy ...
 new single board design

results in cost effective
manufacturing techniques.

The benefit to you, the buyer, is
a price lower than has been
possible before. A side benefit of
the reduced component count is
increased reliability and easy
servicing, resulting in overall
lower life cycle costs.
And with no sacrifice in
performance ...
 60 MHz B.W. and 5 nsec

sweep speed is fast enough
for MOS and TTL logic
families.

 2215 adds calibrated delayed
sweep switching for sophis-
ticated timing measurements.

 variable hold off for complicated
digital timing measurements.

 2mV sensitivity for very low
measurements.

 T.V. triggering.
 time tested 465 CRT.

$4,000.

$3,000.

$2,000.

$1,000.

TYPICAL DELAYED SWEEP
OSCILLOSCOPE

PRICE/PERFORMANCE
IN CANADA

 $2160/ 2215

 $1695/2213

20 40 60 80 100

Bandwidth (MHz)

Based on Canadian Duty
and Tax included
prices in April 1982.

*All prices include duty and Federal
Sales Tax. Provincial Sales Tax extra.

Prices are subject to change
without notice.

Duty Free prices available on request.

You just can't buy a more advanced scope,
for anything less...

Check out the spec's on the next page.
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TEK 2213/15 INSTRUMENT
SPECIFICATIONS

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

VERTICAL DEFLECTION
(2 Identical Channels)

Bandwidth' and Rise Time - (at all deflection factors
from 5011 terminated source). * Measured at -3 dB.

0°Cto+40°C +40° C to +50° C

Dc to 60 MHz, 20 mV/div to
10 V/div, 5.8 ns reduced
to 50 MHz for2mVto
10 mV/div, 7 ns

50 MHz, 7 ns

Deflection Factor at BW -2 mV/div to 10 V/div ±3%
(+20°c to +30°C) or ±4% (0° C to +50°C).
1-2-5 sequence. Uncalibrated, continuously variable
between steps to at least 25 V/div.

Vertical Display Modes - CH1; CH2; CH2 ADD
(normal and inverted), alternate, chopped-approx
250 kHz rate, electronically switched.

CMRR - Common -mode rejection ratio at least 10:1
at 10 MHz for common mode signals of 6 divisions or
less.

Input R and C - 1 Mfl ±2% paralleled by approx 30 pF.

Max Input Voltage
Dc coupled 400 V (dc + peak ac)

800 V (p -p ac at 1 kHz or less)
Ac coupled 400 V (dc + peak ac)

800 V (p -p ac at 1 kHz or less)

Delay Line - Permits viewing leading edge of dis-
played waveform.

HORIZONTAL DEFLECTION

Time Base A - (Both 2213 and 2215) - 0.05 µs/div to
0.5 s/div (1-2-5 sequence). 10X mag extends max
sweep rate to 5 ns/div.

Time Base B - (2215 only) - 0.05 µs/div to 50 ms/div
(1-2-5 sequence). 10X mag extends max sweep rate
to 5 ns/div.

Variable Time Control - Time Base A (both 2213 and
2215) provides continuously variable uncalibrated
sweep rates between steps to at least 1.25 s/div.

Time Base A (both 2213 and 2215) and B (2215 only)
Accuracy, center 8 divisions -

+20° C
to

+30°C

0°C
to

+50° C

Unmagnified ±3%
Magnified ±5%

±4%
±6%

Horizontal Display Modes (2213) - A, A intensified
after delay, delayed.

Horizontal Display Modes (2215) - A, alternate (A
intensified by B and B), B. Electronic switching
between intensified and delayed sweep.

2213 SWEEP DELAY

Delay Times - Less than 0.5µs, 10 µs, and 0.2 ms.

Multiplier - Increases delay time by 20 to 1 or more.

Jitter - 5000 to 1 (0.02%) of maximum available delay
time.

2215 SWEEP DELAY

Delay Times - Continuously variable by means of a
10 to 1 vernier control. Delayed (B) portion is intensi-
fied on the main (A) trace.

Delay Position Range - Less than 0.5 to more than 10
divisions.

Delay Dial Accuracy - ±1.5% of full scale

A/B Sweep Separation - Control permits main and
delayed sweep to be separated by at least 3.5 divisions.

Jitter - 10,000 to 1 (0.01%) of maximum available
delay time.

TRIGGERING

2213 and 2215 A Time Base
Trigger Modes - Normal (sweep runs when triggered),
automatic (sweep runs in the absence of a triggering
signal and triggers automatically for signals down to
20 Hz), and tv field (with slope set for negative going
transitions, and trigger level adjusted close to
blanking level, sweep starts at first line of video; use
NORMAL for tv line display). LED indicates when
sweep is triggered.

A Trigger Holdoff - Adjustable control permits a
stable presentation of repetitive complex waveforms.

Sensitivity - Auto and Normal Internal: Below 5 MHz,
signal must be at least 0.4 divisions amplitude;
requirements increase above 5 MHz; at 60 MHz,
signal must be at least 1.5 divisions amplitude.

Auto and Normal External: Up to 5 MHz, trigger
signal must be at least 50 mV p -p; requirements
increase up to 60 MHz, where signal must be at least
250 mV p -p.

TV Field: Composite video must be at least 2 divisions
amplitude.

Level and Slope (NORM Mode) - Internal: Trigger
level can be adjusted over the range of amplitudes
displayed on the CRT. External, dc coupled: level can
be adjusted over a range of at least ±2 V, or 4 V peak -
to -peak. External, dc coupled and attenuated (=10):
level can be adjusted over a range of at least±20 V,
or 40 V peak -to -peak.

External Inputs -R and C approx 1 Mfl paralleled by
approx 30 pF. 400 v (dc + peak ac) or 800 Vac peak -
to peak at 1 kHz or less.

2215 Delayed (B) Timebase

Level and Slope - Separate slope and level controls
for triggering B sweep.

Sensitivity - Up to 5 MHz, signal must be at least 0.4
divisions in vertical amplitude; requirements increase
up to 60 MHz, where signal must be at least 2 divisions
in amplitude.

X -Y OPERATION

Full Sensitivity X -Y (CH1 Horiz, CH2 Ved) -2 mV/div
to 10 V/div, accurate ±5%. Bandwidth is dc to at least
2 MHz. Phase difference between amplifiers is 3 °or
less.from dc to 50 kHz.

DISPLAY

CRT -8 x 10 cm display. Horizontal and vertical
center lines further marked in 0.2 cm increments. P31
phosphor standard. 10 kV accelerating potential,
mesh grid, halo suppressed.

Graticuie - Internal, non -parallax, not illuminated.

Beam Finder - Compresses trace to within graticule
area for ease in locating an off -screen signal. A pre-
set intensity level provides a constant brightness.

Circle No.12 on Reader Service Card.

Z -Axle Input- Dc coupled, positive -going signal
decreases intensity; 5 V p -p signal causes noticeable
modulation at normal intensity; do to 5 MHz.

ENVIRONMENTAL CAPABILITIES

Ambient Temperature -
Operating: 0° C to +50° C.
Nonoperating: -55° C to +75° C

Altitude - Operating: to 15,000 ft; max allowable
ambient temperature decreased by 1°C/1000 ft from
5000 to 15,000 ft. Nonoperating: to 50,000 ft.

Vibration - Operating: Test samples were subjected
to sinusoidal vibration in the X, Y, and Z axis with the
frequency varied from 10 Hz to 55 Hz to 10 Hz in one
minute sweeps for a duration of 15 minutes per axis
and a dwell of 10 minutes at 55 Hz. Total displace-
ment was 0.015 inch peak -to -peak (2.4 Gs at 55 Hz).

Shock - Operating and nonoperating: Test samples
were subjected to 3 shocks, both directions along
each axis for a total of 18 shocks. Peak accelerations
of each half -sine shock was 30 Gs.

Humidity- Operating and non -operating: Test
samples were subjected to 5 cycles (120 hours) of
humidity testing.

OTHER CHARACTERISTICS

Probe Adjust Signal -
Square wave, 0.5 V ±20%, 1 kHz ±20%.

Power Requirements - 90 to 250 V, 48 to 62 Hz
without range switching, 50 watts max at 115 V and
60 Hz.

Cabinet Dimensions -
Height: 137 mm (5.4 in) with feet and handle.
Width: 327 mm (12.9 in) without handle; 360 mm (14.2
in) with handle.
Depth: 445 mm (17.5 in) with front cover; 440 mm
(17.3 in) without front cover; 511 mm (20.1 in) with
handle extended.
Weights: 7.6 kg (16.8 Ib) with cover, accessories, and
pouch; 6.1 kg (13.5 Ib) without cover, accessories,
and pouch; 8.2 kg (18 Ib) domestic shipping weight.

INCLUDED ACCESSORIES

Two P6120 10X voltage probe packages with two IC
grabber probe accessories (013-0190-00).

ORDERING INFORMATION

2213 Dc to 60 MHz dual trace, single time base
oscilloscope with delayed sweep.

2215 Dc to 60 MHz dual trace, delayed alternate time
base oscilloscope.

Power Cords -
Standard: 110 Vac North American plug
Option Al: Universal European Power Plug (220 V).
Option A2: United Kingdom Power Plus (240 V).
Option A3: Australian Power Plug (240 V).
Option A4: 240 V North American Plug.

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

Cover and accessory pouch (020-0672-00); viewing
hood (016-0566-00); C -5C Opt 04 scope camera,
Model 200C SCOPE-MOBILEe cart; Rack Adaptor
Kit 016-0466-00.



TEK SERIES
THE PERFORMANCE/
PRICE STANDARD

Why oo I need a
60 MHz scope?
Won't any
10 MHz scope do?

Remember that the bandwidth specification of an
oscilloscope represents the bandwidth at
which the voltage amplitude of a sine wave is
reduced to 0.707 of its original voltage.

10 MHz sine wave
measured on a
60 MHz scope.

The same 10 MHz
sine wave as
measured on a
10 MHz scope.

Bandwidth is the
frequency at which
a scope can
display a sine wave
with a 30% reduc-
tion in signal
amplitude with
respect to a known
standard.

This means that if you try to make an amplitude
measurement of a 1 volt, 10 MHz sine wave on
a 10 MHz oscilloscope, what you will actually
measure is 0.7 volts. This amounts to an error of
30%. Most scopes are capable of making voltage
amplitude measurements with a typical accuracy
of 3%, but only if the bandwidth of the signal
being measured is about 1/5 or less the band-
width of the scope. With a 10 MHz scope, you can
observe and measure 2 MHz sine waves with
confidence. With a 60 MHz scope you can make
accurate amplitude measurements on 12 MHz
sine waves.

Also remember that only sine waves still look
like sine waves after passing through a low
pass filter (like the amplifiers of an oscilloscope.)
Any other wave shape will be altered to look like
a sine wave. A 10 MHz square wave, viewed on
a 10 MHz oscilloscope will look like a sine wave.

This is because a square wave, or any pulse
for that matter, has much higher frequency
components than just its fundamental frequency.
These high frequency components go into
making the high speed transition, or pulse edge.
As the speed of the square wave approaches
the speed of the oscilloscopes amplifier circuits,
this edge transition time becomes a signifi-
cant portion of the period of the signal, until
eventually, the square wave is rounded off to look
like a sine wave.

This last point is particularly important when
working on digital electronic circuits, where
edge to edge timing measurements can be
critical. Todays microprocessor clock rates are
pushing 5 MHz, and the trend is towards ever
greater speeds. To get an accurate representation
of the signals with todays speeds, you need a
scope with at least a 35 MHz to a 45 MHz
bandwidth. The speed of digital circuits a few
years from now will demand 60 MHz
oscilloscopes.

5 MHz
Square

Wave

10 MHz Scope 60 MHz Scope

If you have always wanted to own a high quality
Tek scope, here is your chance.
See the next page for our special introductory
offer.
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TEK 2213/15 HIGH VALUE
OSCILLOSCOPES

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER!
SAVE! BEFORE OFFER ENDS

Save $100* on the 2215, off the regular price of $2160.
Save $75t on the 2213, off the regular price of $1695.
Simply mail back the completed order form along
with a cheque or money order. (Please allow 4 to 6
weeks for delivery.)
Limit of one unit per order form.
15 day return privilege!
If you are not satisfied with the product, return it
within 15 days and we will give you a full refund.
Both Models in Stock (Barrie).

Name

Company
(if applicable)

Ship To Address

P.O. or Ref. #
(if applicable)

Postal Code Phone
Signature
Enclosed is my cheque or money order for:

 $2060 plus PST for one only, model 2215
t  $1620 plus PST for one only, model 2213

Prices include Duty and Federal Sales Tax, but not
Provincial Sale Tax. Residents of B.C. (6%),
Manitoba (5%), Ontario (7%), Quebec (8%), and
Nova Scotia (8°h) must add Provincial Sales Tax to
the indicated amount. Offer is for single unit
purchases only. No Quantity discounts or annual
purchase agreement discounts apply under this
offer.

For further information contact your
nearest Tektronix field office:
Vancouver: 604-438-4321
Calgary: 403-230-1836
Edmonton: 403-434-9466
Winnipeg: 204-632-4447
Toronto: 416-675-3865
Ottawa: 613-225-2850
Montreal: 514-697-5340
Halifax: 902-469-9476

Mail To:

Tektronix Canada Inc.
P.O. Box 6500
Barrie, Ontario L4M 4V3
Phone: 705-737-2700

Téktronix
COMMIT -T[1110 E%(;ELLE N[:f.
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Shroud of Turin
THE HOLY SHROUD of Turin is kept,
well wrapped in silk, asbestos and
lead, in the Royal Chapel of Turin's
Cathedral of St. John the Baptist,
which has been its home since 1578.
Officially the property of the House of
Savoy, former rulers of Italy, the
Shroud has for centuries been equal-
ly jealously guarded by the Catholic
Church, who have seldom allowed it
to be viewed by the general public
and have consistently shown
resistance to scientific examination
which might prove, once and for all,
whether the Shroud is at least
authentically from the time of Christ,
or whether it could be the work of a
mediaeval forger. Even on its first ap-
pearance in the West in the four-
teenth century there were doubters of
its authenticity, notably Bishop
Henry of Pitiers around the middle of
the century, and some years later the
bishop of Troyes, Pierre d'Arcis, both
of who tried to stop the exposition of
the Shroud on the grounds that it was
not genuine.

This cloth that has caused so
much controversy is a piece of linen a
little over 14 feet long and about a
yard wide - in excellent condition
considering its supposed age -
which bears on it an image, formed by
some unknown means, of a crucified
man. The man appears to have been
laid on his back on the cloth, which
was then folded over his head to
cover his front, since there is a com-
plete image of both the front and
back of the body.

The man of the image was about
181 cm (5 ft.,11 in.) - tall for his sup-
posed time, not impossibly so - with
a powerful and well-proportioned
physique. A leading ethnologist has
described him as "of a physical type
found in modern times among
Sephardi Jews and noble Arabs", and
his age has been estimated as bet-
ween 30 and 45. There is a good deal
of evidence that this man was a
crucifixion victim, and there are also
traces of what could be taken to be
blood spilled due to the Crown of
Thorns, the scourging, etc. that
Christ is said to have undergone.

Scientific investigation

True scientific investigation of the
Shroud really only started in 1898,
when Secondo Pia used the new

Since its mysterious ap-
pearance in the fourteenth
century, the piece of linen
cloth with the strange image
of a crucified man, now known
as the Holy Shroud of Turin,
has elicited awe, disbelief,
scepticism, and scientific
curiousity. Its history and its
authenticity are, as one scien-
tific punster put it, "shrouded
in mystery". This article fills in
some background on the
Shroud, including its known
and conjectured history and
the conclusions-or lack of
them-of scientific investiga-
tions up to the latest scientific
enquiry of 1978.

science of photography to take pic-
tures of the Shroud - and discovered
that the image was a negative one. In-
stead of ghostly ap-
pearance of the Shroud, the man
stood out on photographic negatives
as a positive, lifelike image -
especially the face. This discovery
alone makes the likelihood of the
Shroud's being an artist's forgery
much more remote; it would be prac-
tically impossible for any artist to
reproduce tones that are the reverse
of all he has learnt to depict in nature,
especially without the photographic
means of checking his work. Besides,
who would want to produce artificial-
ly such a negative image?

Medical men have also shown a
good deal of interest in the Shroud.
They claim that the anatomical data
of the image would be far beyond the
capabilities of any fourteenth century
artist, judging from what contem-
porary works show us of the prevail-
ing knowledge of anatomy. They also
deduced from experiment that a
crucifixion victim would have to be
nailed through the wrists, as is the
man of the Shroud, since the palm of
the hand would not be strong enough
to bear the weight of the body. Subse-
quent discovery of a crucified man
proved them to be right - but would
a mediaeval forger have known this,
considering that all contemporary
portrayals of the Crucifixion show
nails through the hands?

Angles of blood flow also in-
dicate crucifixion, and markings on
the forehead and in the side would
correspond exactly with wounds
Christ is said to have received.

In tests done before 1978, no
trace of pigments has been
discovered, as would be expected
the Shroud were the work of an artist.
As well, it has been discovered that
whatever caused the image has not
penetrated right through the fibre of
the linen, nor has it encrusted bet-
ween the fibres. This would also
seem to rule out paint, or any kind of
`wet' process of image -formation.

Analysis has been made of the
weaving of the linen to try and trace
its origins. Whilst the style -a three -
to -one herringbone twill - is unusual
in linen, it is by no means unique, and
could certainly come from first -
century Palestine. While the linen
was being examined, minute traces
of cotton were also found, suggesting
that the linen had been woven on
equipment also used for the weaving
of cotton. By analysing the species of
cotton, scientists determined that it
originated from the Middle Eastern
area. Whilst a forger might have gone
to the length of obtaining a piece of
linen from this precise area, it is one
more piece of evidence pointing
towards the authenticity of the
Shroud's provenance.

Up till 1978 scientists had been
unable to identify any actual blood on
the Shroud; it has been conjectured
tha either the age of the cloth or the
fire and water damage it sustained in
the sixteenth century might account
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for this, but since there is in any case
no sign of penetration of any liquid in-
to the cloth, it is arguable that scien-
tists might perhaps not expect to find
traces of actual blood.

The Shroud was also subjected
to pollen -testing by means of remov-
ing surface particles from it on pieces
of sticky tape. Dr. Max Frei of
Switzerland in this way determined
four predominant areas where the
Shroud had been in its history: near to
the Dead Sea in Palestine; in the area
of the Anatolian steppe; Istanbul; and
Northern Europe. The latter cor-
responds to our knowledge of the
Shroud's history, but the other areas
could offer vital clues to its earlier ex-
istence.

One important test that has not
yet been carried out is carbon dating,
which could tell us the age of the
cloth to within ± 100 years. This has
until recently been resisted by the
Church as it would have necessitated
large areas of the cloth being
destroyed, but now that carbon
dating techniques have advanced,
minute threads are enough to enable
a dating, and the Church has at last
given permission for this to take
place.

In recent research using image -
intensifying and other equipment
associated with the American space
project, scientists have come to the
conclusion that the image must have
been created at a distance by some
form of emanation, rather than by
contact. This was borne out when, us-
ing an Interpretation Systems VP -8
Image Analyser, the image was
shown to contain perfect three -
dimension information. An ordinary
two-dimensional picture or
photograph does not contain enough
information relating to distance and
proportions to be immediately
translateable into a meaningful 3-D
image. The fact that the Shroud im-
age does must add considerably to
the likelihood of its not having been
the work of an artist.

The Shroud's History - Known and
Conjectured

The Shroud appeared in Western
Europe in the mid -1350s as the pro-
perty of a chivalrous but poor French
knight, Geoffrey de Charny. How it
came into his possession has never
been explained, but he (or more pro-
bably his widow Jeanne de Vergy)
was responsible for its first exposi-
tion. It passed from him to his son,
also Geoffrey, and then to his grand-
daughter, Margaret, who finally en-

trusted it to the keeping of the House
of Savoy in 1453. The Shroud was
damaged by fire and by the water us-
ed to douse it in 1532, and although
the triangular patches so evident on
all photographs were necessary to
repair the cloth after this, the image
itself received little damage.

The prior history of the Shroud is
unclear. There is a legend, substan-
tiated by some ancient writings, of
King Abgar V of Edessa (a prosperous
town beyond the borders of the
Roman Empire) having corresponded
with Christ and later, after Christ's
death, having been presented by a
disciple, Thaddeus, with some kind of
holy or miraculous image of Christ's
face. When some years later a king
who was hostile to Christianity suc-
ceeded to the throne, this 'image' was
hidden in a bricked -up niche in one of
Edessa's city gates, where it remain-
ed, hermetically sealed and beautiful-
ly preserved, until around the year
525.

By the time of its rediscovery
Christianity was well established in
both eastern and western Europe,
and the image was immediately
revered and worshipped as being an
image of Christ 'not made by hands'.
It was accredited with miraculous
protective powers, and many copies
were made of it. The strange thing
about the image, which came to be
called the Mandylion, was that in
many details it resembles exactly the
face on the Shroud.

There is no account anywhere in
the Gospels of what Christ looked
like, and until about the sixth century
there had been no tradition or con-
sensus of opinion about this in art.
However, around the sixth century
likenesses of Christ which corres-
pond in too many details for coin-
cidence to the image on the Shroud
start to appear in both Byzantine and
western art. They date from the
discovery of the Mandylion, sup-
posedly an image 'not made by
hands', which would therefore be
regarded as the definitive true image
of Christ, but they are also identical

to the image of the Shroud. Wilson
draws the obvious conclusion: the
Mandylion and the Shroud are one
and the same.

His conjecture is further
substantiated by the fact that the
Mandylion disappeared from Con-
stantinople (where its home had been
since 944) during the sack of the city
by the Crusaders in 1204, and has
never been rediscovered since.
Wilson speculates that the Man-
dylion/Shroud could have fallen into
the hands of the Knights Templar, a
religious and chivalrous orgainisa-
tion which was finally quashed by
Philip the Fair of France. The
Templars were reputed to have
strange religious and initiation
ceremonies which included the wor-
ship of a 'head' - an image of some
kind. This of course laid them open to
the charge of heresy, and Philip
delivered them not unthankfully to
the Inquisition wilst pocketing their
considerable wealth.

The treasury of the Templars had
been at Acre, on the eastern Mediter-
ranean coast (close to the Gospel
areas); from there it had moved to
Cyprus and thence to Paris, but the
'image' or 'head' they were said to
worship was never found. Descrip-
tions of it, however, make it sound
distinctly like the image oq the
present-day shroud: it was said to be
blurry, pale, indistinct, and many of
the features, e.g., the forked beard,
correspond exactly.

In 1314 the Templars' Master of
Normandy, one Geoffrey de Charnay,
was burnt at the stake in Paris; some
40 years later the shroud as we know
it turned up in the possession of
Geoffrey de Charny. It does not seem
unreasonable to conjecture some
kind family relationship - the spell-
ing of the name was irrelevant in
those days - whereby Geoffrey de
Charny came into possesson of the
Shroud. It would also explain his
family's reluctance to explain where
the Shroud came from; de Charny
would not wish to be accused of
heresy as a Templar.

Whilst this conjectural history of
the Shroud is pretty convincing, it
must be emphasised that it works
from the premise that the Shroud is
genuine. If one wishes to look at it
another way, the theory also gives us
a fair amount of evidence to suppose
that the Shroud could be a copy of the
Mandylion. . . if the scientific
evidence didn't seem to be against
the Shroud's having been the work of
an artist.
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I Images
of the
Shroud

(Left to right) Dr. Ray Rogers, Dr. John Jackson (American scientific team) and Professor Giovanni Riggi
(Turin, Italy) take their first glimpse of the underside of the Shroud as Professor Luigi Gonella (represent-
ing the Archbishop of Turin) looks on. c 1978 Barrie M Schwortz

Cit
Scientists eagerly examine the underside of the Shroud, seen for the first time in 400 years. This is the
first photograph taken of the underside of the Shroud. ,c 1978 Barrie M. Schwortz

(Left to right) Chemist Ray Rogers (American scientific team) looks on as
Swiss criminologist Dr. Max Frei takes a tape sample of the Shroud. Rogers
took 36 tape samples for the American team. c 1978 Barrie M. Schwortz

1-

Reflected fight close-up of #3 bloodstain on the
forehead of the frontal image, with a 6 cm grid
placed over that area of the Shroud for size
reference. C 1978 Barrie M. Schwortz

#3 bloodstain of the frontal image of the Shroud
viewed with transmitted light. This is the first
photograph of the Shroud of Turin with trans-
mitted light, showing the comparative density of a
bloodstained area versus image area.

c 1978 Barrie M. Schworlz

Tape samples taken from the surface of the Shroud are placed on specially
sterilised glass plates. c, 1978 Barrie M. Schwortz
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The Shroud is removed from the backing board, which it had been fastened to for public display, by two
of the Poor Clare nuns who are responsible for care of the Shroud. In rear pictured left to right: Gabriele
Porratti (Italian scientific team) and Don Devan (American scientific team). 1978 Barrie M. Schwortz

When the right arm is positioned as it would have been during the crucifixion the blood flows are clearly
seen to be vertical. Note the wound in the wrist, presumably from being nailed to the cross, not through

the hand as traditionally depicted. c 1978 Barrie M. Schwortz

Images
of the
Shroud

Photographs of the frontal image on the Shroud

taken with reflected light. This is how the Shroud
appears under normal viewing conditions.

c 1978 Barrie M. Schwortz
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SHROUD OF TURIN

Question of Authenticity

When talking of the Shroud's authen-
ticity, it must be emphasised that we
are talking about whether or not it
originates from the first century A.D.,
and whether or not the image was
'made by hands'. Science will never
be able to prove or disprove con-
clusively whether it was Christ's body
that caused the image to be formed
or not; that must be left to the
speculation of religion.

There are, however, many scien-
tific findings which indicate that the
Shroud is not a fourteenth century ar-
tistic forgery: the lack of pigments
found, the absence of any penetra-
tion of the fibres or the spaces bet-
ween fibres, the consistency of the
weaving and the cotton particles with
the Middle Eastern area around the
first century, the anatomical evidence
of the crucifixion and the pollen
samples from Middle Eastern areas,
notably around the Dead Sea, as well
as from Constantinople and Europe.
These pollen samples also substan-
tiate Wilson's theory that the Shroud
spent some time in Edessa, which is
in the region of the Anatolian steppe.

There is also the question of the
means of image formation, the
aspect of the Shroud which scientists
study with the most interest; even if it
was man-made, we still have no idea
of the process.

Pollen samples

In the 1973 tests sticky tape was
pressed on the Shroud to remove dust
and any other particles which
adhered to it. It was found that pollen
grains were present not only from
plants found in France and Italy, but
also from those found in Palestine
and in saline regions such as the
Dead Sea. This may give some
general indication that the Shroud
had at one time been in the region of
Palestine, but it cannot prove this,
since pollen can be carried very long
distances by various means (birds,
winds, etc).

Three dimensions

In 1977 two scientists of the US Air
Force Academy, John P. Jackson and
Eric J. Jumper, reported that they had
found that the density (or darkness)
or the image varies directly with the
distance that the corresponding part
of the body would have been from the
Shroud which covered it. Micro-
densitometer measurements have
been correlated with the estimated

body -cloth distance and these sug-
gest that the image contains three-
dimensional information. The darkest
parts of the image, such as the nose,
would have been closest to the
Shroud.

Jumper and Jackson felt that the
image must therefore have been
formed at a distance and not by close
contact. They carried out
measurements on the cloth -to -body
distances using a man of similar
build in a similar pose with the aid of
stereometric photography. Their
photographs were processed with a
complex image analyser instrument
which had been designed to convert
variation of image intensity into
distance. They found that the Shroud
contains three-dimensional informa-
tion and used a computer to
reconstruct a three-dimensional
model of the image. This clearly
showed that the image of the Shroud
is quite unlike any normal
photographic image. The smallest
feature of the image which can be
resolved is 5mm.

STURP

It was largely through the interest
created by the three-dimensional im-
age work in the USA that a team of 32
specialist US scientists was formed
who sought and obtained permission
to carry out by far the most thorough
scientific investigation ever made on
the Shroud.

Some of the scientists call
themselves 'sindologists', this name
being derived from the Italian word
'sindone' (shroud). They are a largely
self-appointed, independent, non-
profit group of scientists and
assistants and do not work under the
auspices of any other body. The name
STURP (Shroud of Turin Research
Project Incorporated) has been
adopted by this group. Previous in-
vestigators have been mainly
seiected by the Archbishop of Turin.

STURP's scientific proposals
were submitted to the Archbishop of
Turin (keeper of the Shroud) and to
Centro Internazionale di Sin-
donologia in September 1977, and to
Umberto II, a former King of Italy and
the legal owner of the Shroud; all
gave their approval.

Scientific Work

The work of the scientists included
looking for fluorescence under X-ray
and ultraviolet irradiation. X-ray
fluorescence provides data on the
elements present in various parts of

the Shroud. In the X -radiography
work, low -energy X-rays were passed
through the Shroud and were
detected by an X-ray film placed at
the back of the Shroud. The films
were manually processed in a nearby
darkroom and were given a
preliminary visual examination so
that any necessary changes could be
made in the exposure of the subse-
quent films.

In the visible region an extensive
series of photographs was made with
red, green and blue filters for colour
separation so that colour mosaics of
the whole surface of the cloth could
be built up at reductions of 5.6:1 and
22:1. The importance of this visual
light photographic work becomes ob-
vious if one remembers that the com-
puter work on the image, including
three dimensional image work, was
carried out with photographs made in
1931. The filters were chosen by Sam
Pellicori, a physicist employed at the
Hughes Aircraft Company's Santa
Barbara Research Centre, California,
so as to bring out the slight colour dif-
ferences between various parts of the
Shroud. The images underwent fur-
ther processing by computer pro-
grams developed at the Jet Propul-
sion Laboratory's Image Processing
Laboratory for Planetary Studies,
which have been especially designed
to bring out every possible piece of
detail in the images returned by
spacecraft from distant planets. The
raw images returned by such
spacecraft often shown little con-
trast, rather like the Shroud. Over 500
photographs were taken at various
wavelengths.

In other work ultraviolet
transmitting filters were used for con-
trast enhancement. Another series of
photographs was taken in which the
visible spectrum was divided into
10mm intervals by a series of filters.
the Shroud was also examined in
infrared radiation to ascertain if any
new features became visible, since
chemicals containing certain groups
of atoms may be identified in this
region. Infrared thermographic
techniques were employed, since
together with micro -Raman spectra
these are considered to be the most
likely methods for identifying blood
components and certain types of
burial substances mentioned in the
Scriptures.

Minute particles of fibre, pollen,
dust, etc. were removed by means of
specially prepared adhesive tapes
and also by means of a suction
device. In the case of the tape, both
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SHROUD OF TURIN

How Was The Image Formed?
As stated, this question arouses the
main curiosity of scientists; what
force could possibly have caused the
formation of this negative, three-
dimensional image? The word 'force'
is used purposely, since it seems
more and more apparent from
modern research that the image was
not caused by direct bodily contact
with the Shroud. Attempts at
reproducing this `contact' process
with bodily oils, unguents, etc., have
failed to produce anything looking
remotely like the image on the
Shroud. The lack of penetration of the
'blood' or the image into the fibres
supports this, as does the three-
dimensional information carried by
the image.

A more promising suggestion is
that the image is some kind of
scorch, the colour being the sepia of
the first stage of the oxidisation pro-
cess before actual burning. A cloth
placed over a heated brass ornament
produced an image far more like that
of the Shroud than any other experi-
ment yet tried, and spectroscopic
laboratory analysis bears this theory
out.

What, however, could have caus-
ed a dead body to produce a radiance
or force sufficient to scorch cloth,
acting in so controlled a manner and
over so short a period that it dissolv-
ed and fused blood flows onto the
cloth as well as creating the perfect
impression of the body, yet without
actually burning the cloth? Some kind
of very swift thermonuclear flash, ac-
ting in an upward and downward
direction with no diffusion, is the
answer that has leapt to the minds of
many scientists, though they are no
nearer to explaining how this could
be possible than they were before.
However, as experience at Hiroshima
has shown, such powerful blasts can
cause prints of shadows cast by the
light of the blast to be imprinted on
buildings, etc. There are even photo-
graphs to prove this.

So although scientists now have
better access to investigation of the
Shroud than ever before, none of their
work has yet been conclusive.
Research has indicated that the
Shroud is unlikely to be an artist's
forgery, yet scientists still cannot ex-
plain how the image got onto the
linen, either naturally or by the hand
of man. For this reason the results of
the analysis of the scientific tests
are eagerly awaited to provide more
evidence to help unravel the mystery
of the Holy Shroud of Turin.
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SHROUD OF TURIN

the adhesive and the tape were made
of pure hydrocarbons so that the
Shroud was not contaminated; in-
deed, the scientists wore white
gloves when handling the Shroud.
The adhesive tape was applied to the
Shroud with a specially designed
roller; after it had been removed each
tape was attached to a labelled
microscope slide and placed in a box
which was later sealed.

The particles of material remov-
ed on the tapes were examined by
visual microscopy and by the micro -
Raman method. Further work on
these particles involved electron spin
resonance, electron microscopy, ion
microprobe techniques and the scan-
ning electron microscope. It is hoped
that scanning electron microscope
images at magnifications of up to
10,000 times will provide data of the
image depth and sharpness at dif-
ferent points on the Shroud and this
may help us to produce a satisfactory
theory of the image formation
mechanism.

X-ray Fluorescence

The main aim of the X-ray
fluorescence experiment was to
estimate the variations in the concen-
tration of the elements in different
areas of the Shroud containing
'blood' stains, other parts of the im-
age, the background cloth, the scorch
areas and the patches. Elements with
atomic numbers exceeding 16 could
be detected with the equipment used.

The fluorescent X-rays from the
Shroud were detected by a silicon
(lithium) semiconductor detector
shielded with lead so that an area of
1.3 cm' of the Shroud surface was ex-
amined at any one time. The pulses
from the detector were amplified and
fed to a pulse -height -analyser having
512 channels. Each spectrum was
transferred to a digital cassette for
subsequent analysis.

A prominent peak due to iron at
6.4 keV (with a smaller peak at 7.0 keV
due to its K -beta X-rays) was found in
the 'blood' stained regions and a
much smaller iron peak in other areas
of the Shroud (Fig. 2). This does not
prove that the 'blood' stained areas
contain blood, since a material such
as jeweller's rouge (Fe203) could have
been used as an image -colouring
agent. A quantitative comparison bet-
ween whole blood, rouge stains and
the Shroud results was made.
Calcium and Strontium were found,
but the workers suggested that these
may have arisen from dust carried
from the marble and limestone

regions of northern Italy. The absence
of heavier atoms, as far as could be
detected with the equipment used, in-
dicates that pigments or dyes con-
taining such elements could be pre-
sent only in small amounts.

UV Work

The ultraviolet -visible reflectance and
fluorescence spectra from the
Shroud have been investigated in
detail by the husband -and -wife team
of Roger and Marion Gilbert, who
state that their measurements were
performed as an aid to later analysis
of the substances making up the
various stains on the cloth and to a
possible determination of the manu-
facturing techniques of the cloth.
They took fluorescence and absolute
reflectance spectra on areas of the
Shroud not containing markings for
possible comparison with other cloth
samples. They also recorded
fluorescence and relative reflectance
spectra of the image, scorched and
bloodstained areas, the reflectance
being relative to clear areas.

The relative spectral reflectance
of four areas of the Shroud image is
shown in Fig. 3 and the spectral
fluorescence of four similar areas in
Fig. 4. It can be seen that the lower
the reflectance of an area, the lower
the fluorescence. At lower
fluorescence levels, the peak moves
towards longer wavelengths.

These workers noted that the im-
age (without magnification) seems to
have the same sepia colouring as the
lightest of scorch marks and that the
image colour does not seem to come
from a particular matter. The image is
extremely faint under backlighting,
whereas the bloodstains then stand
out as dark reddish -brown spots.

The body image areas seem to
have the same spectral reflectance
properties as those of the scorched
areas together with similar
fluorescence characteristics. The
stains seem to quench the
fluorescence of the cloth and to ex-
hibit a low-level fluorescence of their
own in the 600-700 nm region.

Further Spectral Work

Further work on the spectral proper-
ties of the Shroud, mainly in the visi-
ble region, has been described in a
paper by S.F. Pellicori. His results us-
ing a 'quick look' spectrometer are
shown in Fig. 5; this spectrometer us-
ed a continuously variable in-
terference filter wheel to provide a
bandwidth of 17 nm, a silicon

photodiode detector being employed.
The reflectance curves of Fig. 5 are
normalised to unity at 700 nm, the ab-
sorption increasing as the
wavelength decreases. The changes
in slope of the bloodstains makes a
comparison with human blood more
definitive.

Pellicori has also compared the
reflectance spectrum of the Shroud
bloodstains with that of four -day -old
labratory blood which, in one case,
was baked. The corresponding bands
in the regions of 550 nm and 625 nm
have enable him to say that there is
sufficient correlation to decide that
the material on the Shroud is blood.

The relative spectral responses
of substances that may once have
been in contact with the Shroud have
been examined before and after bak-
ing in air for five hours at 150°C; the
baking simulates aging of the cloth
and produces a colour similar to that
of the clear areas of the Shroud. This
colour is due to the formation of dou-
ble bonds in the cellulose, which
results in increasing absorption at
shorter wavelengths. Experiments
have shown that an invisible deposit
of perspiration plus skin oils
becomes visible on baking and
displays a spectrum closely resembl-
ing the Shroud body image. It was
concluded that a likely cause of the
body image is cellulose degradation
stimulated by natural substances on
the Shroud or burial preparations
from the body. It has also been shown
that iron (Ill) oxide (rouge) is not whol-
ly responsible for the 'bloodstains'
nor for the image; this oxide is too red
to produce the body image and has a
different reflectance curve. Many
people have remarked about the
decrease in image contrast as the
observer comes nearer to the Shroud
and this is partly attributable to the
increased contribution of scattered
light into the cone of vision.

Infrared Studies

Infrared reflectance spectroscopy of
the Shroud was undertaken in the 3-5
urn and the 8 - 14 urn bands, where
readily available detectors coincide
with atmospheric transmission win-
dows. A black -body source at 980°C
provided radiation, which was focus-
ed by sodium chloride lenses to form
a 20 mm diameter spot on the Shroud,
which was 400 mm away, thus pro-
ducing an equilibrium temperature of
59°C. The reflected radiation was
detected with a mercury -cadmium -
telluride detector about 2m from the
Shroud (Fig. 6). The radiation was
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Figure 5. Shroud background linen and modern
linen artificially aged by baking. Reflectance of
iron oxide to be compared with body Image
(Figure 7). If Fe203 were present it a high enough
concentration to make up a visible image, its re-
flectance curve would be quite different from the
Shroud's image.
Figure 6. Comparison between Shroud blood
spectrum and laboratory blood artificially aged by
baking.
Figure 7. Laboratory simulations of body image
spectral reflectance characteristics produced by
accelerated aging, and Shroud body image in-
cluded for comparison. Pi and P3 are skin oil plus
perspiration.
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SHROUD OF TURIN

chopped at 500 Hz and the reflected
signal processed with a synchronous
amplifier to provide background re-
jection.

The spectral similarities of most
of the features observed rendered the
results somewhat inconclusive. The
Shroud bloodstained areas showed
different spectra from known bloods-
tains both in the shorter (Fig. 7) and
longer wavelength (Fig. 8) bands. It
has been suggested that these dif-
ferences are due to surface effects
rather than the chemical composition
of the materials.

The infrared image was found to
be approximately a reversed image of
that seen in visible light, the linen
background appearing black and the
bloodstains bright, with the scorch
and image areas of intermediate
brightness. The authors felt that the
thermographic imaging results are
consistent with their expectations.

Blood on Tapes

J.H. Heller and A.D. Adler have
described their work with a single 25
mm x 75 mm specimen of adhesive
tape which had been pressed on one
of the bloodstained areas of the
Shroud and which has enabled them
to identify the presence of blood by
spectroscopic and chemical tests.
Under microscopic examination at
1000X magnification, some hundreds
of linen fibrils were found, less than
twelve possible bloodstained fibrils,
a single brownish -red translucent
crystal and other debris of the cen-
turies.

These workers stained an old
specimen of linen with one -year -old
blood and took samples of this using
adhesive tape. Microscopic examina-
tion showed crystals and fibrils
similar in appearance to those from
the Shroud sample. Both the Shroud
fibrils and the simulated fibrils were
examined by micro-spectro-
photometry at visible wavelengths
(Fig. 9). There is no specific spectrum
for blood, since much depends on its
exact chemical state and on its state
of aggregation, but all of the fibrils
showed intense absorption in the
400-450 nm band, indicating a por-
phyrinic substance. The Shroud
fibrils would be expected to show the
spectrum of a fully oxidised
denatured methaemoglobin and the
results indicated this type of spec-
trum, although the high degree of
scattering from the samples rendered
the bandshape features less distinct
and produced peak shifts. Thus the
identification with blood was less

Figure 8. Normalised spectral reflectance of blood -on -cotton and Shroud blood in the 8 to
14 infrared band.
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Figure 9. (a) Transmission spectrum of a
brownish -red stained fibril from a blood area of the
Shroud. (b) Transmission spectrum obtained by
transformation of the reflection spectrum of the
blood areas of the Shroud.

positive than desired when this
measurement alone is considered.

Conclusions
Recent scientific work on the Shroud
seems to have established fairly con-
clusively that the bloodstains do
originate from real blood, provided
that the evidence of the various
workers is considered as a whole. It
also seems almost certain that the
Shroud was once draped over the
body of a man who had undergone
not only the tortures of crucifixion,
but who had also received other
wounds very similar to those of Jesus
Christ as described in the Gospels
(the side wound, the crown of thorns
and the beating).

The conclusions on the
mechanism of image formation seem
less definite. The suggestion of
Pellicori that the image was formed
by perspiration and oils accelerating
the normal degradation and darken-
ing of the cellulose of the cloth
seems to be the most promising. It is
supported by laboratory evidence in
which darkening of cellulose cloths
was speeded by baking; body oils,
sweat and olive oil (the latter is found
in myrrh and aloes used in the burial
oils of ancient Palestine) were used in
these experiments. The images form-
ed in some hours and had some
characteristics of the Shroud image
when viewed microscopically.

Pellicori's hypothesis suggests
the Shroud image was formed by skin
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contact. Some say this could not ex-
plain the three-dimensional effect,
but Pellicori feels we do not yet have
enough understanding of the image
transfer mechanism to answer this
point. Not all scientists agree with
Pellicori's suggestions. Early sugges-
tions that the body image is light
singeing of the cloth with a hot statue
seem to be refuted by ultraviolet
fluorescence studies, which show
that the body image has a different
fluorescence from the fire -scorched
regions. As regards the work of Mc -
Crone (mentioned earlier), the STURP
team made extensive tests to detect
pigments or their binding agents, us-
ing microchemical techniques down
to levels of under 1 microgram. None
were found and the traces of iron ox-
ide revealed were not only invisible to
the naked eye, but equally distributed
throughout the image and non -image
areas. How could they produce the
image, in spite of McCrone's views?

The very detailed tests on the
Shroud have given no indication that
it could have been a fake; indeed,
they indicate the opposite view.
Although it might have been possible
to prove the Shroud a fake, it seems
science can never prove it is genuine,
nor whom it covered, although no
other suggestion than that it was the
body of Jesus Christ seems to have
been made. Science's main concern,
however, is with 'how?' and not with
`whom?'.
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PULLING THE PL

Heads are useful, let's face it, and you're darn lucky to have one. If yours
were to become unbolted, fall off in the subway, be stolen by wandering
Bedouins, be reposessed by the finance company or find itself other-
wise indisposed, you'd probably feel very bad. Quite understandable,
too. There are a lot of things that are very difficult to get done without a
head. Oh, there are the everyday tasks of eating, breathing, hearing, see-
ing, smelling, picking your teeth and throwing dandruff to the wind, but
that's just a tiny fraction of what heads are actually good for. For in-
stance, imagine trying to do chin-ups without this useful appendage.
You wouldn't know when to stop, and you might very well injure your
neck stump.

Headless people are discriminated against by society. They have
trouble getting Jobs as anything other than coffin fillers and party
amusements, and people tend to shun them when they walk down the
street. They are frequently classified as being dead, or, at best, mortally
wounded, and, as such, are deprived of many of their civil rights, just as
if they were actually dead. Many of the headless are even turned away
by the very service organizations that were set up to aid the utterly
senseless members of our society: even the nurses at special training
classes for the hard of hearing tend to shriek and get unpleasant If so-
meone even slightly headless enters the room.

Thus it Is that we applaud this new application of technology
specifically for the headless, the partially headless, the moderately
witless and the Conservative party of Ontario. A complete line of elec-
tronic heads, this new innovation will allow any Individual formerly suf-
fering from headlessness to re-enter society and be accepted as being
no different than any other individual with skin by Mattel. These heads
feature micro -processor controlled eyes, ears, lips and eyebrows, and a
full four bit archetecture to drive the brain software. Speech synthesis
using the latest chips from Texas Instruments allows the user to utter
any one of 256 words, permitting a headless individual to carry on a
perfectly normal conversation in BASIC. Each eye is equipped with a
Reticon 256 x 256 element image sensor, availing full simulated vision
of any object, providing ifs graph paper or a checker board. The heads
come in six popular colours; blue, green, purple, orange, harvest gold
and fluorescent silver pinstripes.

Custom heads are also available, and there's a wide range of op-
tions which can be added to any head at a nominal charge, including a
cigar lighter, LED flasher, nostril lamps, a fog horn and steam jets in the
ears.

For more Information, please contact Electric Heads Ltd., 40992
Fiberglass Crescent, Tar Pits, Alberta. Ask about their quantity discount
for schizophrenics.

Pulling the Plug assures Its readers of the most accurate
Iles and deceptions available. Nothing herein was true as of

our going to press.
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You sure you got that
antenna stretched tight

enough, Fred?

All that misleading adver-
tising - the box contained
two pencils and a scratch

pad.
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"Harold's given an entirely new mean-
ing to the term Ham operator!"

That'll teach you not to use toriegn coins.
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Contest
A new computer system and a
contest. View the future,
become enlightened and,
most important, win stuff.
JUST BEFORE GOING TO PRESS,
which is usually when most things
get done around here, we found out
about another new computer system.
The Multiflex from Exceltronix is due
to be augmented shortly by a second
system, provisionally dubbed the
Multiflex S100-2. Cheaper than a
PDP-11 and a better paperweight than
a Sinclair, the new Multiflex will
represent some heavy continuing
state-of-the-art, with fresh new
designs all around. However, its pro-
posed applications are even niftier
still. Read on.

The System

As of this writing, the system is pretty
well through the development stage,
and, in fact, the initial hardware is
already beginning to stagger to its
feet. The actual availability, for those
with a thirst for silicon and
fiberglass, is slated for the end of the
summer. The basic price for the initial
system in kit form will be in the area
of a thousand dollars.

The CPU is based on the familiar
Z80 processor, although the intent is
to make the works happy at up to
6MHz with the Z80B. The CPU board
holds 64K of RAM and 4 2716 or 2732
EPROMs, which can be mixed with
2016 static RAM chips, as well. The
CPU card has two serial ports, which
can support terminals, and twenty
four I/O lines.

Mass storage is provided by a
floppy board based on the Western
Digital disk controller chip. It will run
with either 51/4 or 8 inch disks, and
can deal with double sided double
density formats. The floppy disk
board supports an optional plug in
piggy back DMA board as well.

The memory card holds 256K of
RAM per board, which is really dense,
considering that, even a few years
ago, an S100 board held about 8K.
There is on -board provision for inter-
nal refresh, although, with the
Multiflex CPU this isn't required.

The video board is only needed if
you don't want to use a terminal. It
has an 80 X 24 character screen, and,
in fact, can itself be used as a stand
alone terminal.

Applications

What they're really hopping around
about down there at Exceltronix is
the application they've dreamed up to
use their new toys. It will involve two
of the new computers, three twenty
megabyte hard drives, and is ex-
pected to be on line by August. It's
neat.

First off, one of the machines
will handle the store's inventory. It
will have two terminals, and a com-
plete list of what's in stock and how
many of each item are available. You,
the poor beknighted soul searching
all over town for a left handed output
transistor, will not have to shoot
down a low flying salesman, but will
be able to query the system directly,
and enter your list of parts, however
silly it may be, into a terminal. The
machine will tell you what's to be
had. . . you can get into substitu-
tions on the spot, if you like. . . and
a shopping list will be printed out,
where upon one of the blue eyed leap-
ing gnomes behind the counter will
get the bits. The machine will keep
track of what's in stock, what's in
need of re -ordering, and so on.

Now it gets trendy. If you have
any sort of a computer and a modem
more sophisticated than a transistor
radio and two Dixie cups, you'll be
able to phone the computer and order
stuff. The system will talk to anything
that it can make believe is a dumb ter-
minal at 300 baud. Payment can be by
any of the major (unexpired) credit
cards by leaving the appropriate
numbers and ritual symbols with the
computer. You should avoid sending
cash through the phone lines.

The second system will be a user
service network, and will use one
Multiflex and two twenty megabyte
drives. The first disk will be a read-
only deal; it will behave like a
message board, and the rest of the
civilized world will be able to call it,
see a menu of what's on it, and then
call up individual files at will. It will
contain freebee software and mess-
ages of use to computer owners.

The second disk will be user
writable. It will be cleaned periodical-
ly, and files deleted at the cleaning
staff's discretion. The system will be
useable by computer owners for
mass storage. . . not terribly secure
mass storage, of course. . . and
also for communication. Messages

can be left on it, and Multiflex users
will be able to dump programs onto it
along with questions they might have
of the Exceltronix staff. Thus, instead
of calling from Yellowknife at three in
the afternoon and being put on hold
for five minutes 'til someone can be
found to answer one's question (does
the power switch have to be on to
make the computer work?), a
message can be dumped onto the
disk, at 2:00 AM when the rates are
low if you like, and a reply called up at
a later, equally flexible time.

The system will be free for
anyone, with any system, who wants
to use it. For anyone without a
system, Exceltronix also plans to of-
fer a real cheap, $190.00, home ter-
minal.

Contest!

The contest works like this. Send in
your suggestions for the new
Multiflex S100-2. They can relate to
anything you think should be incor-
porated into the system, from game
paddles to cybernetic intelligence,

as somewhat possi-
ble and doesn't require interplanetary
travel for the parts. Everyone who
sends in a suggestion will receive a
voucher funny -money thing worth five
percent off on anything purchased at
Exeltronix, valid until the end of June
1982. The fifty best ideas will be
selected, and credit for them an-
nounced to the world on the message
board disk. All the ideas will be heav-
ed into a hat, or possibly a touque,
this being the great white North, and
a winner drawn. This lucky soul will
become the enchanted posessor of a
Multiflex Logic State Analyser kit,
which no digital experimenter can af-
ford to be without.

Do not send us your ideas. Send
them to:

Multiflex Contest
319 College Street
Toronto, Ontario

M5T 1S2

Fine print: All entries become the property
of Exeltronix, and none can be returned.
The contest is open to anyone except
employees of Exeltronix, Electronics To-
day International magazine and
associated companies, except where pro-
hibited by law. The prize must be accepted
as awarded, and the decisions of the
judges are final.
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Faster Than
Light Travel If you liked this article, please circle

Reader Service Card number 51.
If you didn't, circle number 52.

Captain Kirk used it, the
Nostromo needed it, and the
Empire couldn't exist without
it. But A.S. Lipson, light -sabre
in one hand and phaser in the
other, lays waste to the plots
of countless space operas.

ONE OF THE MOST popular themes
chosen by science fiction writers is
that of the galactic empire. The scene
is thus; centuries in the future, man
has spread out through the galaxy,
colonising planets in other star
systems, and has built up an empire,
simultaneously solving the problem
of overpopulation on Earth. But the
stars are all an awfully long way
away, even the relatively close ones.
If a light year is the distance light
travels in a year (and light travels at
about 299,793,000 metres per second,
or, if you prefer, 186,000 miles per se-
cond - fast enough to circle the
equator seven aria half times in one
second!), even the nearest star is
nearly four and a half light years
away. The distances from us to the 10
nearest stars are given in Table 1.

As you can see, the stars seem
uncomfortably far away. If we start to
consider stars at the far side of the
galaxy, we find that we are talking

about distances of the order of 80,000
light years! The problem with such
unimaginably great distances, of
course, is that travelling them takes
rather a long time. If we are to col-
onise the stars, then either we need
to develop some means of travelling
faster than light, or our astronauts
are going to get either very bored or
very dead on the way to wherever
they're going.

!'onversation Stoppe

Even supposing that we could over-
come the problem of boredom, there
would still be a communication pro-
blem. Supposing you wish to talk to
old Aunt Ethel at Alpha Centauri
(say); once you've said `hello' over the

radio, it's another 4.4 years before
Aunt Ethel will hear you, because
radio signals travel at the same
speed as light, and Alpha Centauri is
4.4 light years away. It takes the same
time for the reply to get back. All in
all, it takes nearly nine years to get a
reply, even from the nearest star
systems! This is clearly no way to run
a conversation. The same problem
also operates with any interstellar
communication. Radio, light, or
anything slower, just isn't fast
enough for the sort of communication
needed for our new galactic civiliza-
tion. Unfortunately, we don't have
anything faster.

So what's the big problem? We
can just let the wizards get on with it,
and they can invent us a faster -than -

TABLE 1
Star Distance In Light Years

Proxima Centauri 4.3
Alpha Centauri (A and B) 4.4
Barnard's star 5.9
Wolf 359 7.6
HD 95735 8.1
Sirius (A and B) 8.6
UV Ceti (A and B) 8.9
Ross 154 9.5
Ross 248 10.3
Epsilon Eridani 10.8
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FASTER THAN LIGHT TRAVEL

light drive!

Speed Limit

There is, of course, a slight snag
(nothing's ever that easy). In 1905, a
gentleman by the name of Albert
Einstein published a paper laying
down the foundations of what is now
known as special relativity. Among
the many interesting results of
special relativity is the following; it is
impossible to accelerate any body to
the speed of light, let alone beyond.
You can get close; in big particle ac-
celerators, electrons have been made
to more at more than 99.99% of light
velocity, but never quite 100%. This
obviously creates a slight problem
with our ideas about interstellar
travel, and unfortunately, there is now
relatively (oh, dear) little doubt that
that Einstein's results are correct.
They are among the most thoroughly
tested conclusions in the history of
physics, and so far no-one has been
able to fault them. There have been
one or two occasions when people
thought that they'd proved Einstein
wrong, but it always turned out that
they had mucked up their ex-
periments, or misinterpreted their
readings. So far Einstein seems quite
safe.

While destroying most of our
hopes of an FTL drive, relativity also
provided us with a partial solution to
our problems. You remember that one
of the reasons we wanted a faster -
than -light drive in the first place was
to reduce the length of time that our
travellers would have to spend on the
journey, and hence reduce not only
the boredom of such voyages, but
also the amount of food needed (not
forgetting little things like oxygen, as
well). Well, we may not need a faster -
than -light drive after all! Because ac-
cording to relativity theory, when you
travel at high velocities, time starts to
do funny things. Measured by an
observer on Earth, time on a fast -
travelling spaceship appears to have
slowed down. (A more detailed treat-
ment of this is really the province of
another article, so we won't go into it
very thoroughly.) If someone was to
set off in a spaceship for Alpha Cen-
tauri, for instance, at a reasonably
high acceleration, although to us on
Earth it would appear that the journey
took many years, to the astronauts it
would seem that significantly less
time had elapsed. In the course of a
lifetime, in fact, such a traveller could
reach many quite distant stars, ac-

celerating at only 1g or so (1g is the
acceleration requried to simulate
Earth's gravitational pull within the
ship), and, indeed, return.

So where's the snag this time?
Well, although the astronaut's time
scale slowed down, Earth's didn't,
and though he may be only 40 years
older (say) at the end of his voyage,
the astronaut is liable to find himself
returning to an Earth which has aged
by literally thousands of years! There
are obvious problems with attemp-
ting to build a galactic empire like
this ... I mean, how'd you like to go
off, spend 40 years of your life in-
vestigating likely star systems for
colonizing, and then find when you
come back that all your family and
friends have been dead for a thou-
sand years?

Space Origami

Let's get back to the original problem,
that of finding either FTL travel, or
FTL communications. As we have
seen, FTL travel, at least, seems to be
pretty well forbidden by relativity, and
the closest we can get to it seems to
be fairly useless (Murphy's law rules),
since timescales on Earth, if not for
the astronauts, tend to get unfor-
tunately long. Is there no other way of
achieving FTL?

Fig. 1 The snail bends the paper to bring
the two dots closer together thus shorten-
ing the distance It must travel.

The most immediate answer
stems from science fiction. When
science fiction writers first found out
about Einstein's results, they realised
that this was doing in their galactic
empires, so they invented something
called hyperspace. The basic idea of
hyperspace is that you `bend' or-

dinary space around in four dimen-
sions (or so we are told), and bring the
two places you want to travel bet-
ween very close together. Then you
take a short cut across the middle ...
No ... I can see I'm not explaining
this very well ... Imagine a flat piece
of paper, with two dots on it, a metre
or so apart. There is a snail at one of
the dots, and it wants to get to the
other dot as quickly as possible. Let
us say that the fastest this snail can
move is a metre every hour. It ob-
viously will take it an hour to get to
the other dot. Now imagine that the
snail is extremely brilliant and is able,
somehow, to bend the paper sheet so
that the two dots lie just next to each
other (see Fig. 1). Then the snail will
be able to get from one dot to the
other in far less time. Now imagine
doing this with three dimensional
space, instead of a two dimensional
sheet of paper, and you can see how
there could be 'shorter -than -short
cuts' outside of space. The theory of
hyperspace, however, has a small
snag (surprise!); nobody's made it
work yet. So far it remains only a
rather ingenious way round relativity
for science fiction writers. (Mind you,
if anybody out there has any bright
ideas, there's probably a Nobel prize
in it for the first person to make
hyperspace work practically ...)

Faster Than Photons

There seems to be just one hope left
for FTL. You will remember we said
that nothing, according to relativity,
can be accelerated past the speed of
light. Well, there may be a loophole;
in 1967 it was pointed out by one
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CMOS Circuits
Certain elementary safety precautions must
be taken when handling CMOS ICs or design-
ing CMOS circuits. Ray Marston explains all.

Early CMOS ICs earned a reputation for being easily
damaged by static electricity, either when being handl-
ed or when being soldered into circuit boards, etc.
Subsequently, manufacturers tried to overcome this
'fragility' problem by providing the ICs with extensive
built-in input and output protection on each gate in each
package. These protection networks do a fairly satisfac-
tory job, but provide the design engineer with a few ex-
tra problems when designing CMOS circuits. This
month, we will take an in-depth look at the subject.

CMOS Protection Networks

CMOS ICs are, by definition, Metal -Oxide Semiconduc-
tor devices, in which the input signal is applied to the
near -infinite impedance (about 1012 ohms) of the metal -
oxide gate. Typically, the gate oxide has a breakdown
voltage of about 80V: if a gate oxide break -down does
occur, the resultant damage to the device is
catastrophic and irreversible. To protect the CMOS
against excessive input voltages (particularly arising
from static energy), all modern CMOS ICs are provided
with extensive built-in protection on all inputs and out-
puts.

Fig. 1 shows the standard protection network that
is used on the vast majority of B -series CMOS device.

VDD

 PARASITIC DIODES

vss

Fig. 1 These are the standard electrostatic -discharge protec-
tion networks used on most B -series CMOS ICs. The two
diodes associated with the resistors are distributed across the
entire resistance, as shown.

Here, all diodes marked as `D1' are used to prevent the
input or output from swinging more than 600 mV below
the Vss (0V) rail, and all diodes marked as 'D2' are used
to prevent the input or output from swinging more than
600 mV above the VDD (supply positive) rail. D3 is intend-
ed to prevent the VDD terminal from swinging negative to

VDD

IN

 PARASITIC DIODES

ass

Fig. 2 This protection network is used on the 4049B and 4050B
hex buffers. Note that the input is free to swing above the
positive supply (Vvv) rail.

the Vss pin (electrostatically) when the device is being
handled.

There are a couple of minor exception sto the stan-
dard version of the protection network. One of these is
the type used on the 4049B and 4050B series of hex buf-
fer/converters which, as shown in Fig. 2, have their in-
puts free to swing well above the VDD rail. These par-
ticular ICs are specifically intended for use in logic -level
conversion applications, in which (for example) the in-
put may come from a 12V CMOS network but the output
and the IC supply rail are matched to a 5V TTL network.

Another exception is the 4066B type of transmis-
sion gate or bilateral switch, and its equivalents. These
devices comprise a bilateral electronic switch and a
switch -control network. In these circuits, all switch -
control networks have the type of input protection
shown in Fig. 1, but the switches themselves have the
simple protection network shown in Fig. 3.

IN/OUT

D2- I

' PARASITIC DIODES

IN/OUT

Fig. 3 The 4066B quad bilateral switch has standard B -series
protection on its gate control input terminals, but has this
simplified form of protection on its 'switch' elements.

Note in Figs. 1-3 that all diodes marked with
asterisks are 'parasitic' devices, which just happen to
occur fortuitously as an inherent part of the CMOS
manufacturing process, while all other diodes are
specifically designed into the circuits. Also note that
the networks are intended only to give protection
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CMOS IC'S

against 'normal' electrostatic discharge voltages. When
the networds are subjected to ordinary DC signals, the
diodes are liable to burn out if their forward currents ex-
ceed 10 mA or so, thereby causing possible
catastrophic damage to the IC substrate.

Major CMOS manufacturers such as RCA reckon
that an electrostatically charged human body can be
approximated by the circuit of Fig. 4, in which the 'body'

+
HIGH
VOLTAGE
SUPPLY

-1

CHARGE DISCHARGE

22M SW1 R
560R

C

loop

TO DEVICE
UNDER TEST

o
/7777

Fig. 4 Manufacturers use this equivalent -body discharge net-
work when evaluating the capabilities of their CMOS protec-
tion networks.

has an effective capacitance of 100pF and a source
resistance of 560R. The manufacturers have caried out
extensive tests with this model by charging the 'body' to
various voltages and then discharging it (via the 560R
series resistor) into different terminal combinations (in-
put, output, Vss, VDD) of CMOS devices to establish
worst -case capability figures for the three types of
electrostatic -discharge protection networks. It should
be noted in these tests that the 560R series resistor
acts as a current -limiting voltage dropper, so the
voltage actually reaching the CMOS device is far lower
than the initial electrostatic voltage.

The results of the manufacturer's protection
capability tests are shown in Fig. 5. As you can see, the

PROTECTION NETWORK WORST - CASE
CAPABILITY

STANDARD B-SERIES
4049B AND 40508
4066B BILATERAL SWITCH

4 kV
1 kV TO 2 kV

<800 V

Fig. 5 These are the worst -cast capabilities of the th ee dif-
ferent CMOS protection networks, when tested with the net-
work of Fig. 4.

standard protection network can withstand a 4kV elec-
trostatic discharge. A quick calculation shows,
however, that this represents a peak protection -diode
current of several amps, yet we've already seen that
these diodes can withstand DC currents of only 10 mA
or so. Puzzled?

Up The Junction

Just about the only way of destroying a diode is to
literally vaporize its junction, and this can only be done
by applying an adequate amount of power for sufficient
time for the melting process to take place. Since a junc-
tion must inevitably be formed on a substrate, which
has a finite mass, all junctions inevitably have a certain
amount of thermal inertia and are, in fact, destroyed by
energy overloads (power -time product), rather than by
simple power overloads.

Consequently, it is quite normal to find that a diode
rated at 1A, for example, can, in fact, withstand brief
current surges up to several hundred amps. Similarly,

U

CMOS protection diodes, which have very low DC cur-
rent ratings (10 mA), can withstand very high levels of
surge current (several amps), provided that the surge
current duration is very brief. Fig. 6 shows the typical
surge current capabilities of these protection diodes.
Remembering that the 100p - 560R 'human body'
equivalent circuit has a time constant of a mere 56 nS, it
no longer comes as a surprise to note that these diodes
can withstand several amps of peak current from a 4 kV
discharge!

10 A

1 A

10 mA

10 100

nS

10 100 1

uS __1 L-
10 100 10 100

mS - I L- Sec --I
SURGE CURRENT PERIOD (NON-REPETITIVE)

Fig. 6 Typical surge -current capabilities of CMOS protection
diodes.

CMOS Circuit Design

By now you will have gathered that you can effectively
destroy a CMOS device by simply blowing one or more
of its 'protective' diodes with a DC current as low as 10
mA. Consequently, when designing CMOS circuits,
precautions must be taken to ensure that excessive
diode current cannot flow in the CMOS chips.

CMOS ICs can be 'blown' by excessive signals ap-
plied to either the input or the output terminals. If
several CMOS stages are cascaded, empirical ex-
perience shows that a front-end blow will usually
destroy only a single device (because low energy levels
are normally involved), but a rear -end (output) 'blow' will
often have a ripple effect (because high energy levels
are involved) and cause the destruction of all ICs in the
chain.

The most common cause of front-end 'blow, and its
cure, are illustrated in Fig. 7. Here, a capacitor is con-
nected directly bectween the IC gate and the OV line:
when SW1 is closed, the capacitor charges up via R1
and eventually attains the full positive supply potential.
When SW1 is opened (to switch the circuit off), Cl tries
to discharge via D2, the 'upper' input protection diode of
the gate.

In the Fig. 7a circuit, the only discharge path for Cl
is via D2 and the IC's supply terminals; consequently
the discharge currents will be quite low and the IC will
probably suffer no damage. In Fig. 7b, on the other
hand, a 100R resistor is connected across the supply
terminals, so Cl will try to discharge to ground via D2
and R2, and the resulting 90 mA peak current will
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almost certainly result in the destruction of the chip. In
practice, R2 may well take the form of various resistors
and semiconductor devices distributed throughout the
total circuit.

Fig. 7c shows the cure for the Fig. 7b design pro-
blem, a 10k resistor wired in series with the gate to limit
the Cl discharge currents to a safe value. Whenever you
design CMOS circuits and have to connect a capacitor
between a gate and the OV rail, always make sure that
the capacitor discharge current is limited to a safe
value, either by a series gate resistor or by some other
factor.

a

b

C

Fig. 7 Circuits (a) and (c) are sate, but circuit (b) will almost cer-
tainly cause a front-end 'blow'. See text for explanation.

Fig. 8 illustrates another possible cause of front-
end 'blowing', and its cure. In Fig. 8a, it seems that the
IC's input is safely grounded by the 10m of input cable
(in practice, this cable may go to a low impedance sen-
sor, etc), but in actual fact (Fig. 8b) this cable will in-
evitably be inductive and can easily pick up unwanted
radiation and possibly feed destructive signals to the IC
input. Figure 8c shows that the circuit can be rendered
safe with a simple filter (R1 -C1) and a series gate
resistor (R2).

a b

C
10

R1

t METRES +; 10k
R2
10k

Fig. 8 Long input cables, as in (a), can be equivalent to an in-
ductor (b), and present another front-end blowing hazard. The
cure is simple (c).

Back -end Blowing

The most common cause of back -end blowing is unex-
pected back-EMFs (from inductive loads) reaching the
CMOS output by breaking through from power -driving
circuitry.

Inductive loads, such as relays, can generate sur-
prisingly large back EMFs as their fields collapse at
switch -off, as can be proved by conecting a relay in the
'buzzer' mode shown in Fig. 9. Typically, a 12V relay will
generate a back-EMF of about 300V! If you ever use
CMOS to switch a relay or other highly inductive load
using a transistor driver, always protect the transistor
with a pair of 1 N4001 diodes connected as shown in Fig.
10A. If you want to be really safe, you can use another
pair of similarly -connected diodes to directly protect
the output of the CMOS stage, as shown in Fig. 10b.

- 300V

- 12V

OV

Fig. 9 This `buzzer' circuit can be used to check the magnitude
of the back-EMF from a relay. 300 V is typical!

a

FROM CMOS
OUTPUT

Fig. 10 (a) a transistor relay -driver can be protected with a pair
of diodes.

b

IN

NOTE
D1 & D2 ARE 1N4001
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Modem
The danger in giving your com-
puter a modem is that it might
start ordering pizzas. Data by
phone, by Robert Traub.

TELEPHONE MODEMS have become
very popular over the past few years
with the increased number of
microcomputers now in homes.
Modems come in a variety of styles
and vary greatly in cost and func-
tions. These units are fast becoming
common place with the home
microcomputerist. Covered here is
some basic information to help those
starting in this area to understand
their modem.

Tone Control

The word "Modem" is a contrac-
tion of the two words; MOdulator and
DEModulator. The term modulator
means "to vary the amplitude, fre-
quency, or phase of a carrier wave for
the transmission of intelligence". In
the case of the telephone modem it is
frequency variations that occur. The
demodulator is simply a circuit that
will receive a modulated signal, and
separate it into its component parts
for use. There are many types of
modems, each for a different purpose
and each with an associated cost, but
for this discussion we will be referr-
ing to the Bell 103A type. With the
telephone modem, there are two set
of signals used, each having two dif-
ferent tones. These tones are sent
over the telephone lines and detected
at the far end. The two sets of tones
that are used are (1) the originate
tones and (2) the answer tones.

The two sets of tones or frequen-
cy pairs are designated as F1 and F2.
F1 is the lower frequency pair and F2
is the higher frequency pair. The
originate only type of modem
transmits F1 and receives F2, while
the answer only modem transmits F2
and receives F1. Another way of say-
ing this is that a modem in the
originate mode will be transmitting
F1 and receiving F2, and when in the
answer mode, will be transmitting F2
and receiving F1. These tone pairs are
broken down to their individual tones,
and each tone has a designation; one

is called mark mark and the other is
called space. With the originate only
modem, one transmitted tone is
designated as F1 M for mark, and has
a frequency of 1270Hz. The other
transmitted tone is designated as
F1S for space, and has a frequency of
1070Hz. Note that the difference bet-
ween these two frequencies is 200Hz
(1270-1070 = 200), thus having a shift
of 200Hz. With the answer only
modem, or answer mode, one
transmitted tone is designated as
F2M for the mark and has a frequency
of 2225Hz. The other transmitted tone
is designated as F2S for space and
has a frequency of 2025Hz. See chart
1. Again, the difference or shift bet-
ween these two frequencies is 200Hz.

The 103A class of modems are
designed for use over switching lines.
These are the standard telephone
lines found in residences. This type of
modem is low speed, usually 110 or
300 baud. (The higher speed modems
require either a conditioned line or a
dedicated line; both of these line
types are available at increased cost
to the user.) The 103A is asyn-
chronous and can operate in either
half duplex or full duplex. In the half
duplex mode, the modem can receive
or transmit tones, but not both at the
same time, while in full duplex mode
the modem can both receive and

PDM 103 Modem by Interplanetary
Computer Systems Ltd.

transmit tones at the same time.
Another operating characteristic of
this modem is that it uses frequency
shift keying (FSK). With frequency
shift keying, one tone is sent out as
the carrier tone, say mark, and when
the system is keyed by the data bits,
it will shift this tone down by 200Hz to
send the space tone. This shifting of
tones is dependent on the data bits
that are being sent at the time; when
the data bit is a "1" the mark tone is
sent, and when the data bit is a "0"
the space tone is sent. Note that the
amplitude of the signal does not vary
with FSK; only frequency of the tone
is changed. There are, of course, dif-
ferent 103A types of modems
available on the market and some of-
fer originate/answer as well as swit-
ching and ring detectors, while others
may be originate only or answer only
and offer no special features. With
originate only modems, the user must
originate the call and with answer on-
ly modems someone else must
answer. The ring indicator feature will
turn on a light when a ring signal is
detected by the originating modem.

RS232 Blues

The interface used is the stan-
dard serial RS232C. As RS232C is a
universal type of interface designed

t#r '4; :
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for use with many different types of
peripheral equipment such as
printers and crt terminals, a general
coverage will be presented here. This
type of interface is defined under the
CCITT V.24 standard for low speed
communications. The interface has
an operating range of 0 to 20,000 bps
(bits per second) synchronous and
asynchronous. With asynchronous
data transmission and reception, the
data includes a start bit and one or
two stop bits in order to maintain pro-
per communications. The 8 bit serial
ASCII word, for instance, would have
a start bit at the beginning, followed
by the 8 bits of data, followed by two
stop bits that indicate the end of that
data byte. Therefore, in this case, 11
bits would be sent through the line for
each character. See Fig. 1. This is the
most common form of serial
communications used with micro-
computers. This standard allows for a
great flexability in the selection of
printers and modems as well as other
peripheral equipment.

With the RS232C standard there
are two types of connectors, both
with 25 pins. First there is the Data
Terminal Equipment (DTE) and se-
cond there is the Data Communica-
tions Equipment (DCE) connector.
The male connector is the DTE and
the female connector is the DCE. The
DCE uses the connector designated
as DB-25S, and the DTE equipment
uses the connector designated as
DB-25P. Some examples of DCE
equipment are computers and
modems while DTE equipment would
include terminals, printers and most
other peripheral equipment.
Therefore, always connect a DTE to a
DCE. The length of interconnecting
cable for this standard has been
limited to 50 feet, but longer lengths
could be used if special precautions
are observed. The RS232C voltage
specifies a bi-polar voltage; this will
vary between plus 25 volts maximum
and minus 25 volts maximum, with
the area between plus 3 volts and
minus 3 volts regarded as the transi-
tion region or the "undefined" signal
region.

The RS232C specifies that the
pins on the connectors be lettered
(double letters) and that each group
of letters be given a specific function;
this insures compatability between
equipment of different manufacture
and is defined as follows:

AA PIN 1 - Protective Ground. This
is the common physical ground bet-
ween interconnecting equipment.

AB Pin 7 - Signal Ground/Common
Return. This is the ground strap for
the actual signal carrying circuit, and
not the physical equipment ground.
BA Pin 2 - Transmitted Data. This is
data that is sent to the DCE.
BB Pin 3 - Received Data. This is
data received from the DCE.
CA Pin 4 - Request To Send. This is
a control signal sent to the DCE.
CB Pin 5 - Clear To Send. This is a
control signal sent from the DCE.
CC Pin 6 - Data Set Ready. This is a
control signal sent from the DCE.
CD Pin 20 - Data Terminal Ready.
This is a control signal sent to the
DCE.
CE Pin 22 - Ring Indicator. This is a
control signal sent from the DCE.
CF Pin 8 - Received Line Signal
Detector. This is a control signal sent
from the DCE.
CG Pin 21 - Signal Quality Detector.

This is a control signal sent from the
DCE.
CH Pin 23 - Data signal Rate Selec-
tor (DTE). This is a control signal sent
to the DCE.
CI Pin 23 - Data Signal Rate Selec-
tor (DCE). This is a control signal sent
from the DCE.
DA Pin 24 - Transmitter Signal Ele-
ment Timing (DTE). This is a timing
signal sent to the DCE.
DB Pin 15 - Transmitter Signal Ele-
ment Timing (DCE). This is a timing
signal sent from the DCE.
DD Pin 17 - Receiver Signal Element
Timing. This is a timing signal sent
from the DCE.
SBA Pin 14 - Secondary Transmitted
Data. This is a data signal sent from
the DCE.
SBB Pin 16 - Secondary Received
Data. This is a data signal sent to the
DCE.

SCA Pin 19 - Secondary Request To
Send. This is a control signal sent to
the DCE.
SCB Pin 13 - Secondary Clear To
Send. This is a control signal sent
from the DCE.
SCF Pin 12 - Secondary Received
Line Signal Detector. This is a control
signal sent from the DCE.

The other pins are not assigned,
but may be used for other controls if
needed.

The signal levels for the
RS232CC are defined as:

DATA - Binary State (-3 to -25) is "1"
or mark.
DATA - Binary State (+ 3 to + 25) is
"0" or space.
Control Circuits - (-3 to -25) is off.
Control Circuits - (+3 to + 25) is on.

Some of the more common con-

trol signals include Data Set Ready.
This line, when plus or "on", in-
dicates that the modem is connected
to the telephone line and is in the
data mode. Another is the Clear To
Send; when this pin is plus or "on", it
tells the originating modem that it
has established contact and
transmission can begin. Which con-
trol lines are used will depend on the
particular printer or modem installa-
tion.

The voltage levels for the
RS232C were given as between plus
25 volts and minus 25 volts. It should
be noted that these are the maximum
voltage levels allowed, and lower
voltages such as plus 15 and minus
15 volts are common with this stan-
dard. Another point that requires at-
tention is the fact that both modems
and microcomputers are of the DCE
type. Therefore, in order to hook
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these two similar pieces of equip-
ment together with the RS232C line,
the wires on pins 2 and 3 must be
reversed on one end (not both). Both
are DCE types, and are not intended,
by the standard, to be connected
together.

More Numbers

In 1977 a new standard
designated RS449 was introduced.
This standard uses a 37 pin connec-
tor and a 9 pin connector. The 37 pin
connector is used in place of the 25
pin connector of the RS232C for nor-
mal interchange of data and the 9 pin
connector is introduced for use with
secondary channels. With this stan-
dard cable length can extend to 200
feet for low speed (300 baud). All of
the electrical characteristics have
been revised and both balanced and
unbalanced circuits are supported.

The 103A type of modem can be
either direct hookup to the line or
acoustically coupled. With acoustic
coupled modems the telephone hand-
set is placed in a rubber cradle. There
is a mouth piece (microphone) placed
directly under the handset's ear
piece, and of course an earpiece
(speaker) placed directly under the
handset's mouth piece. This will
establish a communications link bet-
ween the telephone handset (line) and
the modem. This type of interface is
not the best as external noises can in-
terfere with the transmission and
volume levels are not always ade-
quate for reliable data transfer. A
direct coupled modem is almost
always better, and its use is recom-
mended.

The purpose of the modem then
is to take the digital bi-polar signal
from the microcomputer or printer
and convert it to two different
analogue signals (tones) for transmis-
sion over the analogue telephone
lines. Conversely, it takes the
analogue signals present at the
telephone and convert these tones to
bi-polar digital code for the
microcomputer (or printer).

With the bigger computer in-
stallations, modems are used at the
remote end to drive a printer of some
type. This is very common where leas-
ed equipment and computer time is
required by a company or organiza-
tion. In more recent years, with the
advent of microcomputers, the
modems are finding their way into
direct connection with the microcom-
puter itself (this is the reason for the
reversal of pins 3 and 4). With this

type of interconnection, the user can
have the benefit of a program with a
"buffer" to work either into or out of.
A buffer will allow the user, in the
case of transmission, to type in all of
the message, edit it, and send it out
at a constant rate of speed. Also, the
user may load the buffer with data
from either a disk system or cassette
system and have large amounts of
data transmitted at one time, without
the need to type it all at the time of
transmission. In the case of receiv-

ing, the buffer will allow the user to
take in at one timer a complete
transmission, and have it stored on
either a diskette or cassette for later
use. This, of course, offers more data
transfer in less time than would be
possible if only a printer were
available and everything had to be
typed on the keyboard at the time of
transmission. This can save a great
deal of money if one is paying for the
use of computer time or telephone
time.

The microcomputer buffer and
all of the associated operating func-
tions are the responsibility of the
microcomputer's software. There are
many different types of modem pro-
grams available and not all offer the
required features for complete two
way communications. Software that
is well designed can look after almost
every need that would arise when
working with modems. Some of the
features that would be desired are the
ability of the software to save the buf-
fer contents on either the disk system
or the cassette system, the ability to
see on the local console all data that
is transmitted out over the modem,
and conversely to see all incoming
data on the console. The software
should have some way to handle con-
trol characters to insure that they do
not interfere with the communica-
tions link. The software should also
be able to detect and notify of any
loss of signal. There are other
features that can be added, even
auto -dialing, but they are not required
by any means.

Some other types of modems
available at additional cost are;
Bell 201C which requires leased

lines but can use switched lines as
back-up. The common speed for this
model is 2400 bps.
 Bell 303, for use over leased lines
only and is designed for high speed,
wideband data such as computer -to -
computer communications. Typical
baud rates with this type are from
18.75 K bps to 460.8 K bps.
 Bell 801A & 801C, where 801A is an
automatic calling unit that can
originate calls through standard
rotary dial facilities, and 801C is an

automatic calling unit that can
originate calls through touch tone
facilities.

Hanging Up

Modems are fast becoming one
of the most popular accessory items
available for the home microcom-
puterist. This information will be of
value to anyone who is interested in
starting up or who wishes to learn
more about the unit they already
have.
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C part .fl1,v.Ln, [ene pan, 1.,! orUinat ano answer mode..
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F/ F/ F2 F2
SPACE MAw.l SPACE MnRF
PIS KIM PAS PAM

/070HZ /270HZ 2025HZ 2225E-12
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F2 F2 F/ F/
SPACE SPACE MARK
FPEA.ARit5 F PIS AIM

2025HZ2225HZ /070HZ /270HZ
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New from NRI!
The first at-home training in
videocassette recorder repair

with exclusive videotaped lessons.
Learn Video/Audio

Servicing... includes RCA
state-of-the-art VCR, NRI
Action Video lessons, plus
full training in color TV

and audio repair.
Now, you can learn the hottest, most

wanted skill in home entertainment elec-
tronics... servicing and repairing videocas-
sette recorders and video disc players. Well
over 2 million units have already been sold
and the demand is just starting! Already,
qualified VCR technicians are in short sup-
ply...people are waiting up to a month for
VCR repair. Good jobs at good pay are
going begging. And NRI can get you in
on the action with convenient and effective
at-home training.

Choice of Specialized
Training

NRI offers you three Master Courses
in Video/Audio Servicing, each complete,
each with equipment and training for the
specialty you want. Each course thoroughly
prepares you for color TV plus audio and
video equipment. Then, you take the spe-
cialized hands-on training on the equipment
you select.

Learn as you work with equipment
you keep.

You can get specialized audio
experience as you build your own
AM/FM stereo system complete with
speakers. Or gain real bench ex-
perience with hands-on TV
training as you build a 25"
(diagonal) fully -computer-
ized, programmable color
TV and professional test
instruments. Or train with
your own RCA video-
cassette recorder and NRI's
exclusive Action Video ser-
vicing lessons on videotape.

State -of -the -Art VCR
This modem VCR features high-tech-

nology design with electronic pushbutton
tuning, remote control, three recording
speeds with up to 6 -hour capacity, high-
speed visual search, built-in clock/timer,
memory rewind and audio dubbing capa-
bility. Direct drive motors and azimuth
recording give outstanding picture
reproduction.

It's yours to keep, as part of your
training. You'll not only use it to learn
operation and servicing techniques, but to
play the absorbing NRI Action Video lessons
that come as part of your specialized train-
ing. In word and picture, you'll learn
theory, construction, and service proce-
dures, see them explained in graphic
closeups. And you get this unique training
only with NRI!

Learn at Home
at Your Convenience
No need to quit your job or tie up

your evenings at night school. No time
away from your family or expensive travel.
NRI comes to you. You are a class of one,
getting both theory and practical hands-
on training backed up by our staff of ex-
perienced educators.

NRI the Pros' Choice
More than 65 years and a million

and a half students later, NRI is still the
first choice in home -study schools. A na-
tional survey of successful TV repairmen

shows that more than half have had home -
study training, and among them, it's NRI
3 to 1 over any other school.

That's because you can't beat the
beat the value. Only

NRI combines exclusive fast -track training
techniques with modem state-of-the-art
equipment to give you the skills you need
for success quickly and easily. Only NRI
offers such complete training with so many
timely options for specialized bench exper-
ience. Send for our free catalog and get all
the facts on these exciting Master Courses
in Video/Audio servicing.

Rush Card
for Free ('analog

Mail the postage -paid card today for
your free copy of our 100 -page look into
tomorrow. It shows all the equipment you
get, describes each lesson in detail. And it
tells you about other important career op-
portunities in Microcomputers and Micro-
processors, Digital and Communications
Electronics, Electronic Design 'll'chnology,
and more. Send today and get started on a
big new future for yourself. If card has
been removed, please write to us.

NRI SCHOOLS
McGraw-Hill Continuing

Education Center

330 Progress Avenue

Ij i l

Scarborough, Ontario MIP 2Z5
' I or telephone 416-293-1911

We'll give you tomorrow.





DRIVER
RADIATION

Drones RADIATION INTERNAL RADIATION DRIVERINTO ROOM RADIATION

Drone speakers were once
regarded as only those used to
play Anne Murray. Now they've
become more sophisticated,
as Wally Parsons explains.

PROBABLY NO ASPECT of audio is
as cluttered with misconceptions,
misunderstanding, myths, fairy tales,
black magic, and plain wishful think-
ing as the operation of loudspeakers.
In their efforts to do something clever
and provide some material for those
otherwise unemployable souls who
write advertising copy, many
manufacturers are guilty of compoun-
ding the confusing by issuing adver-
tising statements which are often im-
possible and even idiotic.

Ironically, the one speaker type
to have suffered the least
misunderstanding is the passive
radiator, or, to use its more droll title,
the drone cone. The reason for the
lack of misunderstanding seems to
be that hardly anyone even pretends
to understand it. This is shown by the
relatively small number of such
speakers on the market.

The purpose in this article is to
shine some light on the operation and
virtues of this marvelous device,
while, along the way, dropping some
insights into loudspeaker operation
in general.

Backwaves, The Poor Unwanted Or-
phans

From the outset, it should be
understood that the passive radiator
is really a variation on another
system, the bass reflex, rather than a
distinct system in itself. Our in-
vestigation must, therefore, begin
with a look at this, the most
misunderstood acoustic principle to
walk the face of the earth.

The problem lies in the fact that
the loudspeaker (the round object
with its magnet and cone, mounted in
some kind of enclosure, and
henceforth referred to as "the driver")
is a cantankerous beast which, in its
perversity, insists on radiating sound
from both sides of its diaphragm.
Now, this wouldn't be too bad, in fact,
it might even be a blessing, were it
not for the fact that the two fields are
out of phase. Therefore, drivers are

Fig. 1. Air suspension

mounted on baffles of infinite size, or
in closed boxes to prevent front and
rear waves from meeting and bringing
about the end of the universe, or
some other calamity such as stamp-
ing each other "Cancelled".

Since truly infinite baffles are
rather impractical, closed boxes are
the rule. When a driver is mounted in
one wall of such a box, the rear wave
is trapped inside and must be
dissipated, which usually means con-
verting it into heat. In a small box the
trapped air also results in a pressure
and rarefaction cycle which oppose
cone movement, and has the effect of
reducing the compliance of the driver.
The result is an increase in resonant
frequency, and an increase in the
bass cut-off frequency. For reasons
beyond our present scope, the only
way to minimize the bass loss is
either to use a large box and/or ac-
cept a loss of efficiency.

Bit of a Hobson's Choice; what?

Letting The Air Out

Some daring individuals have indulg-
ed in the practice of drilling a hole in
the box "to let the air out" and reduce
internal pressure changes.

While such a hole, or vent will 'let
the air out", it doesn't automatically
happen in a very useful way.

A box with a vent in one wall
forms a Helmholtz resonator, in
which the air in the vent acts as an
acoustic mass which resonates with
the compliance of the air inside the
box. By adjusting the box size, vent
size and depth it is possible to con-
trol the resonant frequency of the
resonator as well as its O so that it in-
teracts with these same character-
istics of the driver in such a way that
an extended response characteristic
is synthesized.

The performance of the bass
reflex can be outstanding, but even
with the number of degrees of
freedom in design, so many factors
are interdependent as to introduce
undesireable trade-offs.

SMALL VENT RADIATION

Fig. 2. Bass reflex

LARGE DRONE RADIATION

Fig. 3. Passive
radiator

For example, frequently a design
may dictate a relatively small vent
with a long duct behind it to increase
vent depth. This works fine, but
because of the small size of the vent,
we have a narrow column of air mov-
ing at high velocity. This result in
large energy losses due to friction
with the duct wall and viscous losses
within the air itself.

We could use a vent around the
same size as the driver, but this
would require either a large box, with
a low compliance driver, or a long
enough duct which would act like a
tuned pipe. Besides, with a large
short vent there is danger that the
back wave above the tuned frequency
of the system would leak around the
vent causing cancellation at various
frequencies.

Condition of Passivity

Earlier it was stated that the air in a
vent acts as an acoustical mass
which resonates with the compliance
of the air trapped in the box. There is
no reason why we have to use air. All
sorts of other things have mass. For
example, a loudspeaker cone has
mass. If a driver, minus the motor (or
you can leave the motor there if you
like), which consists of the magnet
and voice coil, were installed in place
of the vent, its mass would resonate
with the compliance of the air trap-
ped within the box, just as a bass
reflex.

"But", you say, "if it does exactly
the same thing, why go to the ex-
pense of installing another piece of
equipment when it costs nothing to
cut a hole in a box?" Right you are,
George. But we have gained
something for our money.

The most important gain is the
fact that we can alter the
characteristics of the passive
radiator, which we have installed,
more or less independently of the
physical characteristics, that is the
dimensions, of the box.

Suppose, for example, that a par-
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ticular bass reflex design used a 12
inch driver and the largest practical
vent area was 10 sq. in. Say it's a high
compliance low resonance driver and
we wish to tune the box to around 30
Hz. Depending on the size of the box,
the vent may require a duct some 7 or
8 inches long. As a result of frictional
and viscous losses the output of such
a vent at resonance would probably
be considerably below that of the
driver, whereas we would like to be
substantially equal. If we replace the
vent with a passive radiator of 12 in-
ches diameter we would have a
radiating area of about 78 sq in. re-
quiring negligible depth. Such a large
diaphragn would operate at low
velocity with only suspension losses
to contend with, resulting in much
higher output.

Theory of Operation

Most treatments of such speakers
get very involved in equivalent elec-
trical impedance circuits such as Fig.
4, and talk about resonant circuit
meshes, accompanied by endless
equations full of Greek alphabet
soup. These are great for design work
if you know how the things operate,
but how, actually do they work? What
are the mechanics? Or, as someone
recently asked, how come when one
diaphragm moves out the other
doesn't move in, with the two motions
cancelling?

To get a handle on this problem,
take another look at Fig. 3. To
simplify matters, assume that both
the driver and passive radiators are
12 inch units. Let's assume further
that the passive radiator is actually a
driver identical with the regular driver,
only the voice coil isn't attached to
anything, while the regular driver is
connected to an amplifier.

If there's a stereo salesman you
don't like, one neat way to drive him
into a state of ulcers is to walk into
the store, pick out the first passive
radiator speaker you see and push in
on either the driver or the drone.
Whichever one you push, watch the
other one move out. Let go and watch
the one you pushed pop back out
while the other one moves in. Try it on
the other unit and watch the same
think happen. Push in on one unit
while restraining the other. Feel the
force. Watch the salesman turn blue.

Now repeat the experiment, this
time using an amplifier connected to
the driver, and a signal of only a few
Hertz. Same thing happens, right?
This isn't helping the guy who asked

me why it doesn't happen, is it.
Okay, let's repeat the experiment

using a signal of around 100 Hz, with
level high enough to allow us to
observe cone movement. Hello, looky
here, the passive radiator is truly
passive, not moving (this assumes a
system with real extended bass).

At very low frequencies, move-
ment of the driver cone simply
displaces internal air, causing an op-
posite movement of the drone. Any
external air motion is cancelled,
resulting in no sound. However, at the
higher frequency the passive
radiator's mass is such that it
couldn't start moving fast enough to
vibrate. The driven cone moved in-
ward, compressing the trapped air.
This compressed air tried to move the
passive radiator, but before the latter
could get going, the driven cone mov-
ed outward, causing a reduction of in-
ternal air pressure.

Thus, the passive radiator con-
tributes nothing to the acoustic out-
put, and the system behaves like a
closed box.

But, at some frequency between
these two there is a transition from
negative output to zero, and this oc-
curs at the frequency at which the
mass of the passive diaphragm
resonates with the combined com-
pliance of its suspension and that of
the enclosed air. At that frequency, if
the driven cone moves in it will com-
press the internal air, which in turn
will force the passive diaphragm out-
ward. However, because of the
diaphragm mass there will be a delay
in its movement, so that by the time it
starts to move outward, the driven
cone will have also begun to move
outward. Then, of course, the reduced
internal air pressure will cause it to
move inward again, but delayed so
that the driven cone is also moving in
at the same time.

The two diaphragms are in phase
and their outputs now add.

Several other things also hap-
pen. For one thing, with the two
radiators close together, the pressure
and rarefaction cycles of one tends to
load the other. This is the mutual
radiation impedance, and improves
the loading on each unit, increasing
acoustical power output and lowering
distortion while increasing the
acoustical damping. For this reason,
the output is more than the sum of
the two units, and, in our example,
may easily be equivalent to that of an
18 inch signal driver in a larger
enclosure. This mutual radiation im-
pedance occurs when any two

diaphragms are close together pro-
vided the diaphragms are small with
respect to the wavelength radiated,
and provided both diaphragms are of
substatially the same area. It doesn't
matter whether the diaphragm be a
cone, or the air at the front of a vent.
Obviously, it doesn't occur when a 78
sq in cone is mated to a 10 sq in vent.

Another desireable effect is in-
creased output from the diaphragm
because of its negligible friction
losses, compared with a small vent.
Also missing is the "chuffing"
sounds often occurring with small
vents due to the combination of high
friction and high air velocity.

Impedance

Fig. 5 shows the familiar impedance
curve of a driver in free air and the
same driver in a bass reflex enclosure
whose box is tuned to the driver's free
air resonance. This same curve also
occurs with a passive radiator system
under the same tuning conditions.

Why?
Let's go back to Fig. 3. At

resonance the driven cone moves
more freely than at other frequencies.
Its tendency to want to vibrate on its
own causes it to generate a back
EMF which opposes the driving
signal. In other words, it behaves like
a higher impedance. However, when
driver and drone are both at
resonance, the drone increases inter-
nal pressure, and reduces it in step
with driver motion. This tends to
reduce freedom of cone motion and
damps the resonance. This reduces
the back EMF and cancells the im-
pedance rise. It should be noted that
the driver also damps the resonance
of the drone in the same way.

Above resonance the passive
radiator behaves more like a rigid
wall. Consequently, the driver
behaves as if it were an air suspen-
sion system. Since such a system
has a system resonance higher than
the free air resonance of the driver,
this appears as the upper impedance
peak on the curve.

How about the lower peak.
Below resonance the two

diaphragms are effectively coupled
together by the air within the box. As
a result, one voice coil is now moving
two diaphragms. In fact, the mass of
the passive radiator is now added to
the mass of the driven cone, resulting
in a lower natural resonant frequency.
This appears as the lower peak.

Continued on page 86
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AF Signal
Generato
Our latest do-it-yourself test
gear project is a simple -to -
build signal generator with
many features found on ex-
pensive designs.

THERE IS NO doubt; if you dabble in
electronics much and build more than
just the odd project, then test gear of
all descriptions is a must. Further-
more, if the project is in the audio
category, then somewhere along the
line you will need an audio source.

Of course, using a bit of ingenui-
ty, the clever ETI reader might use the
auxiliary output of a stereo system as
a signal, but there are disadvantages
with such a method: neither the
amplitude (size) nor the frequency
(pitch) of the signal can be accurately
specified. What you really need is a
signal generator like this project, pro-
viding a selection of waveforms (sine,
triangular or square) with fully
variable amplitudes with the added
facility of a controllable DC bias to
the output signal. All this is achieved
with only a two -IC circuit which
operates from two 9V batteries.

Construction

There is nothing critical in the con-
struction of this project if you use our
design of printed circuit board.
Everything is quite straightforward.
Solder in resistors first, followed by
capacitors and IC sockets and finally
insert the two ICs.

Following the connection
diagram in Fig. 2 you should now con-
nect the switches, potentiometers,
battery clips and output sockets and
test out the project before insertion
into its case. Set all presets and pots
to midposition and switch on. By con-
necting the output to a suitable
amplifier (e.g., your stereo system),
adjust the output to a suitable level
using the amplitude control, RV6.

Now, turn SW1 to 'sine' and open
SW3 (Le., switch off the DC bias). Ad-
justment of RV4 and RV5 should
remove any distortion and a perfectly

Resistors (All 1/4W, 5%)
R1 18k
R2,7,9
R3,4
R5
R6,8
R10,13,14

10k
4k7
10M
15k
47k

Potentiometers
RV1,3 1k0 miniature horizontal

preset
RV2 10k linear potentiometer
RV4,5 100k miniature horizon-

tal preset
RV6 100k logarithmic poten-

tiometer

Capacitors
C1,3,4 100n ceramic
C2 4n7 mica

Semiconductors
IC1 8038 waveform

generator
IC2 741 operational

amplifier

Miscellaneous
SW1 single -pole, three-way

rotary switch
SW2 double -pole, single -

throw toggle switch
SW3 single -pole, single -throw

toggle switch
Case to suit
Battery clips and batteries
Knobs, output sockets, IC sockets

Welcome to the Club.
Unfortunately, the membership is not all that

exclusive. The fact is, there are some 35,000 Canadians
with MS. If you had MS you'd be paying your dues
every day. You see, there is no known cause of MS, nor
is there a known cure.

As it stands now, 35,000 Canadians are living with the
prospect of impaired vision, losing their speech, or waking
up one morning to find themselves partially paralysed.

If we hope to put an end to what is often referred to
as the 'number one crippler since polio', we're going to
have to get involved. Now.

Contact your local chapter of the Multiple Sclerosis
Society. And find out how you can help. Do it for thirty-
five thousand Canadians. Do it because you're young,
hright, ambitious and active.

What are we
doing about it?
Contact your local Multiple Sclerosis Society
of Canada Chapter.
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'clean' note should be heard. Turn the
frequency control RV2 fully anti-
clockwise to its lowest frequency set-
ting and adjust RV1 until the lowest
note possible from the generator is
heard. One further adjustment can be
made with RV3 if you have an
oscilloscope; varying the preset will
alter the duty cycle (best observed on
square wave) which should be 50%;
i.e., high for half the wavelength and
low for the other half. If you don't
have the use of a 'scope leave this
preset at midposition and the adjust-
ment won't be far out.

Finally the project can be hous-
ed in a suitable case.

 =`i%:
Integrated circuit ICI is a special purpose
device, capable of generating sine, triangle
or square waveforms (or derivations of
these), to a high accuracy. The frequency of
the waveforms is primarily defined by the
charge and discharge rate of capacitor C2.
This capacitor should be, ideally, a type
whose value is very stable with temperature,
e.g., a mica type, although others are
usable, with lower accuracy.

The charge rate of the capacitor is also
a function of the value of resistor R3.
Likewise R4 controls the discharge rate.
For a symmetrical waveform R3 and R4
should be of equal value. Preset RV3 allows
adjustment of these two resistors to ensure

that the charge rate of the capacitor exactly
equals the discharge rate and so the
waveform is symmetrical.

The voltage at pin 8 of the integrated
circuit also controls the frequency of the
generated waveform (over a 1000:1 range).
Thus, by sweeping the control voltage on
this pin between Vcc and (2/3 Vcc + 2V)
i.e., 5 to 9 V, the frequency of the
waveform varies from 20 Hz to 20 kHz.
The control voltage is derived from poten-
tial divider RVI,2 and R1.

Presents RV4 and 5 allow sine wave
distortion to be minimised to only 0.5%,
and this is best achieved by listening to the
sine wave and adjusting the two presets un-

til distortion is no longer audible.
The outputs of this integrated circuit

are found at pins 2 (sine), 3 (triangular) and
9 (square). Switch SW I selects one of the
wave shapes and connects it to the amplifier
circuit of 1C2, via RV6, the amplitude con-
trol. The amplifier is configured as a mixer,
although in its simplest mode (i.e., with
SW3 open) the IC is just an inverting
amplifier, whose output is centred sym-
metrically about OV. However, with SW3
closed, a DC bias voltage is mixed with the
waveform and the output can be moved up
or down in voltage, still having the same
AC amplitude.

1191
140
LOW FREO
ADJUST

RV2

LIN OREO

iCt

RV3
140 N\Ar

R4
44)

13

10

NC

RV'
004

2

° SWI

R)
RI
18.

Fig. 1 The Audio Signal Generator circuit
diagram.
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IC21S )41
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Continued on page78
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OSCILLOSCOPES!
The Best Buys Available

fa ATOA

Ela
P,19sf;,arr»aatsr OSCILLOSCOPE .

MOOAL 656E5 y

VOL OIv

"-0

Metermaster
R.H. NICHOLS

r.LErtly

SLOPE

Model 65310
Dual Trace Portable
 15MHz (-3dB) Bandwidth

 X5 Sweep Magnifier

 Battery, 12VDC & AC Operation

 2mV Vertical Sensitivity

 Trace Rotator

 Price $775.00 taxes not included

Model 65610
° Dual Trace Bench

15MHz (-3dB) Bandwidth

 5- CRT Display
R. 120VAC & 12VDC Operation

 Fully Automatic Triggering

 Trace Rotator

 5mV Vertical Sensitivity

 HF Rejection

 Price $795.00 taxes not included

.reautaí

Ww.wE

41)

LEVEL
RC. AUTO

PQMEN ' - dim
Op) 1117~1 SYNC

Model 65625
Dual Trace Bench
 45MHz (-3dB) Bandwidth

 Delayed Sweep (selectable)

 Single Sweep (selectable)

 Extremely Bright 5- CRT

 Illumuninated Internal Graticule

 Optimal Sensitivity of lmV

 X -Y or X -Y -Z Operation

 120VAC Line Operation

 Price $1295.00 taxes not included

All pries F.O.B.
Downsview, Ontario
subject tc change with-

out notice. P.S.T. extra
where applicable.

Head Office: 214 Dolomite Drive, Downsview, Ontario M3J 2P8
TORONTO 1416)661-3190  MONTREAL 1514)337-0425  EDMONTON (403)432-7746  OTTAWA (613)238-7007

Circle No. 11 on Reader Service Card.



6809 Board
Review
It's got 48K of RAM, an RS-
232C interface, an on board
monitor, a mnemonic assem-
bler and it's green. Everything
you could want in a computer
if you don't like BASIC, by
Steve Rimmer.

The University of Toronto computer,
or the 6809 board, is the second non -
dedicated microprocessor system to
be developed by Exceltronix Com-
ponents and Computing. Like the
first, the Multiflex (ETI May 1980), it
represents the state of the art quite
well. It has been the object of a lot of
attention, both in its hardware design
and its supporting software, and the
whole works is heavily neat. Plus, it's
green.

Greenness counts.
Before we get into the technicals

and nit pickings, it might be worth a
few inches of type to explain just
what this thing does, in regards to
what more familiar systems are up to.
When you turn on a PET, for example,
the screen comes on and is very
friendly with you. It talks to you in a
moderately English language, and
even a partial orangutan can get
something going on a PET (or an Ap-
ple, TRS-80, etc). This is because
these systems use what is called
higher level languages. They have ex-
tensive on board software which in-
terprets English commands into the
dialect that the computer likes to talk
in, called machine language.

However, higher level languages
are somewhat slow, and restricted in
what they can do. They also require
lots of memory to hold their pro-
grams, memory which might other-
wise be useful for the actual running
of the program. Thus, there is most
assuredly a place for machines which
do not have languages, but require
the programmer to work directly in
machine language. This is what the
6809 board is. . . er, sort of.

The 'Puts (In, Out and Otherwise)

The U of T board was, as you might
have guessed, originally designed for
use by computer students at the U of

T. However, you don't have to be go-
ing there to have your space expand-
ed by one of them, and, if you've
checked out the current tuition fee
schedule, you'll probably agree you'd
be better off if you weren't. However,
because this thing was built for
classroom situations, where in the
kids can become unruly. . .

maniacal. . . if things cease to
work, the documentation is superb,
and there is quite a lot of it that will
lead a total beginner into the awe in-
spiring world of 6809 programming.

The computer occupies a single
board a little larger than this
magazine. It has space for 48K of
RAM, and, at the moment, chips to fill
it are included in the purchase price
of the computer. There are two RS-
232C ports, which are used to con-
nect the machine to a terminal and an
optional printer or modem. A terminal
is essential, as the board does not
have any kind of video interface of its
own. It can, however, be used with a

hex keyboard and a four digit LED
display, although why anyone would
want to is a bit elusive. Exceltronix
can, of course, supply a terminal.

The processor is, as may be ap-
parent by now, the Motorola 6809, ex-
amples of which are found in the
Radio Shack Colour Computer and
the Apple auxilary processor card.
This is a good chip to do ML program-
ming on, and, if you've tried breaking
into this area with an 8080 or Z80 bas-
ed system, the 6809 will be a much
more pleasant trip. The instruction
set is similar to that of the 6502,
which is quite straightforward.

The board also features a buf-
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fered bus expansion connector, a
cassette interface and three on board
EPROM sockets. Two 6522 VIAs are
in there, too, of which one is available
as an I/O port. The non-maskable in-
terupt line is connected to a push but-
ton switch to stop runaway programs,
and a second switch, the reset, does
a cold start for when you're fed up
and want to punish your present pro-
gram by trashing it.

Lamentably, the overall green-
ness of the board is interrupted by the
chips and other paraphenalia.

The board, with documentation
and a smile from the salesperson is
$495.00 in kit form, or $649.00
assembled. In addition, you'll need
the afforementioned terminal and a
+5, + 12 and -12 volt power supply.

Plugging In

The required terminal configuration is
9600 baud, full duplex, 8 bit
characters, one stop bit and no parity.
As none of our terminals happened to
be set up this way, we used the ter-
minal program on our TRS-80 Model
II, which allows the configuration to
be specified in software. After clear-
ing away the detritus and flotsam of
the computer room, the board was
plugged in and fired up. It immediate-

ly smiled and said, quixotically,

which, as it turns out, was exactly
what it should have done. This is the
prompt, and it indicates that you are
in the monitor. As it turns out, and as
we shall peruse shortly, one could
also be in the "Teach". You thought
Teach was just a dead pirate, didn't
you? Arrrgh, Billy!

If you are unfamiliar with
monitors, a brief explaination might
be in order as to what they can do.
Skip over this bit if you are an MIT
graduate.

Each byte of an ML program is
an instruction or some data. Thus, to
get a program into RAM all ye gots to
do is stick numbers into addresses.
This could be done, as it was done on
the very early microcomputers, with a
raft of toggle switches and a row of
LEDs. This is unutterably tedious,
though, and to be avoided. Hence,
most systems in the present world of
ultra -sophisticated technology use
what are called monitors, more or
less extensive blocks of software that
handle the doing of programs.

A monitor lets you enter bytes,
and see what's in a range of RAM. It

lets you execute a program beginning
at a specific address, and examine
the contents of the CPU's registers
afterwards to see what happened. In
addition, the more sophisticated
monitors have features like single
step execution, which lets you go
through your program to see what's
happening with each instruction,
block transfers, to shift a whole range
of RAM contents to somewhere else,
insert and delete (which are really
functions of the block transfer) and a
breakpoint table, which allows the in-
sertion of effective BRK instructions
in the program to permit checking out
single sections for debugging. The
monitor may also handle the tape in-
terface.

The monitor provided for the U of
T board is very sophisticated (it
drinks its tea with its little finger
sticking out), and is much more
powerful than most of the monitors
available for higher level machines
when they're to be used to do
machine language programming.

The monitor functions are as
follows;

 M. #M AAAA CC (NN) Looks at and

Continued on page 47
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Continued from page45
optionally changes memory. AAAA is
an address, CC is its contents, return-
ed by the monitor, and NN, if entered
by the dude with the terminal, will
replace CC in RAM. The M instruction
permits stepping either forwards or
backwards through sequential RAM
locations.

 L. #L Loads data from the RS232C
port into RAM. Not remarkably ex-
citing, but useful if you're sending a
lot of stuff over from somewhere else.

O. #0 AAAA BBBB takes all the
data from location AAAA to location
BBBB and sends it out through the
cassette interface for eventual
preservation on oxide.

 /. #1 loads a program from the
cassette interface.

 V. #V AAAA BBBB X is a memory
test, which checks the operation of
the RAM from AAAA to BBBB.

 D. #D AAAA BBBB displays a
region of RAM on the terminal
screen. . . a splendidly useful
feature.

 G. #G AAAA executes the program
beginning at location AAAA.

S. #S AAAA single steps through a
program, beginning with location
AAAA.

 C. #C continues single stepping
after a break.

 P. #P continues running after a
break.

 R. #R n CC DD examines and op-
tionally changes the register con-
tents.

 B. #B is a sophisticated breakpoint
routine.

The monitor uses page zero for its
own variables, plus locations CFD4 to
CFD7.

In using the monitor, nothing
cropped up that was unusual, and
everything did what it said it was go-
ing to. The whole works was, on the
average, about as good as any
monitor I've encountered to date. . .

plus, of course, it's on a board that's
green.

Return of Arrgh, Billy

The monitor command we haven't

looked at is "T", which jumps the
machine out of the monitor, and into
something called the Teach. This is
an assembler/editor, which is a dif-
ferent way of handling machine code.
Assemblers will be familiar to users
of the Acorn ATOM.

When you look up the instruc-
tions for the 6809 in a programming
handbook, you'll find that they are
designated by three letter
mnemonics, like AND, BEQ, RTS, etc.
These don't mean anything more to
the machine than would BASIC text
without an interperter, but the Teach
software can deal with them. It
engulfs a string of these mnemonics,
and assembles from this text a
machine language program. At the
same time, the text remains untouch-
ed. Thus, the ML program can be run,
and, if it bombs, the reason can be
gleaned from the ashes and changes
made to the text, which can then be
re -assembled. This provides the user
with most of the advantages of
machine language programming, and
many of the niceties of a higher level
language. There are, in fact, higher
level languages that work this way,
too.

The text entering facility of the
Teach supports English labels, and
calculates relative branches. This
means, for example, that if you
wanted to have a program that
looped, you would just say;

LABEL ADC #1

CMPA #20
BNE LABEL

There are no relative branch instruc-
tions to figure, and it's not even
necessary to know the location of
one's subroutines. All very nice.

It probably wouldn't be too hot
an idea to dig into the Teach in its
completeness here, as it's a
moderately complex language, and
we are limited to 80 or so pages. In
addition, the folks in the ad depart-
ment insist on having some of it for
their own capitalistic ends. However,
here is the basic library of Teach com-
mands. . . real brief.

 A. Assemble the code as specified
by text in the text buffer. The text buf-
fer is anywhere where text is. Clever,
this.

 AT. Like A, but with a listing.

 AP. Once again, like A, but with a
listing sent to the printer.

 E. Jump into the editing mode.

 FIX. This command does some
pointer/character manipulations to
help recover text if the ML code
tramples on it.

 INIT. Effectively starts over, with a
blank text buffer. FIX will kill an INIT.

 J. Jump to a specified address.

 M. Go back to the monitor.

 MEM. Lists the memory pointers.

 P. Print a file on the printer.

 R. Read text from the cassette.

 T. Print a file on the terminal.

 TERM. Set up the system for the
type of terminal being used. The ones
available on ours were Hazeltine,
DEC VT-100, DEC VT-52, Volker Craig
VC404, Lear Siegler ADM -3A and
Televideo 950. The user can also
specify a terminal structure.

 W. Write a file to the cassette.

Using the Teach was a lot easier
than using a monitor, and crashes
weren't as catastrophic. It's much
harder to use than the monitor if you
don't read the instructions all the way
through, but this is probably to be ex-
pected. Assemblers are the ideal way
for someone who's never done any
machine language programming to
get into it, and this assembler is quite
nice.

Plus, it's Green

What more can be said?.
Now, having read all of the above

stuff, you are probably asking
yourself one of two questions,
specifically "Do I want to go out,
make $495.00 in a hurry by selling
squirrel pelts to fly fisherman, zip on
down and buy one?" or, alternately,
"Why is it green?" To the second
question, I can only say, "Hey, man,
like, that's how it is, y'know."

More on the first, though. There
are several reasons for buying a one
board, low level type computer. First
off, it's the way to learn about pro -
Continued on page 78
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projects, from good old Veroboard through to specialised
boards for ICs. And we've got accessories, module sys-
tems, cases and boxes - everything you need to give your
equipment the quality you demand. For your free copy
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DEXCEL DXP 1000 SATELLITE SYSTEM

$2995
The DXP 1000 system is the latest in
state-of-the-art satellite communica-
tion components from DEXCEL. The
system consists of the DXR 1000
Receiver and the Dexcel low -noise
amplifier/down-converter. It is design-
ed for audio and video reception
superior to standard earth facilities.

Computer printout lor
your location for all

allita,;19.95

A six -channel audio selector allows
the complete selection of six subcar-
riers, and the DXP 1000 is able to
receive 24 distinct channels with
amazing clarity.
The 70 -MHz input connector accepts
standard coaxial termination from the
antenna.
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Canada's first -and -only
Public Consumer Electronics Show

Designed to spotlight what's new and innovative
for today's electronic lifestyle, the show will
cover the gamut of technology from sophisticated
home computers to `smart' telephones to simple
air purifiers.

As the annual showcase for the most exciting
domestic industry of the decade, Electronic
Showcase will monitor the growth, development
and success of the advanced technology
available for consumer use at home, school and
small business.

Most important, it will provide government
agencies, retailers, manufacturers and
distributors direct access to thousands of
consumers in one place at one time.

The Audience ...
In just five short years, the multi -billion dollar
electronics industry has grown 10 -fold. With
something for everyone, the industry is equally
dynamic to the house owner and apartment
dweller, homemaker and businessman, family and
singles, educator and student.

The Electronic Showplace will have a similar ap-
peal. With its prime downtown location and
topical content, it is expected to attract approx-
imately 50,000 consumers aged from 18 to 55
years, from middle to upper income backgrounds
living in an urban and suburban environment.

We can deliver your
target audience if you are
a manufacturer,
distributor or retailer
of electronic
products ...

Electronic Showplace is produced and managed by
Intelevent Management Limited,

932A Manning Avenue, Toronto, Ontario M6G 2X4
Telephone: (416) 534-4790.
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The ultimate electronic dice
project, this unit gives a digital
readout in terms of a single
die, the sum of two dice , and
dice or cards.

IF YOU ARE INTO LONG games of
chance and/or skill, such as fantasy -
or war -games, in which vast quan-
tities of random numbers are
selected by rolling dice or pulling
cards, you'll be fully aware of the
disadvantages of the conventional
dice and card systems. Both systems
are time-consuming and tedious to
use, errors can be made in adding the
die numbers, and disputes about
numbers can arise if the dice or cards
are replayed before they've been seen
by all other players.

The ETI Superdice project is
designed to overcome all these pro-
blems. It's a digital readout unit that,
at the touch of a button, generates an
output to represent a random number
of a single die (1-6), or the correctly
weighted sum of two dice (2-12),
special dice or cards with ranges of
0-9, 1-20, 1-36 or (with slight circuit
modifications) any other number
range that you care to choose. The
circuit is battery -powered and has all
sorts of neat features, such as
leading -zero suppression and time -
controlled auto -blanking to conserve
power, and spin blanking and number
recall to enhance the game action
and avoid play disputes.

In use, the number range is first
selected by SW1 and a random
number in that range is then called up
by pressing SPIN button PB1: the
display blanks while PB1 is pressed,
but displays the selected number as
soon as PB1 is released. If PB1 is not
used again by the end of a 5s (approx-
imately) period, the display
automatically blanks again, to con-
serve power. If any dispute arises
concerning the last number that was
displayed, it can be re -displayed by
pressing RECALL button PB2.

The most important feature of
our Superdice project is its ability to
display the equivalent of the sum of
two independently generated die
numbers, with correctly weighted
odds in all cases. The probability of
generating these 2-12 numbers is

shown below:

2: 1 in 36 6: 1 in 7.2
3:1in18 7:1in6
4:1in12 8:1in7.2
5:1 in9 9:1 in9

10:1 in 12
11 : 1 in 18
12:1 in36

In our circuit, we generate these
numbers by using two independently -
clocked 1-6 random -number
generators and then adding their
total before feeding the resulting
number to the display ststem: hence
the apparent complexity of our cir-
cuit.

Construction

The Superdice project is constructed
on a pair of stacked PCBs. The two
seven -segment LED displays and the
SPIN and RECALL buttons are
mounted, together with IC11, IC12,
IC13 and associated components, on
the upper PCB, which is a simple
single -sided board. All of the remain-
ing circuitry (IC1 to IC10) except SW1
and SW2 is mounted on the lower
PCB, which is a double -sided affair
and uses a large number of Veropins
for the through -board connections.

The actual construction of the
unit should present few problems. If
you are not capable of producing the
PCBs yourself (the double -sided one
may be a problem), you can buy
ready -etched boards for this project
(see the list of PCB suppliers on the
contents page).

Start the construction by

building the single -sided display
board. You can test the completed
board by simply connecting it to a 6V
supply, pressing PB1 and checking
that the units indicator displays a '0'
and the tens display is blanked once
PB1 is released, that the display auto -
blanks after roughly 5s, and that the
display can be recalled using PB2.

Next, proceed with the construc-
tion on the double -sided PCB, taking
special care to ensure that the two
sides are joined at all the indicated
points by Veropins pushed through
the board and soldered on both sides
of the tracks. When construction is
complete, fit the ICs into place in
their sockets in numerical sequence,
starting with IC1 and ending with
IC10.

At this stage you can temporarily
interconnect the two PCBs and the
two ganged halves of RANGE switch
SW1, and then give the unit a full
functional check. Check that the unit
gives the ranges already described in
the introduction. Carry out a long
check on the 2-12 (dice) range and en-
sure, by recording the results of a
couple of hundred 'spins', that the
odds approximately tally with the list
already given, with '7' being the most
probable result of a spin and a '2' or
'12' the least likely.

Finally, you can complete the
construction by bolting the two PCBs
together using suitable spacers and
fitting the assembly into a suitable
case, together with SW1 and SW2
and the battery pack. On our proto-
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SUPER DICE

NOTES:
IC1,2,8 ARE 40295
IC3,4 ARE 40285
IC5 IS 4081B
IC6,7 ARE 4560B
IC9 IS 4023B
IC10 IS 40668
IC11 IS 4093B
IC12, 13 ARE 4511B
01,2 ARE 2N3904
D1,2,3 ARE 1N4148
DISP1,2 are 7 -SEGMENT
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Fig. 1 The complete circuit diagram for
IC3 Superdice. The circuit is divided into two

1 7' sections as shown, which are built on
3 14

separate PCBs. The two boards are inter-
connected by 10 wires; points A to H plus
two supply connections.
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type we used 30 mm spacers to fix
the assembly to the case bottom and
give adequate clearance for the bat-
tery, and 22 mm spacers between the
PCBs to give the correct height to the
upper board so that PB1 and PB2
pass through holes cut in the case
top.

Odd Odds

The 'spin' ranges of this project can
easily be altered to give ranges other
than those already described, provid-
ed that the range starts with a 0 or 1

and ends with a value below 99, and
is required to represent a single die or
card. On these ranges, SW1b must
not be connected to IC10. The pro-
cedure for selecting a range is as
follows.

The low end of the range (0 or 1)
is determined by SW1b. The presence
of a connection between SW1b and
the input of IC9c causes the range to
start with a '0'; no connection causes
the range to start with a '1'.

The top end of the range is deter-
mined by A N Ding the decoded out-
puts of IC4 and IC3 with one of the

14
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IC5 gates so that they feed ap-
propriate reset or preset -enable
pulses to IC1-IC2. The decoded out-
puts of IC4-IC3 must have a value that
is equal to the desired highest
number plus one. Thus, to give a top
range of 64, the decoded '6' of IC4
must be ANDed with the decoded '5'
of IC3. The decoder connections of
IC3 and IC4 are as follows'
'0'=pin3 '4'=pin 1 '8'=9
'1'= pin 14
'2' = pin 2
'3' = pin 15

'5'= pin 6
'6'= pin 7
'7'= pin 4

'9'=5
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213 74153195
5.10 741.53905

1 42
1.27

7415375
74L538N

.38

.38
74151259
74151265

57 74151819
.57 74151895

3.59 74L5279N
5. 74L528%N

62 741.5393N
255 74153959

1 56
155

7415425
7415479

.57

.98
74151325
74151339

70 74151905
219 74151916

711.52835
94 7/1529014

1.55 741.5447N
.94 7415490N

48
246

7415186
7415515

129
.31

7415136N
741.51385

.55 74151925

.73 74151936
13 741.5293N
aq 74152985

.57 74156305
1.14 7415669N

n 20
1.09

14155411
7415555

.31

.31
7415139N
741S145N

.73 741.51915
1.42 741019/N

83 74LS320N
14

3.56 74LS670N 2.13

CMOS
CD4001BE .29 CD40240E .80 C040S2BE 1.1t CD4520BE 90 CD4085BE .60
CD4002BE .23 Co4025BE .26 C040538E 1.03 CD4522BE 1.01 C040860E .76
CD40068E .77 CD4026BE 1.49 C040608E 1.16 CD4526BE 1.63 CD4093BE .70
C040078E .31 C040270E .55 CD40660E .70 CD4527BE 2.07 CD4099BE 1.34
C040088E .87 C0402813E .82 CD4068BE .31 C04528BE .94 C04104BE 3.09
C040098E .51 C040298E .99 CD4069BE .33 CD4531BE 1.09 40097PC 1.08
CD4010BE .51 CD4030BE .49 CD4070BE .36 CD4532BE 1.09 40098PC 1.26
CD4011BE .29 CD40338E 217 CD40718E .38 CD4539BE 1.17 74C00N .53
CD4012BE .51 CD4034BE 3.17 C040728E .25 CD4543BE 1.87 74C14N .95
CD4013BE .47 CD4035BE .98 CD4073BE .36 CD4553BE 4.86 74C20N .36
CD4014BE .73 CD4040BE .83 C040758E .36 CD4555BE .75 74C76N .53
CD4015BE .73 C040418E 1.16 C04076BE .77 CD4556BE .75 74C85N 1.03
C04016BE .42 CD4042BE .92 CD4078BE .36 C045818E 246 74C107N 46
CD4017BE .70 CD40430E .77 CD4510BE .75 CD4582BE .90 74C161N t.81
CD4018BE .68 CD40448E .68 CD4511BE .87 C04584BE .55 74C163N 1.61
C04019BE .62 CD40468E 1.03 CD45128E .94 C04585BE 1.03 74C173N .77
CD40208E .88 CD4047BE .94 C045149E 218 C04702BE 21.13 74C175N 1.08
CD40218E .74 CD40498E .60 CD4515BE 2.115 CD4081BE .29 74C192N 1.49
CD4022BE 1.03 CD4050BE .42 CD45160E .98 C040828E 33 74C193N 1.02
C04023BE .25 C04051BE .72C0451913E .68

PLASTIC POWER
TRANSISTORS

TIP298.60 TIP41C 1.01 TIP12S .95
TIP29C.65 TIP42B 1.00TIP126 1.21
TIP30B.64 TIP42C 1.09 TIP127 1.12
TIP30C.69 TIP110 .86TIP140 2.20
11P31A.64 TIP111 .91 TIP141 2.52
1IP31B.66 TIP112 1.00 TIP142 3.00
TIP31C.70 TIP115 .86 1IP145 2.70
TIP32A.65 TIP116 .9511P146 2.87
TIP32B.72 TIP117 1.04 TIP147 3.41
T1732C.77 TIP120 .8511P29551.21

Ps 1A.86 TIP121 .9511P30551.11
ra18.95 TIP122 1.00

SCR'S and TRIAC'S
T1C1060 SCR S amp
TIC1166 SCR 8 amp
TIC1160 SCR 8 amp
TIC126B SCR 12 amp
TIC1260 SCR 12 amp
TIC2168 Triac 6 amp
TIC216D Triac 6 amp
TIC226D Triac 8 amp
TIC236D Triac 12 amp
TIC246D Triac 16 amp
291595 SCR 1 amp
294442 SCR 8 amp

400V T0-202 .51

200V 10-220 1.38
400V 10-220 1.55
200V TO -220 1.53
400V 10-220 1.92
200V 10.220 1.46
400V 10-220 1.22
400V To -220 1.43
400V TO -220 1.69
400V T0-220 2.08

50V TO -220 .85
200V 10.127 1.29

1M3096
LM323K
LM324CN
L M339CN

L M348CN

1 MS5SN6
M5S6CN

:"Ih7N 8

LINEAR IC'S
2.03
7.28
.79

.68
1.25
.38
.68

1.27

,
\\\

LM741CH
LM741CN
LM747CN
L M 1488CN

L M 1489CN

L M 2240CN

l M3403CN
LM4136CN
LM4S58CN
Ul N2003AN

.75

.65
.73
.83
.83

2.08
1.55
1.25

.57
1.09

OPTOELECTRONICS
L.E.D.

LED 209 T-1 3mm Red .12
LED 211 Ti- 3mm Green 25
LED 212 Ti- 3mm Yellow .18
LED 2201.1 3/4 5mm Red .14
LED 222 T-1 3/4 5mm Green .31
LED 224 T-13/4 5mm Yellow .21

7 SEGMENT DISPLAYS
FND 5001 TIL 322 1.68
FND 5071 TIL 321A - 1.68
MAN 71A I DL 707R 1.50
MAN 724/DL707 1.50

* * * BONUS * * *
Any order received over
5100 - we will send you
at no extra charge
Zilog Software Manual
Unitrode Data book
Low Power Schottky
Data book
MOS Memory Data book

TOTAL VALUE OVER 530

1 AMP VOLTAGE
REGULATORS

78XXUC POSITIVE .96
79XXUC NEGATIVE 1.11
VOLTAGES 5, 6, 8, 12, 15, 18, 24.

78XXKC POSITIVE 2.20
79XXKC NEGATIVE 2.50
VOLTAGES 5. 8. 12. 15, 18, 24

MICRO COMPUTER
SUPPORT CENTRE
UNBEATABLE!

MEMORY RAM SPECIALS
2114-30 4K STATIC 8/22.67
4116-30 16K DYNAMIC 8/19.27

2101-35

2102-25
P2111-45
P2112.35

P2016-10

P2016-15
P2016-20

26132-6PS

STATIC RAM'S
1K (256 x 4) 350NS22 PIN
1K(1Kx1) 25ONS16PIN
1K (256 x 4) 450NS 18 PIN

1K (256 x 4) 350NS 16 PIN

16K (2K 0 8) 100NS 24 PIN

16K (2K x 8) 15ONS 24 PIN

16K (2K x 8) 200NS 24 PIN
32K (4K x 8) 450NS 28 PIN

DYNAMIC RAM'S
P4060-30
P4116-20
P4116-25
P4164-15
P4164-20

C2708.45
C27161
TMS2516
TMS2716

C2532

C2732

C2564

C2764A

4K (4K x 1) 300NS 22 PIN
16K (16K x 1)200NS 16 PIN
16K (16K x 1)250NS 16 PIN
64K (64K x 1)15ONS 16 PIN
64K (64K x 1)200NS 16 PIN

EPROM'S
8K (1K x 8) 450NS24 PIN
16K (2K x 8) 450NS 24 PIN
Single 5 Volt Supply, Intel Pin Out
16K (2K x 8) 450NS 24 PIN
3 Power Supply, T I Pin Out
32K (2K x 8) 450NS 24 PIN
TI Pin Out
32K (4K x 8) 450NS 24 PIN
Intel Pin Out
64K (8K x 8) 450NS 24 PIN
T I Pin Out VERY SPECIAL

4.18
2.48

3.75
3.75

42.49
22.60
19.79

52.36

3.76
2.55
2.82

18.27
25.44

4.95

6.00

18.35

12.75

11.55

42.44

64K(8Kx8) 300NS28PIN
Intel Pin Out VERY SPECIAL 35.25
WHILE 0505111lES LAST

BI -PROMS
74S188N 32 x 8 16 PIN

74S288N 32 x 8 16 PIN

93417182S126 256 x 4 16 PIN

93427/82S129 256 x 4 16 PIN

93436/7620 512 x 4 16 PIN
93446/7621 512 x 4 16 PIN

93448/7641 512 x 8 24 PIN
93453/7643 1024 x 4 18 PIN
93451/82S181 1024 x 8 24 PIN
82S185/7128 2048 x 4 18 PIN

82519117138 2048 x 8 24 PIN

2.81

2.81

3.47
3.47

6.99
6.49

11.29
9.89

25.45
21.78

109.85

EPROM. PROM and PAL Programming Services Available.
Guaranteed 24 Hour Turnaround Time. Please include Truth
Table or Master PROM with your order.

Microprocessor
Chip Sets

6800 6500 8080
FAMILY FAMILY FAMILY

6800 CPU 6.49 6502 CPU 8.498035 CPU 7.72
6802 CPU 9.87

6504 CPU 8.62 8039 CPU 11.27
6809 CPU 9.73 80804 CPU 5.646809 CPU 20 94 6505 CPU 8 62
6810
6821
6840 11.27 6522
6845 17.98 6532
6850 3.74

65516852 6.88

Z80 FAMILY
NEW LOW PRICES

Z80 -CPU
2804 -CPU
Z80 -P10
Z80A-P10
Z80-CTC
Z80A-CTC
Z80 -DMA
Z804 -DMA

Z80-SIO/0
9.21 Z80-SIO/1
6.02 Z80A-S10/1
7.44 Z80-SIO/2
6.02 Z80A-S10/2
7.44 Z80 -S10/9
8.49 Z80A-S10/9

19.13 Z80 -DART
26.99 Z804 -DART

3.13 6520 6.79
8085 CPU 8.44

3.23 8155 10.68
9.07 8748 39.61

13.22 8755 45.34
13.92 8212 2.78

8214 4.49
8216 2.36
8224 3.39
8226 2.84

4.99
6.44
8.94
6.54
8.44
8.98

11.74

28.27 8228
28.27

825133 49
28.27 8253
33.94 8255
19.84 8257
19.99 8259
14.45 8279
1874

THE SIMPLE SOLUTION
TO I.C. SELECTION

1982 IC MASTER
' Deluxe 3500 Page 2 -Volume Set
' 55,000 I.C. Devices
' 150 Manufacturers
' 2400 Complete Data Sheets

from 62 Manufacturers
' Quarterly I.C. Updates

Included in Price
Regularly $134.95
ACTIVE'S PRICE $99

99
ADD 56.75 FOR POSTAGE AND WWDUNG
FOR IC MASTER BOOKS ONLY

i11iEPID EOFT1PlJTEFiS
deb ROCKWELL C7 SYNERTEK SYM-1

AIM 65 Microcomputer Development
the Professional Computer Board

VERSION tk Version $349.00
Super $689.00 4K Version 5379.00
Special
T TEXAS

INSTRUMENTS
TM990/U89

UniverSdy Module
Complete Microcomputer

I earning Aid $479.00

Complete documentation
supplied - write or call

for a free brochure

KEYBOARD SPECIAL
BRAND NEWT

 Prime industrial quality full 83 key
keyboard with numeric keypad

 Latest ferrite core switches for superb
1C reliability and long lite

vsyORSerial output is in epsidic format..`s Easily changeable to ASCII output

V OV Ideal for micro -computers. terminal
,$ protects and word processorsO New Price Over 5150 00 NOW ONLY 69.95

Modification Kit (Specs and Parts
to convert to ASC1U 9.95

Qv

ACTIVE ELECTRONICS IS A DIVISION OF FUTURE
ELECTRONICS, ONE OF THE WORLD'S LARGEST
FRANCHISED DISTRIBUTORS. WE ARE THE
SOURCE, THE UNIQUE SUPPLIER OF FACTORY
FRESH, TOP QUALITY CURRENT PRODUCTION
MATERIAL. OVER $40 MILLION IN STOCK.

CERAMIC CAPACITORS
100 AND 500 VOLT. MIN 10 PIECE PER VALUE.

190. VAlut
308 lO .13 3308
338 16 13 4708
418 .96 13 5669
6870 16 13 1101001
1038 16 13 001201
11(07 16 13 00159E
'508 16 13 02206A
/80P 16 .13 00218
7200 15 13

ALUMINUM ELECTROLYTICS
63V 047MF
100V047MF
16040 47M
100JIMF
6392 2641
10092 2MF
35143.364F
5093 3M
4094. IMF
6354.IMP
25V6.8MF
25V10MF
63V IOMF
100VIOMF
1011151411

25V22MF
100022441
6V33MF
35433MF
63933441

AXIAL
.15 7003314F
.16 100V33MF
.31 16V47MF
.33 63V47MF
33 25V47MF
.49 70V47MF
.18 103V47MF
.18 251/SOME
.32 400V75MF
.34 1OV100MF
.23 25V10014F
.33 63V1(X1MF
.39 100V100MF
.32 16V220MF
.20 4OV220MF
.33 63V220MF
.37 160V220MF
.17 200V220MF
26 6V330MF
.30 25033041

29
23
.33
.42

.31

.3e

1.815

21
.33
.39
91
.42

.61
123
1.41
264
24
43

35V330Mf
SOV330MF
63V330MF
6V470MF
10V470MF
16V470MF
100V47061F
6V1o0061F
16V1000MF
40V1000MF
6V2200MF
10V2200MF
16V2200MF
25V2200MF
40V2200MF
50V2200MF
10V4708MF
16V4700NIF
25V470oMF

1.99 100 VALuE 1-99 180.
16 13 003351 16 13

16 13 004701 16 13

16 13 0050617 16 13

16 13 00685E 16 13

16 13 010044E 16 U
16

16

13

13
015081
020091

19

n
16

19

16 13 033061E 26 27
'00081 16 13

u
91
32

61
2.10

37
99

1.75

.68
1.43
2.53
3.58
165
2.10
2.52
3.58

RESISTORS
1/4 AND 1/2 WATT RESISTORS - 5%

AVAILABLE VALUES FROM 1 OHM TO 9.1 MEG
1/4 WATT 100 PIECES OF ANY VALUE ONLY 5.99
1/2 WATT 100 PIECES OF ANY VALUE ONLY 6.99

CALL US FOR BULK QUANTITY DISCOUNTS

TRANSISTOR
SPECIALS

2N404A 1.48
2N2222A .25
2N2907A .21
2N3055 .85
2N3904 .15
2N3906 .15

DUAL -IN -LINE %%%% q1. '

LOW PROFILE 1,'13-1'.r
I.C. SOCKETS W
CONTACTS PRICE CONTACTS PRICE

8 PIN
14 PIN
t6 PIN
18 PIN
20 PIN

19 22 PIN .36
.22 24 PIN o 40
.25 28 PIN .46
29 40 PIN .65
33

liztormiel
MINIMUM MAIL ORDER 510 00
POSTAGE AND HANDLING COMPONENTS 53.75
POSTAGE ANO HANDLING IC MASTER 56 75

PRICES ARE IN CDN. FUNDS. F 013 CANADA
Federal Saks Tar Incl.
Prov,nc,al Sales Ta. Ertra
MONTREAL TELEX NO 05 823554
TWO NO 6104213251

5651 FERRIER ST.
MONTREAL. QUEBEC
HOP 1041
Tel (514) 731.7441

BAXTER CENTER
1050 BAXTER ROAD
OTTAWA, ONTARIO
62C 3P2
Tel 1613) 0209471

LARGE INVENTORY AT ALL LOCATIONS

STORE HOURS:
Monday to Thursday 9:00 am - 6:00 pm
Friday 9.00 am - 9:00 pm
SIurdy 9:00 am - 5'30 pm

FORWARD MAIL ORDERS
TO MONTREAL STORE

4800 DUFFERIN ST
DOW NSVIE W. ONTARIO
5304 559
Tel 141616611115

5809 MacLEOO TRAIL S.
UNIT 109
CALGARY. ALBERTA
T211 0J9
Tel 14031 2596437

VISA AND
MASTER CHARGE
ACCEPTED

3070 KINGSWAY
VANCOUVER. B.C.

058 5J7
T41.. 18041 4313321

A DIVISION OF FUTURE ELECTRONICS

Circle No.2 on Reader Service Card.



Electronic Supplies Inc.
LECIRONIC DISTRIBUTOR

INDUSTRIAL - EDUCATIONAL - COMMERCIAL - HOBBYIST

RCA
cosmAco +r

011:tbm.i.rd iii.tributar for RCA, COSMAC VIP

MJvw-.r/

C14
New! VP 111 $ 139. 50Microcomputer Assembled and tested.
Fealures
 RCA 1802 Mel3processor
 ' K Bytes state RAM
Expendable on -board to 4K
Expa,rco ble to 32K Bytes 10131
 512 Hyte ROM operate system
 CHIP 6 Interpretive language or
machine I-,.Tgtlage programmable
 Hexldecenal keypad
 Audio tone genera*,
 irgo Savoll operator

 Video 001WW lo mondo a niHOulator
 Cassette rnerlace-100 Bytes/sec
 IrOtrucllon Manual eel 5 vdeo gam?
hstetgs, schematics. CHIP -8. mach mote

Ideal ta 10w -cost control applecallrxts

Eepandable lo M VIP capabMy with
VP -114141
'Use, ,.ceo ores' convect Games linck,derll a
5 vol pone, wooly and speaker

START WITH ORION FOR
A NEW ERA IN THE WORLD

OF ELECTRONICS
We have the most complete selection

of electronic components.
Full line of TTL, CMOS, Linear,

ICs, Computer Interface, Support Chips
and CPUs.

INTERACT COMPUTER
16K LEVEL II

Just
$ 595.

The ZX81 $149
Personal
Computer Kit

The ZX81's advanced
capability.
The ZX81 uses the same fast
microprocessor (Z80A), but in-
corporates a new, more power-
ful 8K BASIC ROM - the
"trained intelligence" of the
computer. This chip works in
decimals, handles logs and
trig, allows you to plot graphs,
and builds up animated
displays. And the ZX81 incor-
porates other operation
refinements - the facility to
load and save named programs
on cassette, or to select a pro-
gram off a cassette through
the keyboard.

New, Improved specification.
'Unique 'one -touch' key word
entry: eliminates a great deal
of tiresome typing. Key words
(PRINT, LIST, RUN, etc.) have
their own single -key entry.
'Unique syntax -check and
report codes identify program-
ming errors immediately. 'Full
range of mathematical and
scientific functions accurate

to eight decimal places.
'Graph -drawing and animated -
display facilities. Multi-
dimensional string and
numeric arrays. Up to 26
FOR/NEXT loops. Randomize
function. 'Programmable in
machine code. 'Cassette
LOAD and SAVE with named
programs. '1K -byte RAM ex-
pandable to 16K. 'Full editing
facilities. 'Able to drive the
new Sinclair ZX Printer (to be
available shortly).
If you own a ZX80. - -

The new 8K BASIC ROM as us-
ed in the ZX81 is available as a
drop -in replacement chip.
(Complete with new keyboard
template and operating
manual). With the exception of
animated graphics, all the ad-
vanced features of the ZX81
are now available on your ZX80
- including the ability to drive
the Sinclair ZX Printer.

16K Memory Expansion Kit
(No P.C. Board) $89.95

5

Write for our
flyer on Interact
Computer O

A powerful microcomputer with  fun standard 53 key typewriter
style keyboard and built-in cassette recorder for use in entering
red storing programs. Utilizing the versatile Intel IXOBA micro
processor, the Interact computer has 1611 of RAM and 20 of ROM
at its disposal. Output O in color on sour own TV screen. Snood

Ito gernnted ttnogh 1 r nV t and tan consist t
hi4ntirlg c

powerful
beeps two full octaves of music. Thisea

bury a powerful
and

capable of developing and handling a
variety a programs, and with available i provides roe

hen.
stimulus (examples: Star Ttack, Chess. Counity

hen, Ne 1 The Interact computer pates the :Oast
smell

opportunity to
barn BASIC, the most popular compotar language small busi.
ness and ow ts, and with the use M the N page nvnual, you
barn at your own pace.

INSTALLATION: Attach to antenna terminals of your cold TV
set and plug into 120 VAC call outlet Computer includes built.in
RE modulator. FCC apgoved and UL and CSA listed.

fRBORAWNB: Most Microcomputers start you oft with en
abbreviated aK BASIC. and then later you have to relearn the
tree powerful MrguaK_ Since this computer has I6K of RAM.
we start you with Level II Microsoft 4.7 BASIC. BASIC is the
most popular Microcomputer language using commands that ere
words we we admen', used to such es. PRINT, NEW. COTC
(For go rot ENO, COLOR. /OY. INPUT. etc. To help you learn pro
griming we have included an M page instruction manual, a seaa 20 aye book of p.nm eumples

Educational and Entertaining
ASCII Keyb.ed fully encodeo. 126 character
alphanumeric keyboard 58 light touch keys a user de
lined) Setecubie

$109.75
ASCII/Nornwie Keyboard ASO.

Keyboard :denrgl to VP601 ni
16 key numeric entry keybn

-. 'u,

ease: en':, o -,,he's VP -611 $149.75Cable: ASCII keyboards to VP -711 Fiat ribbon cable. 20 in. length in.
miming VP -601 o: VP -611 and Vl'.71i includes marching connector on bothe.W.
VP -620 $27.50
Cable: ASCII Keybeada FMl ribbon cable. 36 in length wdh ma: nc
:mr VP -601 or VP -61 I Keyboards Orner end is unterm:nated $VP -62327.50

f
MST RfL/FF

FOR TV

RECEPTION

NFADACNES

Circle No.6 on Reader Service Card.

i'/-

"36

When TV picture problems give you "headaches", take
Winegard Chromstar for fast, effective relief.

Chromstar is an outstanding, complete line of antennas
and preamps from Winegard. They are the best
performing, best built line of antennas yet.

High quality materials and workmanship combine with
Winegard engineering and know-how to produce best
possible pictures on all TV channels.

Rewwnna in Canada n,

omnitronix ltd. +'r" T'
2056 Trans Canada Hwy. Unit 7, 6295 Shaerson Dr.
Dorval, Quebec. Mississauga, Ontario.
H9P 2NeV e-6993 TLeST

He6
-)170Twoe:

Telex: 3

WINEGARD
BdPOUflCC)

Dealer inquiries invited.

Circle No. 8 on Reader Service Card.

Orion Electronic Supplies Inc.
40 Lancaster Street West

Kitchener, Ontario N2H 4S9
(519) 576-9902

Master Charge & Visa, COD, Cheque,
Money Orders accepted. CODs, shipping
& insurance extra. Write for our FREE
catalogue!

RACK MOUNT
CABINETS

High quality black steel
cabinets with aluminum front
panel and hardwares:

Panel size
(inch)
19 x 6
19 x 5
19 x 4

Box size (inch)
17 x 5.5 x 12
17 x 4.5 x 12
17 x 3.5 x 12

Price
47.50
43.50
42.50

19x5 17x4.5x10 42.5019x4 17x3.5x 10 40.50
19 x 3 17 x 2.5 x 10 37.50
19 x 2.5 17 x 2 x 10 36.50
17 x 6 15.5 x 5.5 x 9 41.50
17 x 4 15.5 x 3.5 x 9 36.50
17 x 2 15.5 x 1.5 x 9 33.50
12 x 6 11.5 x 5.5 x 7 29.50
12 x 4 11.5 x 3.5 x 7 25.50
12 x 2 11.5 x 1.75 x 7 23.50
Send $1.00 for our new 1982 catalogue.

Send cheque, money order plus 5% for
postage and handling (no charge on
orders over $100)- Ontario residents
add 7% P.S.T. Visa and Master Card
accepted: send card no., expiry date
and signature to:

AUDIOVISION
578 Marlee Ave,
(Just one block West of Glencairn Sub-
way)
Toronto, Ont. M6B 3J5
Tel: (416) 781-3263

52-MAY-1982-ETI



SUPER DICE

NOW IT WORKS

The basic operating principle of the circuit
is fairly simple. Whenever SPIN button
PBI is pressed, two restricted -range BCD
counters (1C1 -1C2 and IC8) are in-
dependently clocked (by gated astables
ICI lb and ICI la respectively) at a fast rate
for the duration of the PBI closure. Since
the clock rates are high, it is not possible to
predict the number of clock pulses that will
be fed to the counters during the period of
the manual switch closure, so the resulting
generated BCD numbers are 'random'.

When the unit is used in the dice (2-12)
mode, these counters are both set to the 1-6
counting mode and their outputs are summ-
ed (via the closed 'switches' of ICIO) in
BCD -adders IC6-1C7. The results of the ad-
ditions are presented to seven -segment
displays DISP1 and 2 via drivers 1C12 and
IC13, thereby ensuring that the displayed
numbers are correctly weighted. On all
other ranges, the output of the IC8 counter
is effectively disabled by the open -circuit
switches of ICIO, and the output of the
ICl-IC2 counter is added to zero before be-
ing fed to the display system; in these cases,
the IC1-IC2 counter range may be 1-6, 0-9,
1-20 or 1-36, depending on the setting of
SW1.

The display circuitry features leading -
zero suppression, spin blanking and time -
controlled auto -blanking, and has a manual
RECALL facility. The operation of these
facilities can easily be understood. Display -
drivers IC12 and IC13 are supplied with a

blanking facility (BL, pin 4), the action be-
ing such that the displays are enabled only
when a logic 1 (high; bias is applied to pin
4. In our circuit, the blanking signal of
1C13 is obtained from the leading BCD in-
puts (pins 1 and 7) of the chip via diode OR
gate D1 -D2 and can only be present when
the BCD number is other than zero; the cir-
cuit thus has leading -zero suppression.

The displays of IC12 and IC13 can be
blanked by driving QI-Q2 on, or enabled
by turning Q1 -Q2 off: thus, a blanked
number can be recalled by closing
RECALL switch PB2 which turns Ql-Q2
off. ICI lc -ICI Id are used to generate the
spin -blanking and time -controlled auto -
blanking signal. When PBI is closed, C4
charges via D3, applying a high signal to
one side of ICl ld, but the output of IC1lc
goes low, applying a low signal to the other
side of ICI ld. Consequently, the output of
ICI Id goes high and turns Ql-Q2 on,
blanking the display for the duration of the
PBI closure. When PBI is released, the out-
put of ICI lc goes high and feeds a high
signal to one side of ICI Id, while the other
side of ICI Id is held temporarily high by
the charge of C4; ICI Id output goes low,
turning Ql-Q2 off and enabling the display.
After a delay of about 5s, however, the C4
voltage decays to such a level that the out-
put of ICI Id switches high and drives
Q1 -Q2 on, thereby giving time -controlled
auto -blanking.

The only parts of the circuit that re-

quire further explantion are the BCD
counter stages (IC1-IC2 and IC8). These
are 402913 presettable up/down counters,
wired in the BCD up mode in our circuit. A
feature of these chips is that they have four
BCD jam inputs (j I to j4), and the jam code
can be loaded into the counter by feeding a
logic 1 signal to the pin 1 preset enable (PE)
terminal of the IC. This feature makes it
possible to reset the counter to any desired
number (rather than simply to zero) at the
end of each count cycle.

A jam code of 0001 is wired to IC8.
IC9a-IC9b detect the arrival of each '7'
state on the BCD output and activate the
PE terminal, so that the circuit repeatedly
counts from 1 to 6.

Similarly, on the 1C1 -1C2 counter, a
jam code of 0000 0000 or 0000 0001 (depen-
ding on the setting of SW Ib) is wired to the
circuit. BCD -to -decimal decoders IC3 and
IC4 and AND gates IC5a-IC5d are used to
detect the desired reset count states
(7,7,10,21 or 37) of the counters and active
the PE terminals of 1C1 -1C2 at appropriate
times, to give the five ranges of 1-6, 2-12,
0-9, 1-20 and 1-36.

Note that the use of IC3-IC4 for
decoding (rather than the use of dedicated
logic decoders) enables the user to easily
change the PE values (a simple re -wiring
job) to give any desired count range up to
98.

The dice within.
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SUPER DICE

SW1a 15)

t
R5 im!7!_-.,1

t "

SW1a 141

SW1a 11,21

t6V TO PCB B
BATTERY Vs VIA SW2

SW1b (COMI

j

Fig. 3 Component overlay for the single -
sided display board. Make sure you get
the right size displays to fit the foil pat-
tern.

If you liked this project, please circle
Reader Service Card number 55.
It you didn't, circle number 56.

SW1b 121

SW1b 13) Fig. 2 Component overlay for PCB a of the
Superdice. This is the double -sided board,
although only the 'component side' tracks
are shown. The right-hand side of R2 isn't
floating; it solders to the topside track.
The two sides of the board must be con-
nected by Veropins (soldered both sides)
where indicated by black dots.

OV TO PCB B

BATTERY -Ve

ti7 7 ^yIT
133: ..C l rFL-il.;A `.11TA\~ FJ 14 lia,ai y.` '+,

VI 12
.. `7J :a- lT\

.11.iaft, la %iaJJa{.t.
awuu tY u:4I:Isij ^.. Ñ IFÍMFi !1/.!

í-

+6V FROM
PCB A

OV FROM
PCB A

Resistors (all 1/4W, 5%) Capacitors
R1,2 180k C1,2 100n ceramic
R3,10 56k C3 220u 16V axial
R4,5,6,7, electrolytic
8,9,11 100k C4 4u7 35V tantalum
R12,13,16,20 68k C5,6 2n2 ceramic
R14,15,
17,18,19,20 220k Semiconductors
R21-27,30-36 560R IC1,2,8 4029B
R28,29 150k IC3,4 4028B
R37 10k IC5 4081B
R38 6k8 IC6,7 4560B
R39 1MO IC9 4023B
R41 27k 1010 4066B
R42 47k IC11 4093B

IC12,13 4511B
Q1,2 2N3904
D1-3 1N4148
DISP1,2 seven -segment common

cathode display, 0.3"
character

Miscellaneous
SW1 two -pole five -way rotary

switch
SW2 SPDT slide switch
PB1,2 push -buttons
B1 four batteries
Case PCB.
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The two foil patterns for the double sided
Superdice board.

PCB a
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Continued on page 79
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Optical Dis
Records
The new technology of the
digital disc `played' by a laser
pick-up with no direct surface
contact at all may signal the
eventual demise of the con-
ventional record and turntable
system. So says Alan Concan-
non

GRANDFATHER most probably used
a freshly sharpened silver of bamboo
each time he played his record on the
gramophone. Then progress introduc-
ed the scratchy stainless steel
needles, the ones which were suppos-
ed to be thrown away after each play-
ing of the old 78s. With the fifties
came the plastic record with the
microgroove and the sapphire stylus,
then finally the diamond stylus. But
the eighties, due to research carried
out by Philips Industries and other
manufacturers, will see the introduc-
tion of the laser beam stylus, which
for numerous reasons will quickly
categorise all its predecessors as
museum pieces.

Existing hi-fi records and turn-
tables are adversely affected by worn
sapphires and diamonds, dust, scrat-
ches and many other surface defects.
Also, to combat the bogey of scratch,
audio engineers have tried to devise
equalisation circuits which allowed
treble notes to be recorded over nor-
mal level and played back at reduced
volume. This makes the surface
noise, which is in the same tonal
range, more difficult to hear. But with
static, dust and other pollutants
gathering around the stylus, the bat-
tle to keep the sound pure is one of
constant vigilance.

The New Record Player

The only really new technology in the
future turntable system will be the
records, which will become digital
discs, and the stylus or means of tak-
ing the recording from the disc to the
amplifier. The new laser pick-up
stylus, at least for consumer -

standard record players, will work
with existing amplifiers and
speakers, so initially the turntable
will be the only hi-fi component to be
replaced.

On consumer record players the
Philips compact disc (just 115 mm
diameter with 60 minutes' playing
time) spins on a turntable, but there
the similarity ends. Sound reproduc-
tion is vastly superior due to the
sound information being stored on
the disc digitally and read out optical-
ly.

Playing the disc is based on the
principle of light diffraction, which
means that pre-recorded information
can be extracted without mechanical
contact. The information is stored on
the disc in the form of a helical track
of microscopic pits, the pick-up head
being an optical device using a
miniature aluminium gallium
arsenide laser. The light reflected
back from the metallic layer on the
disc contains all the signal informa-
tion in digital form to reproduce the
original recording.

The laser in the pick-up produced
today is estimated to last 2000 hours.
The proposed units, which Philips
originally expected to be on the
market during 1980, are no bigger
than today's cassette players. The
units will provide an output signal for
playback through any standard
stereo amplifier.

The disc is recorded on one side

If you liked this article, please circle
Reader Service Card number 49.
If you didn't, circle number 50.

only and is covered by a metallic layer
beneath a transparent protective
coating. It is both light in weight and
durable, and because the information
is not stored on the surface of the
disc it is secure against dust, dirt,
scratches and general wear. With the
disc only 115 mm in diameter, storage
creates no problem. Operating the
player is described as simplicity
itself; you select the play, stop,
automatic or search mode, and it
responds to your requests.

Commercial Dísc

The new optical disc recorder was
based on the technology used in the
video disc system for home entertain-
ment, but Philips' designers had a
few problems to overcome. They had
to develop an inexpensive disc
recorder of digital information, which
had to have direct read -after -write
capability and be able to record in
any ordinary enclosure, i.e., not the
usual dust -free protected room.

They concluded that an optical
disc recording by laser was the
answer, and produced a disc that can
record as much digital data as 25
magnetic tapes operating at 6250 bits
per inch. Due to its protective cover,
no processing of the disc is required
and its shelf life of ten years is
assured with a tellurium -based film.

The system is also error -free, the
optical system being designed to
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check the recorded data instantly and
to re-record at once any part of the
disc where irregularities appear. This
process was developed experimental-
ly for the Phillips DRAW (Direct Read
After Write) information system. The
DRAW system records information on
a 300 mm disc with 40 000 tracks per
side or 1.0 x 1010 bits per side.

The Optical Disc

A variety of materials was considered
for the disc substrate and its protec-
tion. After taking into account
thickness uniformity, strength, op-
tical properties and cost, polymethyl-
methacrylate (PMMA, or Plexiglass)
was selected as the primary disc
material.

A tellurium -based film was
chosen for the recording medium,
consideration being given to
reproducibility, storage, resolution
and sensitivity. The sensitivity of
tellurium is sufficient to allow at least
10M bit/second recording with less
than 8 mW incindent at the film sur-
face. Accelerated aging tests on the
tellurium -based film indicated a shelf
life of ten years at normal room
temperatures.

Protection from scratches, dust,
and sticky fingers, etc, is provided by
a transparent cover over the disc, this
system being known as the Philips
Air Sandwich (see Fig. 1). The sand-
wich consists of two discs, each
coated with a tellurium layer and
separated by ring spacers at the inner
and outer radii. The tellurium is plac-
ed on to the disc during the assembly
process in a clean, dust -free room
prior to the protective cover being ap-
plied.

The Optical System

In the optical system, (see Fig. 2) the
light output from the laser is split into
two beams: 90% for recording and
10% for reading or reproducing what
is on the record.

The recording beam is encoded

Fig. 2 Optical system for the commercial -
standard disc recorder.

with the information signal by a light
modulator. The read beam passes
through two mirrors and a beam
splitter, so arranged that the record
and read beams are recombined at
the objective. The objective focuses
the beams on to the information layer
inside the disc. the focused power

mediate correction of errors possible;
should any difference occur between
the record and read signals they are
detected and re-recorded.

Warping of the disc can cause
vertical excursion of the information
surface by as much as 1mm. Any
misfocus is sensed optically, and the

The Sony/Philips laser -read disc system.

available for recording at the disc's
surface being 12 mW.

Since the read beam is slighty
off centre to the optical recording
axis, the playback spot trails the
recording spot by a few microns. This
means that the recorded pit is read
shortly after writing, making im-

CAVITY

ANNULAR
SPACER

INFORMATION
LAYERS

PROTECTIVE
COVER AN0
SUBSTRATE

Fig. 1 The Philips Air Sandwich or a disc
protective system. (Not to scale.)

error is minimised by a servo-
mechanism focusing system.

A radial tracking mirror is used
to follow the recording tracks during
playback. The read spot must follow
the tracks to within 0.1 x 10-6m. Since
disc eccentricity on remounting can
be as large as 50 x 10-6m, the radial
mirror must be controlled to reduce
this error to within the 0.1 urn limits.
Mistracking is sensed optically, and
the signal controls the radial mirror to
reduce the error.

Comparison with Magnetic Tapes

When a comparison is made between
the best commercially available
magnetic storage devices and the op-
tical disc system the results are in-
teresting (see Table 1). Using the op-
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OPTICAL DISC RECORDS

tical disc, the cost per bit of informa-
tion stored is considerably cheaper,
storage life is greater, access time is
reduced, and the hardware cost for in-
formation stored lowered. Magnetic
tapes' main advantage is that it can
be erased and re-recorded, while the
laser optical disc system is perma-
nent and would not be suitable for
this type of application.

Briefly, then, the laser optical
disc's main advantages are low cost,
efficient storage and improved ar-
chival properties. The volumetric
storage efficiency of the optical disc
is also better; approximately one hun-
dred times better than that of
magnetic tape's 6250 bits per inch.

The packing density of magnetic
recording (see Fig. 3) has an ultimate
limit somewhere below 108 bits per
in2, whereas optical recording on
metal films has now progressed to
this level, and densities above 109
bits per in2 are expected as a result of
current research.

The consumer video disc system
maps roughly six bits of information
on each pit on the disc. The recording
format chosen for the digital disc
conservatively assigns only one bit to
a recorded pit. The present research
and development is aimed at increas-
ing the storage capacity of the disc to
about 1011 bits. Endeavours will be
made to produce smaller pits, smaller
track spacing, more efficient data en-
coding and an increase in the number
of encoded bits per recorded pit.

Amplifiers and speakers have
reached a stage where it is difficult to

AREAL
DENSITY
BITS/IN2

1o0

106

10,

106

105

OPTICAL DISC

MAGNETIC TAPE

MAGNETIC LIMIT

1960 1970 1980 1990 2000

Fig. 3 Graph showing areal recording den-
sity for the optical disc compared to
magnetic tape.

improve on them in any great degree.
But for any class of consumer, in the
home or on the air, the record and
turntable system has until now been
a major weakness. With the advent of

the laser optical system, tomorrow
should bring a near -perfect and
highly durable system to satisfy even
the most fastidious music lover.

Commercial units only

Device

6250 bits/in

Media cost
per bit in
cents

Archival Access
life in time in
years ms

User
capacity
Mbytes

Hardware
cost In
US dollars

tape IBM 3420-8 2.2x10-6 1-2 45 000 91 $28 440

IBM 3850
System 5x10-5 1-2 16 000 462 500 $2 400 000

Philips
Optical Disc 5x10-8 Up to ten years 100-500 2500 $10 000

Philips Juke
Box 5x10-8 Up to ten years 3000 25x106 $200 000

Philips Optical
Disc Pack 1.5x10-8 Up to ten years 50-100 125 000 $200 000

Table 1. Characteristics of magnetic tape
and optical discs.
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WORD PROCESSING. . . sort of
has a ring to it. A neat image, this,
and rather a la 1984. I've always envi-
sioned a word processor as a thing
with a crank and a slot in the top to
stuff words into. Or, I suppose, it
could be an electric one, with a motor
and a speed selector. Grinds, purees,
minces, blends, slices and dices any
words up to eight syslables in
length. . . no more tears, no more
syntax burns or paper cuts. Just send
$29.95 before midnight tonight...

Writing a word processor for
your computer is by no means a sim-
ple undertaking. However, it isn't im-
possible, and you might be up for hav-
ing at it as an excercise in writing ex-
tensive programs. It will be wor-
thwhile checking out the various
systems around, and deciding on
which features you want to incor-
porate into your particular package.
This will also provide you with an
ideal base from which to give up and
go out and buy one.

This month, we're going to look
at the bowing and headscrapings of a
word processing pprogram written for
the Acorn ATOM. Basically, it's just a
text entry module which does some
screen control and jams characters
into RAM. However, it will serve to il-
lustrate what's happening in this, the
most rudimentary part of the soft-
ware. Thereupon, it becomes your
problem

ATOM bomb

First off, the bulk of the software pret-
ty well has to be in machine
language, because BASIC is (a) too
slow, and (b), too large. The ATOM is
good this way, having a first rate
assembler which I've grown to
cherish. The program, however, is in
normal 6502 code, and, except for a
few peculiarities of the ROM routines
of the ATOM, will go fine on any other
system (PET, Apple, OSI, etc) using
this processor.

The initial bit of information re-
quired to write one of these things is

iFFF4;CF'Y @+255;BEO NN5
NN3

310.LL3 CMP e127,ENE LL4,LDX 224,CPX @O,BED LL1
320:LL4 CMP C32;ENE LL5
330 LOX @O;STX $80;JMF' LL7
340:L.1.5 CMP @127:E:NE L.L6
350 DEC $BO:JMF' LL7
360:LL.6 INC $80;LDX i800STA $BE,X
370:LL7 LOX $80;CF'X @25;ENE LL8
380 LOX @O;STX *80
390:LLS LOX 224;CPX @31;E:NE LL9
900 CMP @32;E:ED LL9
410 JSR MMO:JMF' LL1
420:LL.9 CMP @5;EE0 NNO
930 JSR $FFF9;JMP LL1
940:NN0 RIS
45O:NN6 JSR $FFE3;STA $81;RTS
9607

F'.$6

9D0 LINK LLO
990 '>i89--0;7185=-130
500 P.$12;LINR NN1
10 END

>L.

Í 1.11Í1 1-l 17-1111-_ ll 1_1 I l l I1_I
ii11=11_II_  1 1 _1 Steve Rimmer

knowing where the cursor control
registers are, and how they work. I'm
fairly proud of myself for figuring
these out for the ATOM, since no one,
not even the chaps at Torch Com-
puters, seemed to know about them. I
shall now impart this priceless
wisdom unto you.

The ATOM's screen consists of
two pages of RAM, specifically pages
128 and 129. The page number in
which the cursor lives is stored in
memory location 223 decimal, in page
zero. In other words, if the cursor's in
the top half (16 lines) of the screen,
this byte will be 128; otherwise, yes,
you've guessed it, 129. Heavy.

Location 222 narrows things
down a mite. It is the line number
times thirty two. In other words,
?222/32 will give you a number from 0

program 1
Iu REM Acoii, Atom Te::t Entry Modele
20 ClFAR4;CLEARO
30 P.$?t
40 01M NN(8);DIM MWB);DIM LL(12),F'(-1):1
50:MM0 LDX PO
60:MM1 IDA @127;JSR iFFF4;INX;CPX $80;E:NE MM1
70 LOX @O;JSR $FFEL)
KO:MM2 LDA $BF,X;JSR $FFF4;INX;CPX $BO;ENE MM2
90 LOX @O;STX $80

100 RTS
110:MM3 CMP @127;E:NE MM4
120 TAX;LDA $82;SE:C @1;STA $82;TXA;E:CC MM6
130 CLC;DEC $83;L0X i83;CF'X @130;E:PL MM6
140 LDX 101300STX $83;JMP MM6
150:MM4 TAX;LDA $82;ADC 01;BCC MM5
160 CLC;INC *83
170:MM5 STA $B24TXA;LDY @O:STA ($820,1
180:MM6 RTS
190:NN1 JSR NN2;INC $85;JSR NN2;RTS
200:NN2 LDY 100
210:NN3 LDA ($84),Y;CMP 0,13:ENE NN4
220 LDA @32
230:NN9 JSR
240 INY:JMF'
250:NN5 RTS vious method is to transfer the in-260:LLO LOA e12;JSR $FFF4;LDX @O;STX $80:STX $82
270 LOX @130;STX $83 complete word character by
280'LL1 JSR $FFE3'CMP @27'E'NE LL°"RTS

to 15 representing the line the cursor
is on. Location 224 is how many
spaces over the cursor is, or its
horizontal position (0 to 31).

Now, you were to go
A = ?222 + ?224 +(256x?223)

"A" would be the actual RAM loca-
tion of the cursor at the time of ex-
ecuting the statement. Inutterably
weird, yet reasonable to a degree.

The function of the text entry
module is to let you type in
characters, display the resulting
words on the screen and
simultaniously store these very
characters in memory somewhere.
Since the ATOM has about 7K of RAM
tied up for its graphics memory, unus-
ed in a word processing trip, I've used
this space to store the entered
characters. The CLEAR 4;CLEAR 0
statement at the beginning of the pro-
gram is a convenient way of emptying
this space in a hurry.

One of the niceties of word pro-
cessors is automatic line ending. In
other words, you never have to type a
carriage return, except to end a
paragraph. Whenever you exceed the
number of characters allowable on a
line, the machine just tranfers the
word you are in the midst of typing
onto the next line and keeps on going.
Rather civilized.

There are several ways of doing
this, but it's useful to see that the
easiest entails processing the text as
words instead of characters. The ob-

290:LL2 JSR MM3;CMF' @13;BNE L.L3 character down to the next line, but
300 JSR *FEED:LDX @o;STX $80 JMP LL1 this is a bit complex, as it means a lot

of scrounging around in the screen
RAM. A better way is to create a word
buffer, which,in this example, lives at
locations #8F through #A0, and an in-
dex for it, which is at #80. Now, as
characters are typed, they are, of
course, printed, but also stuck in the
buffer at the location determined by
(#8F + the contents of the index).
Whenever a space, character 32, is
entered, the index is reset to zero.
Since the buffer is, effectively, only
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as big as the index says it is, there's
no worry about having to erase its old
contents when this happens. The buf-
fer always holds the word being
entered.

Usually, the buffer contents are
ignored. However, when the end of a
line (indicated by the contents of
location 224) is reached, a routine is
called to automatically change lines.
First off, it prints as many delete
characters ($127's) as there are
characters in the buffer, thus erasing
the part of the word that's up on the
old line. Then it calls the ROM
subroutine at #FFED, which prints a
carriage return followed by a line
feed. Then it dumps the buffer out on-
to the beginning of the new line and
carries on as it was. Complicated, I

know, but it does work.

FUN
40 2182
50 2E82. A2 00 :MMO
60 2189 A9 7F :MM1
60 2E:.86 20 14 FF JSR
60 2E89 E::fi INX
60 2E:8A E4 80 CF'X

60 2181: DO 16 ENE
70 2E::8E: AZ 00 LOX
70 2190 20 ED FF JSR
;30 2E93 85 8) :MM2
80 219 205 11 FF JSR
80 2E98 E:8 INX
80 2E99 E4 80 CF'X

80 2E96 DO F6 ENE
90 2E::9D A2 00 LDX
90 2E.91 86 80 STX

100 2EA1 60 RTS
110 2EA2 C9 7F :883
:110 2EA4 DO lA ENE
120 2EA6 AA TAX
120 2E.A7 A5 82 LDA
120 2EA9 E:9 01 SEC
120 2EAE 85 82 STA
120 2EAD 8A TXA
120 2EAE 90 21 E:CC

130 2EE:0 18 C:LC

1.:30 2EE:1 C6 83 DEC
1.:30 2EE:3 A6 83 LOX
130 2EE:5 E(l 82 CF'X

130 2E87 10 18 FIEL

140 2E19 A2 82 LOX
140 2EEE: 86 83 STX
140 2EEU 4C D1 2E JMP
150 2ECO AA :MM1
150 2EC1 AS E12 LDA
1.50 2EC3 69 01 ADC
150 2EC5 90 03 BCC
1.60 2E.C7 18 CLC
160 2EC8 E6 83 INC
:1.70 ?FDA 85 82 :MM5
170 2FCC 8A TXA
170 21CD AO 00 LDY
170 2E[(::F 91 82 S1A
180 2101 60 :MMf,
190 2102 20 DE: 2E. :NN1
190 2E:05 E:6 85 INC
190 2E1)7 20 DE: 21 JSR
190 2FDA 60 RTS
200 2ECDE: AO 00 :NN2
710 2EU1) B1 84 :NN3
210 2E)1 C9 OD CMF'

21.0 2FI:11 DO 02 FINE:

220 2E.L3 A9 211 LOA
230 2F[E:5 20 F4 FF :NN4
2:311 21F8 CO FF CPI
230 2FEA FO 04 BED

It's important that attention be
given to the buffer should a delete be
typed from the keyboard, too, as the
index will want decrementing.

RAMmed In

The screen memory can only hold two
pages of text, or a maximum of 512
characters, which isn't much good
unless you're composing match-
books. Therefore, the text is also
stored in the text RAM, (the graphics
memory). Note that this precludes the
use of the Acorn Soft VDU package
with this thing, as this package pro-
vides lower case letters by plotting
them in high resolution graphics,
which would wipe out the text.

Locations #82 and#83 hold the
upper text memory pointer. This is the
address of the next free byte in

p tn 9 r Et ° =.
3

LDX @0
LDA 8127
#FFF4

$80
MM1
@0
#F3ED
LDA #E3F, X
#FFF4

#80
MM2
@0

#80

CMF' @127
MM1

#82
@1
$82

MM6

#83
#83
@130
MM6
@130
#83
MM6
TAX
#82
@1
MMS

183
STA #82

@O
(1E32),Y
RTS
JSR NN2

#85
NN2

LDY 80
LOA (184),Y

@1:3

NN4
@32
.JSR 11J''F"4

@2:55

NN5

29(1 2FEC C8 I.NY
240 2LED 4C DD 2E JMP NN3
250 ZEFO 6(1 :NN5 RTS
:260 _2EF1 A9 OC :LLO LOA @12
260 2113 2(l 14 FF JSR #FFF4
260 2E16 A2 00 LUX @0
260 2EF8 86 80 STX #80
260 2EFA 86 82 STX #82
270 2EFC A2 82 LDX @130
270 2EFE:: 86 83 STX #83
280 2100 20 13 FF :LL1 JSR #FFE3
280 2F03 C9 11 CMF' @27
280 2105 D(1 01 ENE LL2
280 2F07 60 RTS
290 2308 20 AZ 2E :LL2 JSR MM3
290 210E: C9 OD CMF' @13
290 2100 DO 07 ENE LL3
300 2F01 20 ED FF JSR #FFED
300 2F12 AZ 00 LUX @0
300 2114 86 80 STX 180 JMF' LL1
:310 2116 C:9 7F :LL3 CMF' @127
:310 2118 D(1 06 ENE LL1
310 2F1A A6 CO LDX 221
:310 2F1C E0 00 CF'X @0
310 2111 FO E0 BEG LL1
32(1 2F20 C9 20 :L.L4 L'MF' @32
:320 2122 DO 07 ENE LL5
:330 2124 A2 00 LDX @0
:330 2126 86 80 STX #80
330 2128 4C 3A 2F JMF' LL7
390 2F2E: C9 7F :LL5 CMF' @127
:390 2F2U DO 05 ENE LL6
350 2121 C6 80 DEC #80
:350 2F31 4C 3A 21 JMP LL7
:360 2134 16 80 :LL6 INC $80
:360 2F:36 A6 80 LDX #80
:360 2138 95 81 STA #8E,X
:370 2F3A A6 80 :LL7 LUX #80
370 2F3C E:0 19 CF'X @25
370 2131 D0 09 FINE LL8
380 2140 A2 00 LOX @0
:380 2142 86 80 STX #80
:390 2)94 A6 EO :LLE1 LUX 229
390 2F46 EU 1F CF'X @31
390 2)98 DO OA ENE LL9
400 2F9A C9 20 CMF' @32
900 2F4(:: FU 06 BED LL9
910 219E:: 20 82 21 JSR MMO
910 2151 40 00 2F JMP LL1
120 2154 C9 05 :LL9 CMF @5
420 2156 FO 06 BED NNO
930 2158 20 14 FF JSR #FFF4
930 215E:: 4C 00 2F JMP LL1
49(1 21".iF. 60 :NNO RTS
450 2151 20 E3 F3 : NN6 JSR $FFE3
450 2162 85 81 STA #81
450 2164 60 RTS

graphics memory after the string of
characters. It gets incremented every
time a character is put in memory,
and decremented every time a delete
is struck. It serves as the address for
the deposition of the next character.
Unlike the screen arrangement, the
text is not stored in lines, but in a
long 7K block of undifferentiated
characters. The automatic line return
does not stick carriage returns in the
text memory, so reading the
characters back onto the screen in
properly ended lines would require an
automatic ending routine much like
the character entry one.

The pointer is stored, as are all
addresses outside of zero page, as a
two byte number, giving, in effect, a
sixteen bit address capaciity. The
first byte is the location in the page,
and the second the specific page in
question. Therefore, the first location
in the screen RAM, which is 32768,
would have 0 in its address bit loca-
tion, and 128 in its page location.
(32768 - 256 = 128). The text memory
starts on page 130.

There are two other routines in
this particular block of ML code
which are not called by the text entry
module, but are included for use if
you decide to expand this into a more
complete text handling program. The
first is the replay. It takes the page
number it finds in page zero location
#84 and dumps it and the next adje-
cent page onto the screen. However,
it does so without any automatic line
ending, so the position of the
characters on the screen cor-
responds with those in memory
(?#81-128) pages up. Thus, it's easy to
write a routine which prints a
character on the screen and subse-
quently sticks it in memory this
number of bytes further up to
facilitate editing.

The second routine is the
character getter, which is just a jump
to the keyboard scan in ROM, follow-
ed by an STA instruction to put the
resulting character into location #81,
to be retrieved by another routine. It's
particularly useful for working with a
BASIC driver, as ATOM BASIC has no
GET statement.

Send Us Stuff!!!
Yes, we know you've got a program
you've just been slaving away over that
will revolutionize the field of random
toenail generation, and we don't really
want it. Anything else, though, will be
gladly considered for publication. We
pay a vertitable king's ransom for
material we use. . a cut rate,
bargain basement king, albeit. Send
your stuff to Computing Today at this
address by mail or carrier gnu.
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Leptons
You think these are a kind of soup, don't you? No, ac-
tually, what we have here is another theoretical particle.
More fun than quarks, slower than tachyons and less ir-
ritating than a meson in your eye.

circ its

Heath Computer Review:
Decidedly not for the Space Invaders set, this powerful
little brute is well suited for the descerming home com-
puter owner as well as for business applications.

50 More Circuits
If you liked the fifty circuits we ran in February, you'll
like these even more, as they run from fifty one to over a
hundred (101, actually), and hence have larger numbers.

Serles 5000 Phono Pre -amp

The next part in our Series 5000 pre -amp, this circuit will
gracefully caress the signals from your cartridge, pass-
ing them tenderly upon their way to ultimately rock the
floor.

r ,r,w ,.U
, f"   ¡ Uri Series SINN) Control 1rcnmpldrr

.n

Plus!
 Into Linear IC'S!
 Computing Today!
 The secret life of Heinrich Hertz!

At the time of going to press, the articles mentioned are in an advanced stage of preparation. However, circumstances may result in
changes to the final contents of the magazine. ETI-MAY-1982-61



COMPUTERS
(HARDWARE)

A BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO COMPUTERS
AND MICROPROCESSORS - WITH PRO-
JECTS.
TAB No.1015 $13.45
Here's a plain English introduction to the
world of microcomputers - it's capabilities,
parts and functions .. and how you can use
one. Numerous projects demonstrate
operating principles and lead to the construc-
tion of an actual working computer capable
of performing many useful functions.

B P66: BEGINNERS GUIDE TO
MICROPROCESSORS AND
COMPUTING $7.55
E.F. SCOTT, M.Sc., C.Eng.
As indicated by the title, this book is intend-
ed as an introduction to the basic theory and
concepts of binary arithmetic,
microprocessor operation and machine
language programming.

There are occasions in the text where
some background information might be
helpful and a Glossary is included at the end
of the book.

B P72: A MICROPROCESSOR PRIMER $7.70
E.A. PARR, B.Sc., C.Eng., M.I.E.E.
A newcomer to electronics tends to be over-
whelmed when first confronted with articles
or books on microprocessors. In an attempt
to give a painless approach to computing,
this small book will start by designing a sim-
ple computer and because of its simplicity
and logical structure, the language is
hopefully easy to learn and understand. In
this way, such ideas as Relative Addressing,
Index Registers etc. will be developed and it
is hoped that these will be seen as logical
progressions rather than arbitrary things to
be accepted but not understood.

B EGINNERS GUIDE TO
MICROPROCESSORS
TAB No.995 $10.45
If you aren't sure exactly what a
microprocessor is, then this is the book for
you. The book takes the beginner from the
basic theories and history of these essential
devices, right up to some real world hard-
ware applications.

HOW TO BUILD YOUR OWN WORKING
MICROCOMPUTER
TAB No.1200 $16.45
An excellent reference or how-to manual on
building your own microcomputer. All
aspects of hardware and software are
developed as well as many practical circuits.

B P78: PRACTICAL COMPUTER
EXPERIMENTS $7.30
E.A. PARR, B.Sc., C.Eng., M.I.E.E.
Curiously most published material on the mi-
croprocessor tends to be of two sorts, the
first treats the microprocessor as a black box
and deals at length with programming and
using the "beast". The second type of book
deals with the social impact. None of these
books deal with the background to the chip,
and this is a shame as the basic ideas are
both interesting and simple.

This book aims to fill in the background
to the microprocessor by constructing
typical computer circuits in discrete logic
and it is hoped that this will form a useful in-
troduction to devices such as adders,
memories. etc as well as a general source
book of logic circuits.

HANDBOOK OF MICROPROCESSOR AP-
PLICATIONS
TAB No.1203 $14.45
Highly recommended reading for those who
are interested in microprocessors as a means
of accomplishing a specific task. The author
discusses two individual microprocessors,
the 1802 and the 6800, and how they can be
put to use in real world applications.

MICROPROCESSORIMICROPROGRAMM-
ING HANDBOOK
TAB No.785 $14.45
A comprehensive guide to microprocessor
hardware and programming. Techniques
discussed include subroutines, handling in-
terrupts and program loops

DIGITAL INTERFACING WITH AN ANALOG
WORLD
TAB No.1070 $14.45
You've bought a computer, but now you
can't make it do anything useful. This book
will tell you how to convert real world quan-
tities such as temperature, pressure, force
and so on into binary representation.

MICROPROCESSOR INTERFACING HAND-
B OOK: AID & DIA
TAB No.1271 $14.45
A useful handbook for computerists in-
terested in using their machines in linear ap-
plications. Topics discussed include voltage
references, op -amps for data conversion,
analogue switching and multiplexing and
more.

COMPUTER TECHNICIAN'S HANDBOOK
TAB No.554 $17.45
Whether you're looking for a career, or you
are a service technician, computer repair is
an opportunity you should be looking at. The
author covers all aspects of digital and com-
puter electronics as well as the mathematical
and logical concepts involved.

THE ESSENTIAL COMPUTER DICTIONARY
AND SPELLER
AB011 $9.45
A must for anyone just starting out in the
field of computing, be they a businessman,
hobbyist or budding computerist. The book
presents and defines over 15 000 computer
terms and acronyms and makes for great
browsing.

HOW TO TROUBLESHOOT AND REPAIR
MICROCOMPUTERS
AB013 $10.45
Learn how to find the cause of a problem or
malfunction in the central or peripheral unit
of any microcomputer and then repair it. The
tips and techniques in this guide can be ap-
plied to any equipment that uses the
microprocessor as the primary control ele-
ment.

TROUBLESHOOTING MICROPROCESSORS
AND DIGITAL LOGIC
TAB No.1183 $13.45
The influence of digital techniques on com-
mercial and home equipment is enormous
and increasing yearly. This book discusses
digital theory and looks at how to service
Video Cassette Recorders, microprocessors
and more.

HOW TO DEBUG YOUR PERSONAL COM-

A8012 $10.45
When you feel like reaching for a sledge
hammer to reduce your computer to
fiberglass and epoxy dust, don't. Reach for
this book instead and learn all about pro-
gram bug tracking, recognition and elimina-
tion techniques.

THE COMPLETE HANDBOOK OF
ROBOTICS
TAB No.1071 $13.45
All the information you need to build a walk-
ing, talking mechanical friend appears in this
book. Your robot can take many forms and
various options - light, sound. and proximi-
ty sensors - are covered in depth.

HOW TO BUILD YOUR OWN SELF PRO-
GRAMMING ROBOT
TAB No.1241 $13.45
A practical guide on how to build a robot
capable of learning how to adapt to a chang-
ing enviroment. The creature developed in
the book, Rodney, is fully self programming,
can develop theories to deal with situations
and apply those theories in future cir-
cumstances.

B UILD YOUR OWN WORKING ROBOT
TAB No.841 $11.45
Contains complete plans - mechanical,
schematics, logic diagrams and wiring
diagrams - for building Buster. There are
two phases involved: first Buster is leash led,
dependent on his creator for guidance; the
second phase makes Buster more indepen-
dent and able to get out of tough situations.

COMPUTERS
(SOFTWARE)

B EGINNER'S GUIDE TO COMPUTER PRO-
GRAMMING
TAB No.574 $16.45
Computer programming is an increasingly at-
tractive field to the individual, however
many people still overlook it as a career. The
material in this book has been developed in a
logical sequence, from the basic steps to
machine language.

BP86: AN INTRODUCTION TO BASIC
PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUES $8.25
S. DALY
This book is based on the author's own ex-
perience in learning BASIC and in helping
others, mostly beginners, to program and
understand the language. Also included are a
program library containing various programs,
that the author has actually written and run.
These are for biorhythms, plotting a graph of
Y against X, standard deviation, regression,
generating a musical note sequence and a
card game. The book is complemented by a
number of appendices which include test
questions and answers on each chapter and a
glossary.

THE BASIC COOKBOOK.
TAB No.1055 $9.45
BASIC is a surprisingly powerful language...
if you understand it completely. This book
picks up where most manufacturers'
documentation gives up. With it, any com-
puter owner can develop programs to make
the most out of his or her machine.

PET BASIC - TRAINING YOUR PET COM-
PUTER
AB014 $16.45
Officially approved by Commodore, this is
the ideal reference book for long time PET
owners or novices. In an easy to read and
humorous style, this book describes techni-
ques and experiments, all designed to pro-
vide a strong understanding of this versatile
machine.

PROGRAMMING IN BASIC FOR PERSONAL
COMPUTERS
AB015 $10.45
This book emphasizes the sort of analytical
thinking that lets you use a specific tool -
the BASIC language - to transform your
own ideas into workable programs. The text
is designed to help you to intelligently
analyse and design a wide diversity of useful
and interesting programs.

COMPUTER PROGRAMS IN BASIC
AB001 $14.45
A catalogue of over 1 600 fully indexed
BASIC computer programs with applications
in Business, Math, Games and more. This
book lists available software, what it does,
where to get it, and how to adapt it to your
machine.

PET GAMES AND RECREATION
ABOO2 $12.45
A variety of interesting games designed to
amuse and educate. Games include such
names as Capture, Tic Tac Toe, Watchper-
son, Motie, Sinners, Martian Hunt and more.

BRAIN TICKLERS
AB005 $8.00
If the usual games such as Bug Stomp and In-
vaders From the Time Warp are starting to
pale, then this is the book for you. The
authors have put together dozens of
stimulating puzzles to show you just how
challenging computing can be.

PASCAL
TAB No.1205 $16.45
Aimed specif ically at TRS-80 users, this book
discusses how to load, use and write PASCAL
programs. Graphic techniques are discussed
and numerous programs are presented.

PASCAL PROGRAMMING FOR THE APPLE
ABOO8 $16.45
A great book to upgrade your programming
skills to the UCSD Pascal as implemented on
the Apple II. Statements and techniques are
discussed and there are many practical and
ready to run programs.

APPLE MACHINE LANGUAGE PROGRAMM-
ING
ABOO9 - $16.45
The best way to learn machine language pro-
gramming the Apple II in no time at all. The
book combines colour, graphics, and sound
generation together with clear cut
demonstrations to help the user learn quickly
and effectively.

Z80 USERS MANUAL
AB010 $14.45
The Z80 MPU can be found in many
machines and is generally acknowledged to
be one of the most powerful 8 bit chips
around This book provides an excellent
'right hand' for anyone involved in the ap-
plication of this popular processor.

HOW TO PROGRAM YOUR PROGRAM-
MABLE CALCULATOR
AB006 $10.45
Calculator programming, by its very nature,
often is an obstacle to effective use. This
book endeavours to show how to use a pro-
grammable calculator to its full capabilities.
The TI 57 and the HP 33E calculators are
discussed although the principles extend to
similar models.

BP33: ELECTRONIC CALCULATOR USERS
HANDBOOK $4.25
M.H. BABANI, B.Sc.(Eng.)
An invaluable book for all calculator users
whatever their age or occupation, or whether
they have the simplest or most sophisticated
of calculators. Presents formulae, data,
methods of calculation, conversion factors.
etc., with the calculator user especially in
mind, often illustrated with simple examples.
Includes the way to calculate using only a
simple four function calculator:
Trigonometric Functions (Sin, Cos, Tan):
Hyperbolic Functions (Sinh, Cosh, Tanh)
Logarithms, Square Roots and Powers.

PROJECTS

BP48: ELECTRONIC PROJECTS FOR
BEGINNERS $5.90
F.G. RAVER, T.Eng.(CEI), Assoc.IERE
Another book written by the very experienc-
ed author - Mr. F.G. Raver - and in it the
newcomer to electronics, will find a wide
range of easily made projects. Also, there are
a considerable number of actual component
and wiring layouts, to aid the beginner.

Furthermore, a number of projects have
been arranged so that they can be con-
structed without any need for soldering and,
thus, avoid the need for a soldering iron.

Also, many of the later projects can be
built along the lines as those in the 'No
Soldering' section so this may considerably
increase the scope of projects which the
newcomer can build and use.

221: 28 TESTED TRANSISTOR
PROJECTS $5.50
R.TORRENS
Mr. Richard Torrens is a well experienced
electronics development engineer and has
designed, developed, built and tested the
many useful and interesting circuits included
in this book. The projects themselves can be
split down into simpler building blocks,
which are shown separated by boxes in the
circuits for ease of description, and also to
enable any reader who wishes to combine
boxes from different projects to realise ideas
of his own.

BP49: POPULAR ELECTRONIC
PROJECTS $6.25
R.A. PENFOLD
Includes a collection of the most popular
types of circuits and projects which, we feel
sure, will provide a number of designs to in-
terest most electronics constructors. The pro-
jects selected cover a very wide range and
are divided into four basic types. Radio Pro-
jects. Audio Projects, Household Projects
and Test Equipment.

EXPERIMENTER'S GUIDE TO SOLID STATE
ELECTRONIC PROJECTS
ABOO7 $9.45
An ideal sourcebook of Solids State circuits
and techniques with many practical circuits.
Also included are many useful types of ex-
perimenter gear.

B P71: ELECTRONIC HOUSEHOLD
PROJECTS $7.70
R. A. PENFOLD
Some of the most useful and popular elec-
tronic construction projects are those that
can be used in or around the home. The cir-
cuits range from such things as '2 Tone Door
Buzzer', Intercom, through Smoke or Gas
Detectors to Baby and Freezer Alarms.

B P94: ELECTRONIC PROIECTS
FOR CARS AND BOATS $8.10
R.A. PENFOLD
Projects, fifteen in all, which use a 12V supp-
ly are the basis of this book. Included are
projects on Windscreen Wiper Control,
Courtesy Light Delay, Battery Monitor,
Cassette Power Supply, Lights Timer, Vehicle
Immobiliser, Gas and Smoke Alarm, Depth
Warning and Shaver Inverter.

BP69: ELECTRONIC GAMES $7.55
R.A. PENFOLD
In this book Mr. R. A. Penfold has designed
and developed a number of interesting elec-
tronic game projects using modern in-
tegrated circuits. The text is divided into two
sections, the first dealing with simple games
and the latter dealing with more complex cir-
cuits

BP95: MODEL RAILWAY PROJECTS $8.10
Electronic projects for model railways are
fairly recent and have made possible an
amazing degree of realism. The projects
covered include controllers, signals and
sound effects: striboard layouts are provided
for each project.
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PROJECTS
(CONTINUED)

BP76: POWER SUPPLY PROJECTS $7.30
R.A. PENFOLD
Line power supplies are an essential part of
many electronics projects. The purpose of
this book is to give a number of power supply
designs, including simple unstabilised types,
fixed voltage regulated types, and variable
voltage stabilised designs, the latter being
primarily intended for use as bench supplies
for the electronics workshop. The designs
provided are all low voltage types for
semiconductor circuits.

There are other types of power supply
and a number of these are dealt with in the
final chapter, including a cassette power sup-
ply, Ni -Cad battery charger, voltage step up
circuit and a simple inverter.

BP84: DIGITAL IC PROJECTS $8.10
F.G. RAPER, T.Eng.(CEI),Assoc.IERE
This book contains both simple and more ad-
vanced projects and it is hoped that these
will be found of help to the reader develop
ing a knowledge of the workings of digital
circuits. To help the newcomer to the hobby
the author has included a number of board
layouts and wiring diagrams. Also the more
ambitious projects can be built and tested
section by section and this should help avoid
or correct faults that could otherwise be
troublesome. An ideal book for both begin-
ner and more advanced enthusiast alike.

BP67: COUNTER DRIVER AND NUMERAL
DISPLAY PROJECTS $7.55
F.G. RAPER, T.Eng.(CEI), Assoc. IERE
Numeral indicating devices have come very
much to the forefront in recent years and
will, undoubtedly, find increasing applica-
tions in all sorts of equipment. With present
day integrated circuits, it is easy to count,
divide and display numerically the electrical
pulses obtained from a great range of driver
circuits.

In this book many applications and pro-
jects using various types of numeral displays,
popular counter and driver IC's etc. are con-
sidered.

213: ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS FOR MODEL
RAILWAYS $4.50
M.H. BABANI, B.Sc.(Eng.)
The reader is given constructional details of
how to build a simple model train controller;
controller with simulated inertia and a high
power controller. A signal system and
lighting for model trains is discussed as is the
suppression of RF interference from model
railways. The construction of an electronic
steam whistle and a model train chuffer is
also covered.

BP73: REMOTE CONTROL PROJECTS $8.60
OWEN BISHOP
This book is aimed primarily at the elec-
tronics enthusiast who wishes to experiment
with remote control. Full explanations have
been given so that the reader can fully
understand how the circuits work and can
more easily see how to modify them for other
purposes, depending on personal re-
quirements. Not only are radio control
systems considered but also infra -red, visible
light and ultrasonic systems as are the use of
Logic ICs and Pulse position modulation etc

CIRCUITS
BP80: POPULAR ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS -
BOOK 1 $8.25
R.A. PENFOLD
Another book by the very popular author,
Mr. R.A. Penfold, who has designed and
developed a large number of various circuits.
These are grouped under the following
general headings; Audio Circuits, Radio Cir-
cuits, Test Gear Circuits, Music Project Cir-
cuits, Household Project Circuits and
Miscellaneous Circuits.

THE GIANT HANDBOOK OF ELECTRONIC
CIRCUITS
TAB No.1300 $24.45
About as twice as thick as the Webster's dic-
tionary, and having many more circuit
diagrams, this book is ideal for any ex-
perimenter who wants to keep amused for
several centuries. If there isn't a circuit for it
in here, you should have no difficulty convin-
cing yourself you don't really want to build
it.

BP39: 50 (FET) FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTOR
PROJECTS $5.50
F.G. RAPER, T.Eng.(CEI),Assoc.IERE
Field effect transistors (FETs), find applica-
tion in a wide variety of circuits. The projects
described here include radio frequency
amplifiers and converters, test equipment
and receiver aids, tuners, receivers, mixers
and tone controls, as well as various
miscellaneous devices which are useful in
the home.

This book contains something of par-
ticular interest for every class of enthusiast
- short wave listener, radio amateur, ex-
perimenter or audio devotee.

BP87: SIMPLE L.E.D. CIRCUITS $5.90
R.N. SOAR
Since it first appeared in 1977, Mr. R.N.
Soar's book has proved very popular. The
author has developed a further range of cir-
cuits and these are included in Book 2. Pro-
jects include a Transistor Tester, Various
Voltage Regulators, Testers and so on.

8P42: S0 SIMPLE L.E.D. CIRCUITS $3.55
R.N. SOAR
The author of this book, Mr. R.N. Soar, has
compiled 50 interesting and useful circuits
and applications, covering many different
branches of electronics, using one of the
most inexpensive and freely available com-
ponents - the Light Emitting Diode (LE. D.).
A useful book for the library of both beginner
and more advanced enthusiast alike.

BP82: ELECTRONIC PROJECTS
USING SOLAR CELLS $8.10
OWEN BISHOP
The book contains simple circuits, almost all
of which operate at low voltage and low cur-
rents, making them suitable for being
powered by a small array of silicon cells. The
projects cover a wide range from a bicyle
speedometer to a novelty 'Duck Shoot; a
number of power supply circuits are includ-
ed

B P37: 50 PROJECTS USING RELAYS,
SCR's & TRIACS $5.50
F.G.RAYER, T.Eng.(CEI),Assoc.IERE
Relays, silicon controlled rectifiers (SCR's)
and bi-directional triodes (TRIACS) have a
wide range of applications in electronics to-
day. This book gives tried and practical work-
ing circuits which should present the
minimum of difficulty for the enthusiast to
construct. In most of the circuits there is a
wide latitude in component values and types,
allowing easy modification of circuits or
ready adaptation of them to individual
needs.

B P44: IC SSS PROJECTS $7.55
EA. PARR, B.Sc.,C.Eng., M.I.E.E.
Every so often a device appears that is so
useful that one wonders how life went on
before without it. The 555 timer is such a
device. Included in this book are Basic and
General Circuits, Motor Car and Model
Railway Circuits, Alarms and Noise Makers
as well as a section on the 556, 558 and 559
timers.

B P24: SO PROJECTS USING IC741 $4.25
RUDI & UWE REDMER
This book, originally published in Germany
by TOPP, has achieved phenomenal sales on
the Continent and Babani decided, in view of
the fact that the integrated circuit used in
this book is inexpensive to buy, to make this
unique book available to the English speak-
ing reader. Translated from the original Ger-
man with copious notes, data and circuitry, a
"must" for everyone whatever their interest
in electronics.

BP83: VMOS PROJECTS
R.A. PENFOLD
Although modern bipolar power transistors
give excellent results in a wide range of ap-
plications, they are not without their
drawbacks or limitations. This book will
primarily be concerned with VMOS power
FETs although power MOSFETs will be dealt
with in the chapter on audio circuits. A
number of varied and interesting projects are
covered under the main headings of: Audio
Circuits, Sound Generator Circuits, DC Con-
trol Circuits and Signal Control Circuits

B P65: SINGLE IC PROJECTS $6.55
R.A.PENFOLD
There is now a vast range of ICs available to
the amateur market, the majority of which
are not necessarily designed for use in a
single application and can offer unlimited
possibilities. All the projects contained in this
book are simple to construct and are based
on a single IC. A few projects employ one or
two transistors in addition to an IC but in
most cases the IC is the only active device us-
ed.

BP 50: IC LM3900 PROJECTS $5.90
H.KYBETT,B.Sc., C.Eng.
The purpose of this book is to introduce the
LM3900 to the Technician, Experimenter and
the Hobbyist. It provides the groundwork for
both simple and more advanced uses, and is
more than just a collection of simple circuits
or projects.

Simple basic working circuits are used
to introduce this IC. The LM3900 can do
much more than is shown here, this is just an
introduction. Imagination is the only limita-
tion with this useful and versatile device. But
first the reader must know the basics and
that is what this book is all about.

223: 50 PROJECTS USING IC CA3130 $5.50
R.A.PENFOLO
In this book, the author has designed and
developed a number of interesting and useful
projects which are divided into five general
categories: I - Audio Projects II - R.F. Pro-
jects Ill - Test Equipment IV - Household
Projects V - Miscellaneous Projects

224: SO CMOS IC PROJECTS 54.25
R.A. PENFOLD
CMOS IC's are probably the most versatile
range of digital devices for use by the
amateur enthusiast. They are suitable for an
extraordinary wide range of applications and
are also some of the most inexpensive and
easily available types of IC.

Mr. R.A. Penfold has designed and
developed a number of interesting and useful
projects which are divided into four general
categories: I - Multivibrators II -
Amplifiers and Oscillators Ill - Trigger
Devices IV - Special Devices.

THE ACTIVE FILTER HANDBOOK
TAB No.1133 $11.45
Whatever your field - computing, com-
munications, audio, electronic music or
whatever - you will find this book the ideal
reference for active filter design. The book
introduces filters and their uses also presents
many practical circuits including a graphic
equalizer, computer tape interface and
more.

DIGITAL ICS - HOW THEY WORK AND
HOW TO USE THEM
ABOO4 $10.45
An excellent primer on the fundamentals of
digital electronics. This book discusses the
nature of gates and related concepts and
also deals with the problems inherent to
practical digital circuits.

MASTER HANDBOOK OF 1001 PRACTICAL
CIRCUITS
TAB No.800 $20.45
MASTER HANDBOOK OF 1001 MORE
PRACTICAL CIRCUITS
TAB No.804 $19.45
Here are transistor and IC circuits for just
about any application you might have. An
ideal source book for the engineer, techni-
cian or hobbyist. Circuits are classified accor-
ding to function, and all sections appear in
alphabetical order.

THE MASTER IC COOKBOOK
TAB No.1199 $16.45
If you've ever tried to find specs for a so call-
ed 'standard' chip, then you'll apppreciate
this book. C.L. Hallmark has compiled specs
and pinouts for most types of. ICs that you'd
ever want to use.

ELECTRONIC DESIGN WITH OFF THE SHELF
INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
AB016 $10.45
This practical handbook enables you to take
advantage of the vast range of applications
made possible by integrated circuits. The
book tells how, in step by step fashion, to
select components and how to combine
them into functional electronic systems. If
you want to stop being a "cookbook hob-
byist", then this is the book for you.

AUDIO

8P90: AUDIO PROJECTS 58.t
F.G. RAPER
Covers in detail the construction of a wide
range of audio projects. The text has been
divided into preamplifiers and mixers, power
amplifiers, tone controls and matching and
miscellaneous projects.

HOW TO DESIGN, BUILD, AND TEST COM.
PLETE SPEAKER SYSTEMS.
TAB No.1064 $13.45
By far the greatest savings in assembling an
audio system can be realized from the con-
struction of speakers. This book contains in-
formation to build a variety of speakers as
well as instructions on how to design your
own.

205: FIRST BOOK OF HI-FI LOUDSPEAKER
ENCLOSURES $3.55
B.B. BABANI
This book gives data for building most types
of loudspeaker enclosure. Includes corner
reflex, bass reflex, exponential horn, folded
horn, tuned port, klipschorn labyrinth, tuned
column, loaded port and multi speaker
panoramic, Many clear diagrams for every
construction showing the dimensions
necessary.

BP35: HANDBOOK OF IC AUDIO PRE-
AMPLIFIER AND POWER AMPLIFIER
CONSTRUCTION $5.50
F.G.RAYER, T.Eng.(CEI),Assoc.IERE
This book is divided into three parts: Part I,
understanding audio IC's, Part II, Pre-
amplifiers, Mixers and Tone Controls, Part Ill
Power Amplifiers and Supplies. Includes
practical constructional details of pure IC
and Hybrid IC and Transistor designs from
about 250mW to 100W output.

BP47: MOBILE DISCOTHEQUE
HANDBOOK $5.90
COLIN CARSON
The vast majority of people who start up
'Mobile Discos" know very little about their

equipment or even what to buy. Many people
have wasted a "small fortune" on poor, un-
necessary or badly matched apparatus.

The aim of this book is to give you
enough information to enable you to have a
better understanding of many aspects of
"disco" gear.

HOW TO BUILD A SMALL BUDGET RECOR-
DING STUDIO FROM SCRATCH.. .
TAB No.1166 $16.45
The author, F. Alton Everest, has gotten
studios together several times, and presents
twelve complete, tested designs for a wide
variety of applications. If all you own is a
mono cassette recorder, you don't need this
book. If you don't want your new four track
to wind up sounding like one, though, you
shouldn't be without it.

BP51: ELECTRONIC MUSIC AND CREATIVE
TAPE RECORDING $5.50
M.K. BERRY
Electronic music is the new music of the
Twentieth Century. It plays a large part in
"pop" and "rock" music and, in fact, there is
scarcely a group without some sort of syn-
thesiser or other effects generator.

This book sets out to sfr rw how elec-
tronic music can be made 3t I-ome with the
simplest and most inexpensive of equipment.
It then describes
generated and how these may be recorded to
build up the final composition.

BP74: ELECTRONIC MUSIC PROJECTS $7.70
R.A. PENFOLD
Although one of the more recent branches of
amateur electronics, electronic music has
now become extremely popular and there are
many projects which fall into this category.
The purpose of this book is to provide the
constructor with a number of practical cir-
cuits for the less complex items of electronic
music equipment, including such things as a
Fuzz Box, Waa-Waa Pedal, Sustain Unit,
Reverberation and Phaser-Units, Tremelo
Generator etc.

P81: ELECTRONIC SYNTHESISER
PROJECTS $7.30
M.K. BERRY
One of the most fascinating and rewarding
applications of electronics is in electronic
music and there is hardly a group today
without some sort of synthesiser or effects
generator. Although an electronic synthesiser
is quite a complex piece of electronic equip-
ment, it can be broken down into much
simpler units which may be built individually
and these can then be used or assembled
together to make a complete instrument.

ELECTRONIC MUSIC SYNTHESIZERS
TAB No.1167 $10.45
If you're fascinated by the potential of elec-
tronics in the field of music, then this is the
book for you. Included is data on syn-
thesizers in general as well as particular
models. There is also a chapter on the
various accessories that are available.

See the order form on
page 25
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TEST
EQUIPMENT

8P75: ELECTRONIC TEST EQUIPMENT
CONSTRUCTION $7.30
F.G. RAVER, T.Eng. (CEI), Assoc. IERE
This book covers in detail the construction of
a wide range of test equipment for both the
Electronics Hobbyists and Radio Amateur
Included are projects ranging from an FET
Amplified Voltmeter and Resistance Bridge
to a Field Strength Indicator and Heterodyne
Frequency Meter. Not only can the home
constructor enjoy building the equipment
but the finished projects can also be usefully
utilised in the furtherance of his hobby.

99 TEST EQUIPMENT PROJECTS YOU CAN
BUILD
TAB No.805 $14.45
An excellent source book for the hobbyist
who wants to build up his work bench inex-
pensively- There are circuits to measure just
about any electrical quantity. The variety is
endless and includes just about anything you
could wish for!

HOW TO GET THE MOST OUT OF LOW COST
TEST EQUIPMENT
AB017 $9.45
Whether you want to get your vintage 196)
'TestRité signal generator working, or you've got
something to measure with nothing to measure it
with, this is the book for you. The author
discusses how to maximize the usefulness of
cheap tést gear. how to upgrade old equipment,
and effective test set ups.

THE POWER SUPPLY HANDBOOK
TAB No.806 $16.45
A complete one stop reference for hobbyists
and engineers. Contains high and low voltage
power supplies of every conceivable type as
well mobile and portable units

8P70: TRANSISTOR RADIO FAULT-
FINDING
CHART $2.40
CHAS. E. MILLER
Across the top of the chart will be found four
rectangles containing brief descriptions of
various faults; vis: - sound weak but un-
distorted; set dead; sound low or distorted
and background noises. One then selects the
most appropriate of these and following the
arrows, carries out the suggested checks in
sequence until the fault is cleared.

ELECTRONIC TROUBLESHOOTING HAND-
BOOK
AB019 $9.45
This workbench guide can show you how to pin-
point circuit troubles in minutes. how to test
anything electronic, and how to get the most out
of low cost test equipment. You can use any and
all of the time -saving shortcuts to rapidly locate
and repair all types of electronic equipment
malfunctions.

COMPLETE GUIDE TO READING SCHEMATIC
DIAGRAMS
AB018 $9.45
A complete guide on how to read and understand
schematic diagrams. The book teaches how to
recognize basic circuits and identify component
functions. Useful for technicians and hobbyists
who want to avoid a lot of headscratching

RADIO AND
COMMUNICATIONS

81,79: RADIO CONTROL
FOR BEGINNERS $7.30
F.G. RAPER, T.Eng.(CEI),Assoc.IERE.
The aim of this book is to act as an introduc-
tion to Radio Control for beginners to the
hobby. The book will commence by dealing
with the conditions that are allowable for
such things as frequency and power of
transmission. This is followed by a "block"
explanation of how control -device and
transmitter operate and receiver and ac-
tuator(s) produce motion in a model.

Details are then given of actual solid
state transmitting equipment which the
reader can build. Plain and loaded aerials are
then discussed and so is the field -strength
meter to help with proper setting up.

The radio receiving equipment is then
dealt with which includes a simple receiver
and also a crystal controlled superhet. The
book ends with the electro -mechanical
means of obtaining movement of the con-
trols of the model.

BP91: AN INTRODUCTION
TO RADIO DXing $8.10
This book is divided into two main sections
one to amateur band reception, the other to
broadcast bands. Advice is given to suitable
equipment and techniques. A number of
related constructional projects are describ-
ed.

No. 215: Shortwave Circuits & Gear For Ex-
perimenters & Radio Hams 83.70
Covers constructional details of a number of
projects for the shortwave enthusiast and
radio "Ham". Included are: an add -in crystal
filter, adding an "5" meter in your receiver;
crystal locked H.F. Receiver; AM tuner using
phase locked loop; coverter for 2MHz, 40 to
800 MHz RF amplifier, Aerials for the 52,
144MHz bands, Solid State Crystal Frequem
cy Calibrator, etc.

BP46: RADIO CIRCUITS USING IC's $5.90
).B. DANCE, M.Sc.
This book describes integrated circuits and
how they can be employed in receivers for
the reception of either amplitude or f requen-
cy modulated signals. The chapter on
amplitude modulated (a.m ) receivers will be
of most interest to those who wish to receive
distant stations at only moderate audio
quality, while the chapter on frequency
modulation (f m.) receivers will appeal to
those who desire high fidelity reception.

REFERENCE

THE BEGINNER'S HANDBOOK OF ELEC-
TRONICS
AB003 89.45
An excellent textbook for those interested in
the fundamentals of Electronics. This book
covers all major aspects of power supplies,
amplifiers, oscillators, radio, television and
more.

ELEMENTS OF ELECTRONICS - An on -going
series
F.A. WILSON, C.G.I.A., C.Eng.,
BP62: BOOK 1. The Simple Electronic Circuit

and Components $8.95
BP63: BOOK 2. Alternating Current

Theory $8.95
BP64: BOOK 3. Semiconductor

Technology $8.95
BP77: BOOK 4. Microprocessing Systems

And Circuits $12.30
BP89: BOOK S. Communication $12.30
The aim of this series of books can be stated
quite simply - it is to provide an inexpensive
introduction to modern electronics so that
the reader will start on the right road by
thoroughly understanding the fundamental
principles involved,

Although written especially for readers
with no more than ordinary arithmetical
skills, the use of mathematics is not avoided,
and all the mathematics required is taught as
the reader progresses.

Each book is a complete treatise of a
particular branch of the subject and,
therefore, can be used on its own with one
proviso, that the later books do not duplicate
material from their predecessors, thus a
working knowledge of the subjects covered
by the earlier books is assumed.

BOOK 1: This book contains all the fun-
damental theory necessary to lead to a full
understanding of the simple electronic cir-
cuit and its main components,

BOOK 2: This book continues with
alternating current theory without which
there can be no comprehension of speech,
music, radio, television or even the electrici-
ty utilities.

BOOK 3: Follows on semiconductor
technology, leading up to transistors and in-
tegrated circuits.

BOOK 4: A complete description of the
internal workings of microprocessor.

BOOK 5: A book covering the whole
communication scene.

BP85: INTERNATIONAL TRANSISTOR
EQUIVALENTS GUIDE $12.25
ADRIAN MICHAELS
This book will help the reader to find possi-
ble substitutes for a popular user -orientated
selection of modern transistors Also shown
are the material type, polarity, manufacturer
selection of modern transistors. Also shown
are the material type, polarity, manufacturer
and use. The Equivalents are sub -divided into
European, American and Japanese. The pro-
ducts of over 100 manufacturers are includ-
ed. An essential addition to the library of all
those interested in electronics, be they
technicians, designers, engineers or hob-
byists Fantastic value for the amount of in-
formation it contains.

BP1: FIRST BOOK OF TRANSISTOR
EQUIVALENTS AND SUBSTITUTES $2.80
B.B. BABANI
This guide covers many thousands of tran-
sistors showing possible alternatives and
equivalents. Covers transistors made in Great
Britain, USA, Japan, Germany, France,
Europe, Hong Kong, and includes types pro-
duced by more than 120 different manufac-
turers

BP14: SECOND BOOK OF TRANSISTOR
EQUIVALENTS AND SUBSTITUTES $4.80
B.8. BABANI
The "First Book of Transistor Equivalents"
has had to be reprinted 15 times. The "Se-
cond Book" produced in the same style as
the first book, in no way duplicates any of
the data presented in it. The "Second Book"
contains only additional material and the
two books complement each other and make
available some of the most complete and ex -
tens ve information in this field. The inter -
chargeability data covers semiconductors
manufactured in Great Britain, USA, Ger-
many, France, Poland, Italy, Fast Germany,
Belgium, Austria, Netherlands and many
other countries.

TOWER'S INTERNATIONAL OP -AMP
LINEAR IC SELECTOR
TAB No.1216 $13.45
This book contains a wealth of useful data on
over 5 000 Op -amps and linear ICs - both
pinouts and essential characteristics. A com-
prehensive series of appendices contain in-
formation on specs, manufacturers, case
outlines and so on

CMOS DATABOOK
TAB No.984 $14.45
There are several books around with this ti-
tle, but most are just collections of manufac-
turers' data sheets. This one, by Bill Hunter,
explains all the intricacies of this useful fami-
ly of logic devices... the missing link in get-
ting your own designs working properly.
Highly recommended to anyone working
with digital circuits

BP68: CHOOSING AND USING
YOUR HI-FI $7.25
MAURICE L. JAY
The main aim of this book is to provide the
reader with the fundamental information
necessary to enable him to make a satisfac-
tory choice from the extensive range of hi-fi
equipment now on the market.

Help is given to the reader in understan-
ding the equipment he is interested in buying
and the author also gives his own opinion of
the minimum standards and specifications
one should look for. The book also offers
helpful advice on how to use your hi-fi pro-
perly so as to realise its potential. A Glossary
of terms is also included

See the order form on
page 25

Book
Of The
Month

Timer Projects BP93 $5.50

Simple timers, complicated timers, analogue and digital
timers, timers with LEDs, buzzers, Nixies. . . you
should be really up to your clavical in timers if you get
this book. There are timers here for simple applications,
like getting your eggs right, and ones to turn things on
and off unattended. There is also consideration given to
clocks, which are timers of a sort, and delays circuits,
such as windshield wiper "mist" circuits. Time yourself
silly with this this emminently useful tome.

This book has circuits for both the beginner who's just
into it for a few minutes, and the serious experimenter
who wants to devote whole eons to timers. Many of the
projects will find uses around the home, and, of course,
can be adapted to many other purposes limited only by
your imagination. . . and how much time you've got to
play with the transistors.
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Into Linear ICs
PartS

More 555 circuits: Ian Sinclair investigates
some unusual uses for this ubiguitous chip.

LET'S GO A BIT FURTHER along this 'test -instrument'
line of thought. Fig. 9 shows a 555 circuit which
generates a squarewave signal with no input needed.
This is achieved by making the timer self -triggering, so
that the trigger input on pin 2 has to be connected to the
threshold pin, pin 6. The action goes something like this.
Imagine that the unit has just been switched on, so that
the voltage at pins 6 and 7 is low. Since the voltage on
pin 2 must also be low, the unit will trigger, and pin 7
will be open -circuited. This now allows the voltage at pin
7 to rise, so that C2 will start to charge through R3 and
RV1 - meantime the output voltage on pin 3 has gone
high. When the voltage on pin 6 reaches two thirds of
the supply voltage, the timer circuits switch over, so that
pin 7 (and also pin 2) is grounded, but the voltage at pin
6 is still at about two thirds of the supply voltage. The
output voltage at pin 3 is now low again. C2 now
discharges through RV1 and R3, because pin 7 is
internally grounded, until the trigger voltage of one third
of V+ is reached. When this voltage is reached, the ef-
fect on pin 2 is to start another cycle, with the output go-
ing high again and C2 charging once more. Providing
that the value of RV1 +.R3 is much greater than that of
R2, the output wave has a good square shape. If R2 is
too large in comparison, the high part of the output
wave, known as the mark, lasts longer than the low part,
the space.

That's a basic form of circuit - let's see what we can
use it for. Since the squarewave at the output can be at
an audio frequency, and since the 200 mA current
capability of the 555 is quite enough to drive a small
loudspeaker, the 555 can be used in a number of alarm
circuits. A burglar alarm basic circuit is shown in Fig.
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Fig. 9 The square -wave generator.
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10, using a loudspeaker of 4 ohms to 16 ohms
resistance; Fig. 10(b) shows how a 60 to 80 ohm
loudspeaker can be used in a simple circuit.

(a)

100u

4 - 16
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LOUDSPEAKER

R4
47R

ALARM
SWITCH

10k

o

OTHER CONNECTIONS
AS IN FIG 5.9

f-l 80
M
KER

1000

-3
(b)

Fig. 10 Using the square -wave generator (a) to drive a loud-
speaker when an alarm switch is pressed. The connection (b)
for a high resistance speaker are also shown.

Sine Wave

The circuit itself is simple, using the 555 connected as a
square -wave oscillator with an output to the louds-
peaker. R4 is used to limit the amount of current which
can flow, in case the current capability of the 555 is
exceeded. The alarm is sounded by SW1 being closed -
this switch can be a window contact, a door -mat switch
or any of the many types of swich sold for this purpose
by security specialists.

We're not limited to outputs from mechanical swit-
ches. Fig. 11 shows a freezer -alarm circuit which
is a development of the circuit of Fig. 9 and which also
uses the 555 as an oscillator driving a loudspeaker. The
temperature sensing device is a thermistor which is
located inside the freezer, using the special sticky tape
which is sold for sealing freezer bags - ordinary tape
cracks at low temperatures. The thermistor need not be
near the alarm circuit, and can be connected by fine -
gauge wires which can be laid over the freezer sealing
rubbers without causing any damage. RV1 is used to
adjust the amount of resistance which is connected in
series with the thermistor, so that Q1 is just biased off. A
rise in the temperature will cause Q2 to switch on. With
Q2 on, the voltage at pin 4 of the 555 is raised enough
to allow the 555 to start oscillating - any voltage above
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INTO LINEAR I.C.s

0.7V which can pass a current of 0.1 mA is enough to
release the reset action. The 555 oscillates, and the
alarm sounds. RV1 should be set so that the alarm will
NOT sound every time the lid is raised, but will sound if
the lid is kept open for more than a few minutes.

SET
ALARM
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RV1
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GL16
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All change again, this time to a circuit which can be used
for controlling the speed of small motors (are you
listening, model train and slot -car fans?). The type of
control which is used is called mark -space control, and
it's a great improvement over the simple variable resistor
which is so often used as a speed control for small
motors. In a rectangular wave (Fig. 12) the mark time is
the time for which the voltage is high, and the space
time is the time for which the voltage is low. A large
mark -space ratio means that the output voltage is high
for most of the time of one cycle; a small mark -space
ratio means that the voltage is low for most of the time of
a cycle. A 1:1 mark -space ratio means a square wave,
whose average voltage is equal to half of the peak
voltage. If we apply a voltage which has fixed amplitude
but variable mark -space ratio to a small electric motor,
the speed of the motor will depend on the mark -space
ratio and very smooth control of speed can be achieved,
without the loss of torque which is the problem when a
variable resistance is used as a controller.

The circuit of Fig. 12 shows the mark -space gener-
ator. Motors which take less than 200 mA stalled (not
moving) current at 1 2 V can be operated directed from
the output of the 555 timer, but most model locomotive
motors nowadays need rather more current, so that a
simple add-on power booster, using a 2N3055 (as in Fig
13) is useful. The variation of the mark -to -space ratio is
carried out by using the oscillator circuit of Fig. 9
with the addition of two diodes. While C2 is charging,
D1 conducts so that the charging current comes through
R1 and the portion of RV1 which is between point A and
the top end of the potentiometer. When the circuit
switches over, with pin 7 internally grounded, D1 is cut
nff, and C2 discharges through D2, R2 and the other part
of the potentiometer RV1 between point B and the tap.
Since the total resistance of R1 , R2 and RV1 is constant
the frequency of the output is steady, but the ratio of
charge -to -discharge times can be varied greatly by
adjusting RV1 With the values shown, the ratio can be
varied between about 1 100 and 100:1 , so that an

excellent control range can be obtained.
Note that this circuit is useful only if the supply to the

circuit is DC, and reasonably smoothed. Most model -
motor supplies are simply full -wave rectified, with no
smoothing, so that a 5 000 N F capacitor, rated at 36 V
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Fig. 11 Using a 555 as the oscillator
in a freezer -alarm.
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Fig. 12 The motor -speed controller circuit. Full speed cor-
responds to a large mark -to -space ratio, and currents greater
than 0.2A can be provided by using a power -booster.

should be added to make the circuit more effective - but
check that this does not cause the output voltage to rise
above the rated 16 V for the 555. If it does, use the
modifications shown in Fig. 14.

Odd and Ends

Now for the odds -and -ends section. Fig. 15 shows a cir-
cuit for a car or motor -bike rev counter. Old fashioned
mechanical rev counters needed a mechanical drive, but
the modern electronic type need only electrical connec-
tions, and can be used with any conventional ignition
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Fig. 13 A power -booster stage for the motor -speed controller.
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Fig. 14 A voltage regulator to prevent the supply to the 555 ris-
ing above 16V.

system which uses contact points. The circuit operates
on the sudden rise of voltage across the points each time
they open to create the spark. For a single cylinder
engine, there is either one spark per revolution (two-
stroke) or one spark every second revolution (four-
stroke), and for multi -cylinder engines, this number is
multiplied by the number of cylinders which are fired
from the same contact -breaker. For a four -cylinder en-
gine running at 3 000 rpm, for example, there will be
two sparks per revolution, 6,000 sparks per minute,
100 per second. Each time the points separate. Q1 and
Q2 will turn on, causing the collector of Q2 to go
momentarily to a low voltage. This, in turn, triggers the
555, sincle pin 2 of the 555 is connected to the collector
of Q2 through C2. Once the 555 is triggered, C4 starts
to charge, and the output voltage goes high. The values
of R4 and C4 are chosen so that the output will remain
high for one two -hundredth of a second, so that if the
rate of the input pulses is 200 per second, the output
from the 555 will stay high - the 555 is being triggered
again just at the end of each delay. This rate of 200
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Fig. 16 The 555 tester circuit.

pulses per second corresponds to 6 000 RPM for a
four -cylinder four-stroke, and RV1 can be adjusted so
that the meter M reads full scale at this pulse rate. This
calibration need not be done from an engine - inciden-
tally, it can just as easily be carried out using a 200 Hz
signal generator. Another method is to calibrate using
60 Hz from a small transformer, and adjust the meter to
read 1666 RPM with this input.

If the engine speed is less than 6 000 RPM, the 555
has time to finish its output wave before it is triggered
again, so that the meter reading is rather less than at full
speed. The meter reading is proportional to the average
voltage at the output of the 555, and that is, in turn,
proportional to the speed of the engine to which the
circuit is attached.

We'll finish with a little one - you can word out for
yourselves how it works. It's for testing 555s, and it
makes use of the oscillator circuit. When a working 555
is inserted, the LEDs will flash alternatively. If both LEDs
light or if only one lights, the 555 is faulty. If neither of
the LEDs lights the battery is flat!
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Fig. 15 The rev -counter circuit-the
values of R3 and C4 which are
shown are for full-scale reading on
200 pulses per second.
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Computer Bits
6502 Break Key
Yin H. Pun

This is an effective 'break' key for a
6502 based microcomputer such as
PET or Apple. It uses the NMI (non-
maskable interrupt) pin of the 6502
and the circuit simply contains a
capacitor, a resistor and a push but-
ton.

One may ask why one needs
such a key since the PET already has
a 'RUN -STOP' key to break programs.
The 'RUN -STOP' is okay for stoping
programs written in BASIC, but it can-
not stop programs written in machine
language. This is where the NMI
break key finds itself useful.

Here is the circuit: (for PET)

BREAK
IKEY

PUSH-BUTTON Q
SWITCH
NORMALLY
OPEN

The capacitor debounces the push-
button as it is pressed. When the 6502
senses a falling edge on the NMI pin,
the 6502 will service the NMI routine.
On the PET, the 6502 will perform an
indirect jump to location indicated in
addresses 0094 and 0095 hex. The
PET will restart the BASIC operating
system if these locations were not
changed by the user, that is, the PET
will print a 'READY' on the screen
whenever the 'break' key is pressed.
Now you can break into a running
machine language program such as
SPACE INVADERS or BREAKOUT.
Some programs may still be 'running'
after you've pressed the 'break' key
but nevertheless, you get your cursor
back, so POKE 144,85:POKE145,228
to bring the IRQ routine back to nor-
mal.

With this 500 addition to your
6502 based microcomputer, you can
break into all the machine language
programs you want, thereby saving
your sanity if your M.L. program goes
into an endless loop!

One SF rake Keywords
Barry Dexter

Owners of the OSI Superboard II com-
puter can reduce the work of entering
BASIC lines with one -key entry of

keywords. The program which follows
gives you this function plus
automatic line numbering when
selected. It changes the vector to "In-
put" so we can intercept the flow of
characters from the keyboard and
alter what goes on into BASIC.

Do a Cold Start, then enter
Listing 1 through the Monitor. Double
check your entry since even one
wrong byte can cause all kinds of
grief. Now go to the starting
address -$0222 - and press "G". The
"O.K." message should appear-if it
doesn't, do a Cold Start and find your
error before trying again.

In operation pressing the Control
key together with any other key will
cause a keyword to appear. The loca-
tions of the words are shown in Table
1. Put narrow strips of masking tape
on each key and print the words on
with a ball-point pen.

To start automatic line number-
ing press the "Rub -Out" key, then
enter a line number and statement

5OR

o

10uí

IPIN 6 of 6502 ( NMI)
or J4 -A24
ON EXPANSION
CONNECTOR

(PULL-UP RESISTOR IS ALREADY THERE) followed by a Return. A number 10
greater than you entered will appear,
ready for your next statement. To
stop Auto -line press "Rub -Out".
(Always turn off Auto -line before a
RUN). The increment between lines
can be changed by POKE 225,X where
X is from 1 to 255.

Listing 2 will generate an Auto -
load tape of the routine in Listing 1.
Whenever you wish to load this tape
set the Monitor address to some high
value such as $0999, start the
recorder and press "L".

0

1

2

4

5

6

7

9

Lüd 1 ',

LNF'U I

DIM
READ
LE::T

L, O T I:1

RUN
IF
REEiT(IRE.

iitillE

REM
STOP
ON
NULL
WAI:T

LOAD
SAVE
DEE
POKE
PRINT
CONT
LIST
CLEAR

SIN
COS
TAN
EX F

ATN
PEEK
LEN
STR$
VAL..

ASC
CHR$
LEFTS
RIGHTS
MID$

(31011, I..) A-i r DL..L(alS
í 1 IF OR C:HF; :

- RETURN
CARRIAGE RETURN - PRINT
LINE FEED - SAVE
LINE FEE[) ALONE -IF
ESCAPE KE:Y ALONE - THEN
SHIFT KEY & CAR.RETURN - TO

:5 REM ****ALJT(]LOAD TAF'L:: MAKER
7 POKE 517,0: REM SAVE: N(]1 NI:.FDICL
10 F'T = 61440 : TF' :::: F -'T F 1

20 DATA .,0,2, r2,/r. 0r2r2r/rG
25 FOR X 1 ro 2E:3: NE:X T: REM PUT BLANK LEADER ON TAPE
30 COSUE: 400
50 FOR X= 546 TO 7.2,1:n FMK c

y. ,

60 GOSUE: 100
7(1 E:, = 1.3: COSUB :300
00 NEXT
90 (::OiLJE: 400: END

100 E; -= I:NT (A / 16):C :_, A - E: * 16
110 00Sl.1B 200:F.:; = C

200 B= E: + 4E1: I:F E.: :: 57 THE:N F. F.:: + 7
300 WAIT F'T,2
310 POKE TF',E:
320 F'FiINT TAB( 6) CHR$ (E:)

330 RETURN
400 FOR X - 1 TO 6: RE:AL) A$
410 E: = ASC (A$): G(]SUB 300: NEXT : RETURN
500 REM OMITTING LANE : 320 WILL. SPEED UP PROGRAM
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LISTING 1.
CHANGE 'INPUT' VECTOR R SET FLAGS 0260 DO FA ENE: REL COTO 025C 0296 B9 86 AO LDA ABY

0222 A9 3C I.- D A I:MM
0299 10 FA BPL EEL COTO 0295

0224 SD 18 02 STA ABS 029B 30 F5 BMI EEL COTO 0292

0227 A9 02 LDA I:MM
029D C8 INY IMF'

0229 8D 19 02 STA ABS FETCH CHARACTER FROM KEYBOARD 029E 84 E4 STY ZER

022C A9 00 LOA IMM 0262 20 ED FE JSR AES SUB- FEED 02A0 B9 86 AO LDA ABY

022E A2 03 LDX IMM 0265 85 E5 STA ZER 02A3 10 04 BPL REL COTO 02A9

0230 95 E2 STA ZF'X 0267 C9 7F CMP IMM 02A5 29 7F AND IMM

0232 CA DEX IMP 0269 DO 08 ENE EEL COTO 0273 02A7 86 E4 STX ZER

0233 10 FE E:F'L EEL COTO 0230 026E: A5 E2 LDA ZER 02A9 10 DE BPL EEL COTO 0289

0235 A9 0A LDA I:MM 026D 49 FF EOE I:MM

0237 85 E1. STA ZER 026F 85 E2 STA ZER

0239 4C 00 00 JMF' ABS COTO 0000 0271 A9 OD LDA IMM
0273 C9 OD CMP IMM GENERATE A LINE NUMBER
0275 FO 12 EEO EEL. COTO 0289 02AB 18 CLC IMP
0277 C9 18 CMF' IMM 02AC A5 11 LDA ZER
0279 DO 02 ENE REL COTO 027D 02AE 65 El ADC ZER

DECIDE WHICH LOOP TO FOLLOW 027E: A9 D6 LDA IMM 0280 90 02 BCC REL COTO 02E:4

023C 2C 03 02 E:IT ABS 027D C9 FA CMP IMM 0282 E6 12 INC ZER
023F 10 03 BPL EEL DOTO 0244 027F DO 02 BNE REL DOTO 0283 02E:4 85 AE STA ZER
0241 4C E:F FF JMF' AE:S COTO FFE:F 0281 A9 OD LDA IMM 0286 A5 12 LDA ZER
0244 86 F4 STX ZER 0283 30 09 EMI EEL COTO 028E 0288 85 AD STA ZER
0246 84 F5 STY ZER 0285 C9 20 CMP IMM 02E:A A2 90 LDX IMM
0248 A6 E3 LDX ZER 0287 30 08 EMI EEL COTO 0291 02E:C 38 SEC IMF'

024A DO 79 E:NE REL COTO 02C5 0289 A4 F5 LDY ZER 02BD 20 E8 87 JSR ABS SUE:- E:7E8

024C A4 E4 LDY ZER 028B A6 F4 LDX ZER 02C0 20 6E 89 JSR ABS SUE:- E:96E

024E DO 10 E:NE EEL COTO 029D 028D 60 ETS IMP 02C3 A2 00 LDX IMM
0250 A6 E2 LOX ZER 0205 E8 INX IMP
0252
0254
0256
0258
025A

FO
A5
C9
FO
A2

06
E5
OD
51
30

E:EQ

LDA
CMP
E:EQ

LOX

EEL COTO
ZER
IMM
EEL COTO
IMM

025A

02AE:

LOOK
028E
028F
0291

UP
38
E9
AA

A

E:6

KEYWORD
SEC
SEC
TAX

IN
IMP
IMM
IMP

ROM
02C6
02C8
02CE:

02CD
02CF

E6
BD
85
DO
85

E3
FF
ES
E:A

E3

00
INC
LDA
STA
ENE
STA

ZER
ABX
ZER
EEL
ZER

COTO 0289

025C
025D

88
DO FD

DEY
ENE

IMF'

REL COTO 025C
0292
0293

CA
FO 08

DEX
E:EQ

IMP
EEL COTO 029D

02D1 A9 20 LDA IMM

025F CA DEX IMF' 0295 C8 INY IMP 02D3 DO 84 ENE EEL COTO 0289

ETI Helmet Visor!

Ah, those gallant days of old, when knights were
proud and fierce, women soft and yielding and
horses everywhere had curved spines. What a
time it was! 'Twas the stuff of legends, or, at
least, fairly good hallucinations late at night.

If you pine for those days gone by, dream of
sallying forth into the fray once more (even
though you live in a one room bachelor apart-
ment instead of a castle) well, we have just the
thing for you. For just $8.60 plus PST for Ontario
residents, you can have the ETI Helmet Visor
KitlMagazine Binder. Made of impermeable card-
board and vinyl, it will repel the sword of any foe,
providing he doesn't actually unsheath it. It's
durable, and each and every ETI Helmet Visor
converts into a perfectly useable magazine
binder for when they let you out.

Send your pelf to:

ETI Helmet Visor Kit/Magazine Binder
25 Overlea Blvd, Unit 6

Toronto, Ontario
M4H 1B1

And may your lance br, torcver pointy'

ETI Software Exchange
A FREE Advertising Service! If you've got a home computer there's a pretty good
chance that you've written a piece of software of which you are proud. If you are in this
category and want to swop or sell this for a nominal sum, ETI will run your message
FREE OF CHARGE in a new feature: SOFTWARE EXCHANGE.

There are conditions: sums requested must not exceed $10 ($20 where material is
offered on a disk); the message must not exceed 35 words including name and address
and you must sign the warranty that the material is your copyright or in public domain.

Readers may offer listings, tapes or disks or make specific requests. Exchanges
where no money changes hands are acceptable.

If you wish to charge more than the sums given you may still use this service but
then there is a charge of 50c per word (which must be prepaid). Minimum payment is $15
but there is no maximum word length.

Use the form below and send to

ETI Software Exchange, ETI Magazine, Unit 6, 25 Overlea Blvd., Toronto, Ont. M4H 181.
Please publish the following message FREE in ETI. Any material offered is my own
copyright or in public domain

Signed

Please Write
Clearly
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* * * *

ATOM SOFTWARE from
TORCH

GAMES
ACORNSOFT GAMES PACKS ....$29.00 each
# 1: Asteroids; Sub Hunt; Breakout
# 2: Dogfight; Mastermind; Zombie.
# 3: Rat Trap; Lunar Lander; Black Box.
# 4: Star Trek; Four Row; Space Attack.
# 5: Invaders; Wumpus; Reversi.
# 6: Dodgems; Simon; Ameoba.
# 7: Green Things; Ballistics; Snake.
# 8: Stargate; Gomoku; Robots.
# 9: Snapper (Pac Man); Minotaur;

Babies.
#10: Games for the Basic Atom (2K +

8K): Breakout; Mastermind; Snake;
Simon; Moon: Hectic; Ski -Run;
Track; Squash; Bombs -Away.

#11: Missile Base, Snooker, Dominoes

ACORNSOFT ATOM CHESS $29.00

ACORNSOFT ATOM ADVENTURES:
Three different scenarios of this
popular game $29.00

ACORNSOFT INTRODUCTARY PACKAGE:
(4 cassettes plus booklet) $59.00

BUGBYTE SPACE PAK: Galaxian,
Invaders, Star Trek $24.95

BUGBYTE JUNIOR GAMES PAK:
Breakout, Pinball, Fruit Machine $24.95

BUGBYTE 747: Flight Simulation $24.95

PROGRAM POWER MICROBUDGET:
Personal finance package $25.95

PROGRAM POWER ASTROBIRDS:
Galaxian type games with fantastic
sound effects $25.95

PROGRAM POWER LUNAR LANDER:
Superb version of the
arcade game $25.95

BUSINESS
ACORNSOFT WORD PACK ROM: A plug-in

chip containing a Text Editor and Word
Processor $75.00

ACORNSOFT ATOM DATABASE: Versatile
Cassette or Disc Based Information
Retrieval System $29.00

ACORNSOFT ATOM BUSINESS: ADDUP
tallies a column of totals; LABEL prints
multiple copies of labels from a typed
address; WTMS converts between metric
and imperial measures; DCF aids in
lease/buy decisions; SALES maintains a
file of sales data on cassette; GRAPH will
print a graph of the sales figures
aforementioned; NOM maintains a
nominal ledger; BUDG divides a financial
budget into correct portions over a year;
EXS calculates expenses claims; STD
gives standard deviation; QUE simulates
real-time queueing situations. ATOM
Business Book $23.94;

Cassette $20.00
ACORNSOFT DESK DIARY: Address Book

allows up to 100 names, addresses,
telephone numbers to be built up and
searched in a fast and convenient
way; Planner allows up to 300 entries to
be made, such as appointments, birth-
days, and holidays, with many
automatic features $29.00

V `i
.10

"V» TORCH
EDUCATIONAL INTERNATIONAL

ACORNSOFT MATHS PACK 1: Graph Plotting;
Simultaneous Equations; Linear Regres-
sion $29.00

ACORNSOFT MATHS PACK 2: Picomath
Algebraic Manipulation Package.
Polynomial Expansion; Rationalisation of
Polynomials; Trigonometric Expansion;
Fourier Analysis $29.00

ACORNSOFT PEEKO-COMPUTER:
Educational Simulation of a
Microprocessor. Peeko; Copy; Add;
Factor $29.00

UTILITY ROMS
(to fit Utility ROM socket)
PROGRAMMERS TOOL BOX: 1200 Baud

COS; TRACE and STEP (for printer); FIND
(strings); VAR and LVAR (lists variables);
AUTO (line numbering); RENUMBER;
DELETE; HEX and IHEX (Hex and ASCII
dumps). Plus additional BASIC
Statements: READ, DATA, RESTORE,
KEY, INKEY, IF... THEN ELSE,
WHILE, ENDWHILE, CURSOR, ON ER-
ROR, BEEP, ZERO (variables zeroed),
POP, STOP $79.95

PSION: Text Editor Debugger,
Disassembler $59.95

ACORNSOFT WORD PACK: Contains Text
Editor and Word Processor $75.00

UTILITIES AND OTHERS
ACORNSOFT UTILITY PACK 1: Dis-

assembler; Fast Cassette Operating
System (COS); Renumber $29.00

ACORNSOFTSOFT VDU: Software
replacement for ATOM VDU. Provides 128
upperllower case characters as well as
mathematical symbols. New characters,
such as foreign letters or graphics
symbols, may a'so be designed $29.00

ACORNSOFT ATOM FORTH: Programming
Language Manual $20.00

Cassette $29.00*
ACORNSOFT SYNTHESISER: Music

sythesiser program $29.00

BOOKS
ATOM Magic $19.95
Getting acquainted with your ATOM
(2nd Edition) $23.95
ATOM Business $23.95
FORTH Theory and Practice $20.00

Cassettes are no use without associated
books. Ontario Residents add 7% P.S.T.
Add $3.00 per order to cover shipping and
insurance. We aim to ship orders within 3
days except in the case of personal che-
ques which must clear bank before
despatch. Visa, Mastercard and American
Express orders welcome: give card
number and card expiry date.

Mail Order to:
TORCH INTERNATIONAL COMPUTERS
(CANADA) LTD., Suite 212, 7240 Woodbine Ave,

Markham, Ontario, L3R 1A4. (416) 475.8622.
Circle No.15 on Reader Service Card.

You can pay a lot . .

but you don't have to!

BANKRUPT STOCK PURCHASE
Now you can afford high quality
speakers.

BUILD A HIGH POWER SPEAKER
SYSTEM FOR HOME OR CAR.

--80 WATTS --

Super 8 woofer with 28 oz magnet has 1 V," aluminum voice coil
Cone is treated and is

rr
suspended by a rubber surround 3'

Tweeters areexcellent quality. shaped round with 4mounting
holes and metal ring. Fancy chrome dust cap. Looks very sharp
Frequency 211 ,201014
KIt also includes. 2500V rated crossover capacitors teener blow

eee)
2 Tweeter crossover coils.
We also provide 2 black dome shaped screens to cone/ Tweeters
- Great for up from car installation.
Complete instruction sheet and wiring diagra included - Show
,ng how to hook up for optimum performarfcem
You will love your new sound!

ONLY $89.00
Ont Res. add P% sales tax

Nole. Due to fragile contents vi this package we will only ship by a
reliable courier service you pay cartage at your end.

* * * * * * * * * * * *
* Sabtronics Instruments
* Parts, Kits
* Surplus
* For the hobbyist

(GE) general
electronics

general electronics company  5511 yonge street
 willowdale  Ontario  M2N 5S3  221-6174
* * * * * * *

Circle No.21 on Reader Service Card.

Arrr, Billy... Have Ye Ever Been Te Sea?

No, I suppose not. . . well, better off fer ya, I

suppose. Nothin' out there but salt 'n' spray, pirates
'n' of Davy Jones's locker, Naw, Ye wouldn't a'
liked it one bit. Ye'd get cold, 'n' wet, Ye're not
even dressed fer the sea, Billy, me Boy... If n ye
wants to be livin' the life o' a pirate, ye gots to get
yerself some cloths, Lad. Like an ETI T-shirt,
fer example. Ay, that's what all the swashbucklers
're wearin these days. Nice sky blue, so's 'is
Majesty's Gunners can't sees yer against the sky.
Made of fine polyester so's it'll dry real quick
if'n ye gets dunked in the icy North Atlantic. Gets
yerself a T-shirt , Billy in small, medium or large
Send.$5.50 each plus PST in Ontario. to:

ETI T-shirts
Unit 6, 25 Overlea Blvd.

Toronto, Ontario. M4H 1B1
(Yes Captain Highliner)
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LED Level
Meter
The LED level meter described
here, is ideal for any applica-
tion requiring a wide dynamic
range level display. Naturally,
two are required for stereo ap-
plications.

THE ETI LED LEVEL meter overcomes
a number of the drawbacks inherent
in mechanical VU meters by replacing
the meter movement with a row of
light emitting diodes driven by a pair
of dB LED display drivers. Twenty
LEDs are used, with 3 dB between
each LED, so the total dynamic range
displayed is 60 dB. The circuit
monitors both the true peak and the
average signal level and displays
both simultaneously. The difference
between the peak and the average
voltages of a sinewave is around 3
dB, so with a sinewave applied con-
secutive LEDs will light. With music
applied however, the difference bet-
ween the two LEDs will be substan-
tially greater, depending on the tran-
sient nature of the signal applied.

Fig. 2 shows a complete circuit
diagram for the LED level display. The
input is fed first to a prescaling
amplifier formed by an LM301 op -
amp, IC1, and the associated passive
components. This stage has ad-
justable gain, set by the preset RV1
that allows the 0 dB point to be set to
the desired reference voltage. This
will be covered in greater depth later,
in the setting up procedure. The out-
put of the prescaling stage is con-
nected to the input of a full wave rec-
tifier formed by IC2 and its
associated components. The output
of the full wave rectifier is fed to an
averaging filter formed by R9 and C6,
and to a peak follower formed by 103
and associated components. The
peak follower has a rapid attack/slow
decay characteristic so that it
responds quickly to any transients
but decays slowly so the transient
can be seen easily on the display. The
outputs from the peak follower and
the averaging filter are connected to
the inputs of two CMOS analogue

180

160

140

120

100

80

60

40

20

VU METER

01 02 03 04

THIS OVERSHOOT MUST BE
GREATER THAN 1%
BUT LESS THAN 1.5°-°

05 06 07 08
TIME IN SECONDS

Fig. 1 `Ballistics' of a VU meter compared
to conventional moving -coil meter.

switches.
The outputs of these switches

are connected together and go to the
input of the LED display. Two more
CMOS switches are used to form a
square wave oscillator. This
oscillator has out of phase outputs
used to drive the signal -carrying
analogue switches alternately off and
on at a relatively high frequency.

[

'JI

Full-size reproduction of the completed
project. Note the components are laid flat
to permit close stacking of two boards for
a stereo display.

09 1.0

When the switch connected to the
output of the averaging filter is on,
the average signal voltage is con-
nected to the input of the LED
display. This switch is subsequently
turned off by the oscillator and the
other analogue switch turned on, con-
necting the output of the peak
follower to the LED display. So, only
one of the two LEDs is on at any ins-
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LED LEVEL METER

tant, but the rapid switching speed
between them and the persistence of
vision make them both appear to be
on.

Input signals to the LED display
portion of the circuit are fed
simultaneously to the LM3915 driving
the upper 30 dB display and via a
voltage amplifier to the lower 30 dB
display.

The resistors R26 and R27 set
the reference voltage of IC7 at 3.1 V
and 30 dB below this voltage is

Fig. 2 Circuit diagram of the LED Level
meter.

O
+15v 01

90139

; - log , or 98 mV.20

Now, the top LED driven by IC6 must
correspond to this voltage, so the re-
quired gain around IC5 is 5.34/98 mV
or 54.6. The values of the resistors
R19 and R18 set this gain at
(180 + 33 + 3.9)/3.9 or around 56 which
is a good enough approximation,
amounting to an error of less than 0.5
dB.

Internally, the LM3915 consists

LED1-10

t

t1 ,C14Í iiiiviiy
R21 + C15
1k ZD1 4µ7

T 16V5V6 A

-15V
CO- 15V

C12
10µ

+1. 25V

+15V

18 17 16 15 14 13 12

of a string of comparators; each one
compares the input signal to a
reference voltage it derives from a
ten -way protential divider (see Fig.
3). The accuracy of the LM3915 is
determined by these internal
resistors and is therefore very good.
To ensure the display is accurate over
the entire 60 dB range it is only
necessary to ensure that the
changeover from one LM3915 to the
other is accurate. Resistors R18, R19,
R22, R24, R26, and R27 have been

LED11-20

11 110

106
LM3915

+15V

R4
1011

C3 ---"\A-1
33p

J
1F.

1

R20
100R

3 J5 6 7

R22
470R

1%

e

R222:

R25 y yyryr
22k

18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 110

1C7

LM3915

R24
1k5 1 %

R19
180111% R2833k1%

+ C11
10µ

I25V

+15V

1C2
CA3130

t 8

R7
4k7

N D,

7

105
CA3130

+

8

R18

__"3-k^9-,/1\%/%

R17 1
1k

C10

6ep

R9
100k

2 3 14 5 6 7

R26
470R
1%

8 19

11

12

10

C9
47n

R16
1k

= R14 R15
10k 10k

3

o

3

1N914

R8
15k

1C3
CA3130

.C5

+15v

7 D2

6
1N914

RV2
100k

RIO
10R

R11
100k

R27
880R 1%

iC4
4066
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specified as 1% tolerance types for
this reason.

Transistor Q1 forms a simple
voltage regulator delivering 5V to the
LEDs. This decreases the power
dissipation in the LM3915s. The cur-
rent consumption from the positive
rail is around 100 mA while the
negative rail needs only several
milliamps. If the display is to be used
from an existing power supply in a
preamplifier for example, care should
be taken to ensure that the relatively
high positive rail current does not
upset the preamplifier performance.

Construction

Start construction by mounting the
LEDs. This is by far the most difficult
part of the project. The LEDs must be
inserted evenly and with equal
heights, and this is not easy. Further-
more, the LEDs must be inserted the
right way around. The longer of the
leads represents the anode of the
LED. Check the orientation of each
LED against the overlay, before
soldering.

Now all the other components
can be mounted. The order of moun-
ting is not really important although it
is good general practice to solder the
passive components first (resistors
and capacitors). And then solder the
ICs and transistors. The presets are
mounted against the circuit board
and this is best done by bending their
leads at right angles first, and then
soldering. Similarly, many of the
larger capacitors may have to be fold-
ed against the board. Be careful with
the orientation of all polarised com-
ponents, such as transistor Q1 and
the electrolytic and tantalum
capacitors. Tantalum capacitators
are very intolerant of reverse biasing.

Setting Up Proceedure

Once all the components have been
mounted on the pc board and check-
ed, the unit can be switched on. En-
sure that the power supply you are us-
ing has sufficient current capability
for the positive rail and that it is cor-
rectly connected to the supply points
on the circit board. If the input is
touched with a finger two LEDs
should light and move up the display.
If all is well the dc offsets can now be
adjusted. The preset RV2 adjusts the
dc offset of the peak follower. This
will be adjusted to equal the dc level
of the average filter, i.e. that from the
output of the full wave rectifier. The
overall dc offset can be nulled by

TO PIN 11 FO
OR

TO PIN 3 FOR

Fig. 3 Internal block

LM3915.

RI
DETERMINES
BRIGHTNESS
OF LEDs

BUFFER

.
EAR TlTiiiiiilCTOR
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,
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LED1 LED1

R 'DOT' DISPLAY

'BAR' DISPLAY LED
.Ve

diagram of the

PEAK FACTOR 10-15 dB GREATER THAN SINE WAVE
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Fig. 4 Accuracy of the ETI LED level meter
display (dots) compared to `perfect ac-
curacy' (line).

A typical `music' signal may have a corn-
+ pletely different peak -to -average ratio

compared to a sinewave, and the peaks
are often not symmetrical in amplitude
about the zero axis. The duration of peaks
may be as short as 50 microseconds.

INPUT SIGNAL dB

33 36 39 42

LINE REPRESENTS -

PERFECT ACCURACY
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HF50
SUPERTWEETER
SUGG. LIST PRICE $99.50

The HF50 and H*SOX are sophisticated horn loaded
treble wits of high power handling capability The
HFSOX has the added advantage of a carehnly
engineered crossover built into the rear cover
Smooth extended frequency response is achieved by a
unique new diaphragm construction developed using
Celesttons powerful laser interferometer The da
phragm has two re Wotcing wets for high axial stiffness
which suppress asyrnetncal vvbration modes As a

Flux derenryresult the radiation pattern s tightly controlled without Voice cod dameme.,.sde lobes or dead spos which can affect audience Overall direcoverage and sound quality
Mowtug cut out

The HFSOX has a built m crossover at 34, Hz ". tdhioctave

AmplifierFrequency range
2-16kHa

rnequveens Up to 50 Wans
Seramvtry 102dB for I wan at I metre
Output at rated power I 18dB at I metre
Distortion at I I8dB 2nd harmonic 6%/3rd Harmonic 1%
Radiation peyere 60' conical
Impedance B or 18 OHM
Recommended crossovers 3kHz (IBdB/octavel

4khz (12dB/ocavel
I IS teals

38mm
115 a 115 5 75 1105 HF50X)

92mm
) Fsup screws 4 on 835 x835mmcennes(118mm PCDI

O

POWER
DRIVE UNITS

8

O

RH500
RADIAL HORN
SUGG. LIST PRICE $169.50

The RH500 s high performance radial horn moulded from
structural foam plaºtic wrath ideal acoustical praperttea.
Carels anention to throat and flare design has resulted m a
true radial horn with an exceptionally good frequency
response and an accurately maintained radiation partent

RTT50
RING TRANSMISSION
TWEETER
SUGG. LIST PRICE $99.50

The R1750 avid 811502 are sophmicated horn loaded
mtdrangernmerer units of high power handling capability
particularly anted to two way eysteeu
The R D3OX has the added advantage of a caeehilly
engineered crossover at 2kHz I l8dB/onavei built into the

Smooth extended frequency response is achieved by a Recommended crossover
unique taw diaphragm corffiunrinn developed using Voice coil diameter
Celmlwn'e powerful Seer mterferometer Flux density

The rectangular. bullet loaded horn gives tight pattern Overall dimensions
control over a 70 by 45radatton area ersmirg rraaimum ew9
audience coverage with minimum feedback Fsug ºcrewº

Frequency range I5-15kHx
Amplifier requirements Up to 50 Warts
Sensitivity I01dB for I wan at I metre
Output at rated power 117dB at I metre
Dstortion at 117dB and Harmonic 7%/3rd Harmonic 2%
Radiation panem TO' a 45

8 or 16 OHM
2YHz (IBdB/txvmm)

115 Leda
110 a 220 x 140 1175 RTTBOX)

Use template supplied
4 on 200 x 90rrun centres

Radiation Partem
Dunenaore mm
Coupling

90. a 40
485 x 196 a 376

25mm .envy with 76mm
centres two bolt fang

DCR 100
COMPRESSION DRIVER
SUGG. LIST PRICE $149.50

The DCR 100 compression driver developed from the
highly succeedul DC 100 has a new phasing and coupling
system to suit the RH 500 radial horn

A smooth wended frequency response combined with
high

power bothhandli
make t DCR 100 a versatile winponenway systems

edriver
has a flange coupling. with the universal I' exit

Fastenings are provided to allow use with horns having
either 2 holes on a 76 2mm t3' /PCD OR 3 holes on a 57 2mm
ell PCD

Frequency range 503Hz-BkHe
Amplifier requirements up to 100 Wane
Sensitivity 103dB for I wan at l metre
Output si rated power 122dB at I metre
Dmoeion at 122dB 2nd Harmonic 12% 3rd Harmonic 3%
Impedance 8 o 16 OHM
Recommended crossover B00Hz (12dB/ocrave)
Voice coil diameter Slmm
Flue density 17 testa
Overall diameter 140mnn
Height BBmm

Exclusive Canadian Importer:

R O C E LC O INC. 1669 Flint Road, Downsview, Ontario M3J 2J7 (416) 663-5302

Authorized Rocelco Distributor to the Music Trade:

RMS, 2000 Ellesmere Rd., Unit 7, Scarborough, Ont. M1H 2V6 (416) 439-0261

Circle No.20 on Reader Service Card.



LED LEVEL M

RV3.
First connect the input of the

LED level meter to ground on the
board. This ensures that no signal
voltage will be present when the ad-
justments are made. Now turn both
RV2 and RV3 fully clockwise; both
LEDs should run off the bottom of the
display. Turn RV3 slowly counter-
clockwise until the second LED from
the bottom has just turned on. If RV2
is now turned counterclockwise also,
a second LED will light on the
display. This is the peak level LED.
Adjust RV2 to superimpose this LED
onto the second bottom LED. Now ad-
just RV3, turning it clockwise again
until the LED has just run off the bot-

O IT ORK

tom of the display.
The final stage in the setting up

procedure is to align the meter for the
appropriate 0 dB level. Preset RV1
varies the gain of the prescaling
amplifier stage formed by IC1. Adjust-
ment of this preset will vary the input
voltage required to light the top LED
between 260 mV and 2.5 V. If your ap-
plication requries 0 dB to be a higher
voltage than 2.2 V, use a potential
divider at the input to decrease the in-
put signal voltage. If more gain is re-
quired increasing the value of the
preset from 25k to 100k will decrease
the necessary input voltage to around
70 mV, which should be sufficient for
most applications.

Close-up of the pc board showing orienta-
tion of the LEDs. IC7 at lower right.

The input stage consists of a variable gain
amplifier formed by lCl and its associated
components. This is a conventional IC
amplifier circuit in which the gain is deter-
mined by the values of the components
RV1, R3 and R2. Specifically:

A
R2 + R3 + RV1

Av R2

So the bigger the value set on RV1, the
greater the gain. Capacitor C2 has the ef-
fect of decreasing this gain for very low fre-
quencies, or dc, decreasing the dc offset on
the output.

The second stage is the full wave rec-
tifier or `absolute value generator'. As men-
tioned in the text, most fully wave rectifiers
requrie more than a single op -amp, so this
stage will be of use in any application re-
quiring a full wave rectifier with minimum
component count. For negative -going
signals the stage functions as an inverting
amplifier with a gain of 0.5. This is deter-
mined by the values of 125 and R7. when the
input signal goes positive the output is
driven hard against its negative supply
voltage, which in this case is 0 V. So the
output stage is turned off, and has a
relatively high output impedance. In this
state the resistors R5, R7 and R8 form a
potential divider and connect the input
signal to the output directly. Again, the
output voltage is one half of the input
voltage. In order for this circuit to work,
the output stage in the op -amp must be
CMOS so that the output can go completely
to OV and have an output impedance high
enough not to short out the signal voltage
from the potential divider. This is the
reason the CA3130 is used. Furthermore,

this is a relatively fast device which ensures
that the full wave rectifier will have a fre-
quency response that covers the entire
audio spectrum. The one disadvantage of
the circuit is that it requires a high load im-
pedance since the output signal for positive -
going input signals is obtained from the
potential divider and not from the op -amp
itself. In this application the load is around
100k (R9) which causes negligible error.

The output of the full wave rectifier is
fed simultaneously to an average filter
formed by R9 and C6, and to the peak hold
circuit formed by IC3 and its associated
components. The peak hold circuit is really
nothing more than a `precision diode' that
charges a capacitor to the peak voltage. The
precision diode is formed by including a
conventional signal diode in the feedback
loop of a fast op -amp. If an input signal is
applied which is less than the forward
voltage drop of the diode, the stage is effec-
tively in open loop gain (around 320,000 for
the CA3130). The output voltage will rise
very quickly, turning the diode on. Since
the output of the diode is connected to the
inverting input of the op -amp, the stage
functions with unity gain once the diode has
been turned on. Capacitor C5 ensures
stability of the stage while preset RV2
allows adjustment of dc offsets due to this
stage. The output of the peak hold circuit
charges capacitor C7 through resistor RIO.
The combination of RIO and C7 defines the
attack rate of the peak detector.

As shown, the value of RI0 is 10 ohms
and this is small in comparison to the out-
put impedance of the CA3130, but is in-
cluded in case some applications requrie the
peak detector to have a slower attack rate.
With the values shown, the LED level meter

will display single 50 uS pulses accurately
and this is entirely adequate for any audio
application.

Resistor RI I discharges the capacitor
and its value of 100k dictates a decay rate of
around one second. This gives the level
meter its rapid attack, slow decay
characteristic and enables even short tran-
sients to be spotted.

As explained in the text, both the
average and the peak levels of the signal are
displayed simultaneously. This is ac-
complished by multiplexing the outputs of
the peak and average detectors. This is done
by switching between the output of these
two circuits at a relatively high frequency
(say a few hundred Hertz). In the circuit,
this is done with CMOS transmission gates.
The 4066 was chosen mainly because its on
resistance is a little lower than the older
4016 and this enables the remaining two
gates in the package to be used as the driv-
ing oscillator. The oscillator is formed by
resistors R12 to R15 and capacitor C8, with
the associated two transmission gates. The
frequency of the oscillator is determined by
the values of R13 and C8 at around 150 Hz.

IC5 functions as an amplifier stage as
discussed in the text. Once again dc offset
adjustment is provided, this time by RV3.
Capacitor ClO provides the necessary com-
pensation to ensure stability. Details of the
two LED drivers and the amplifier formed
by IC5 are in the main text.

The transistor Ql and the associated
components R21, C15 and ZD1 form a sim-
ple 5V regulator to power the LM3915s.
Capacitor C16 is essential for stability of
the LED drivers and must be mounted close
to the LEDs.
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NOTCH OR SPOT

AT THIS ENO

RECT.
LEDs

CAIHODF

ANODE

BAND
-4 Ii -

DIODE

+ tantalums

01
TIP29C 10F'

OV
+15V -15V

Resistors (all
otherwise
R1,23,25
R2
R3
R4
R5,14,15
R6,8
R7
R9,11,13
R10
R12
R16,17,21
R18
R19
R20
R22,26
R24
R27
R28
RV1
RV2, RV3

Capacitors

1/2 W, 5% unless marked

22k
1k2
2k2
10M
10k
15k
4k7
100k
1OR
1M
1k
3k9 1%
180k 1 °/D
100R
470R 1%
1k5 1%
680R 1%
33k 1%
25k min trimpot
100k min trimpot

Cl 1u/6V tant.
C2,14 22u/16V tant.
C3 33p ceramic
C4,5,10 68p ceramic
C6,7 2u2/25V tant.
C8 10n greencap
C9 47n greencap
C11,12,13 10u/25 V tant.
C15 4u7/16V tant.

Semiconductors
IC1 LM301, 8 -pin DIL
IC2,3,5 CA3130, 8 -pin DIL
IC4
IC6,IC7
D1,D2
ZD1
Q1
LED1-20

4066
LM3915
1N914 or sim
5V6 zener diode
TIP29C
Siemens LD80.2 or sim.

Miscellaneous
pc board (double -sided); one bolt and
nut.
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DUNCAN INSTRUMENTS LTD_
DUAL TRACE
OSCILLOSCOPES
MODEL MS -6021
 Bandwidth DC -20 MHz
 Triggered Time Base 0.5 uSec to 0.5 Sec per division
 Variable Delay Time
 Rise Time 17.5 nSec
 5 mV to 10 V per division
o x5 magnifier
o Internal graticule
o Operating voltage 115/230 VAC, 60 Hz

OTHER MODELS:
MS -6020 (as MS -6021 but without delay time) $820
MS -6040 (DC -40 MHz) $1800
MS -6045 (DC -45 MHz) $1930

All prices FST Included
In Ontario, add 7% PST
FOB Weston, Ont.

COMPLETE "IN-HOUSE" SERVICE
SALES - CALIBRATION - REPAIR

MODEL MS -6021
S940

DUNCAN INSTRUMENTS LTD_
ELECTRICALMEASURING INSTRUMENT SPECIALISTS

122 MILLWICK DRIVE, WESTON, ONTARIO  M9L 1Y6
TELEPHONE (416) 742-4448 TELEX 065-27271

Circle No.10 on Reader Service Card.

HAMMOND
MANUFACTURING.

The alternative to small
custom enclosures

The problem with custom fabri-
cated enclosures is the cost of
tooling and the cost of making
changes.
We offer you an alternative; one of
the largest selections of small
enclosure designs, shapes, sizes
and colours available in Canada
today. We have IN STOCK,
miniature enclosures, small
enclosures, meter housings,
desktop, component and
keyboard consoles; in steel,
aluminum and plastic. In all, over
750 models available in many
different colours. No stocking,
tooling or manufacturing
problems for you.

Investigate the alternative, call
your local Hammond distributor
and have a hard look at cost,
availability and design freedom.
We think you will like what you
find.

Circle our reader card number,
and we will send you our
catalogues, prices and a list of
Hammond distributors in your
area.

HAMMOND MANUFACTURING COMPANY LIMITED 394 EDINBURGH RD. GUELPH, ONTARIO NI 1E5

Circle No.9 on Reader Service Card. ETI-MAY-1982-77
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The foil pattern of the Audio Signal Generator
Fig. 2 Overlay of the PCB and connection
details of the Audio Signal Generator.

OUTPUT
SOCKETS

6809 REVIEW
Continued from page 42
gramming the 6809, and, if you are planning to design dedicated
processor systems using this chip, this computer will serve nicely
as both a trainer and a development system. It's a good way to
learn machine language programming, and there is no reason why
a higher level language could not be implimented on this thing,
software pending. If you're up for creating some kind of large,
dedicated system happenings, like a word processor, this is a con-
venient way to start. It can also be programmed to do things like
make a dumb terminal into a smart terminal, be a process con-
troller, and probably handle communications for larger systems.

All in all, quite agreeable. . . sort of a latter day KIM. Like
the Multiflex, the U of T board is supported by Exceltronix's ser-
vice department, and anyone with questions about it, its software
or it's colour scheme (green, you know), can contact them.

If nothing else, it's a computer the whole family will not
want to use, and you'll be able to get something done on it.

(Having spent all this time plugging this fine little computer,
we should also give ourselves one; If you decide to get yourself a
U of T board, you may also be interested in having The 6809
Companion, book number BP102, a useful programming manual
for this chip. It's available from the ETI book service for $8.10.)

'Now let me play you a few cracks
off this albumn'

YESI FULLY ASSEMBLED
MICROCOMPUTER ONLY $99.95

' For Hobbyist, OEM product, Industrial Control, Test Equipment, Education
trainer. Etc.
' Lowest price STD BUS Compatible board
' All addresses, data and control lines are brought to 56 pins edge connector

Z80 MICROCOMPUTER
' Z80 CPU ' 2K Ram ' 24 I/O pins ' 4K or 8K Eprom (2732/2764) ' USART
' Top connector for I/O ' Bottom edge connector for STD BUS
' EPROM RAM & USART circuit comes with sockets only.
' Can be used as a Standalone Microcomputer.

030800 Kit $79.95
03.0801 A & T $99.95
03.0810 Monitor $39.95

ALL PURPOSE IIO
' 8 bit A/D ' 8 Bit D/A ' 24 Bits I/O ' Three 16 Bits Timer
' Top connector for I/O ' Bottom edge connector for STD BUS
' Use with any 8 bit system

03-1800 KIT $79.95
031801 A&T$99.95

DISPLAY & KEYBOARD
' Hex keyboard with eight i/a inch displays
' Connect to top connector of Z80 CPU Board or any I/O Board
' Simple to use, no refreshing of digits in software
' Use with Monitor & Z80 CPU Board for program development
' Use this board in final product for display & entry

032800 KIT $ 79.95
03-2801 A & T $99.95

6802, 6809 CPU Board, Memory Board & CRT
Controller Board Coming Soon !!!

I

STD BUS MOTHERBOARD
' 6 slot mother board (comes with 2 connectors)

033801 A & T $35.00

POWER SUPPLY' + 5V, ± 12V
03.4800 KIT $39.95
03-4801 A & T $49.95

PROJECT BOOK
' 10 protects using above system
' Intelligent Eprom Programmer ' CRT Terminal ' Intelligent Voltage Meter

and Counter ' Low cost Digital & Analog Computer Control Tester ' And
many more
03-5800 $1.95

1

To Order Send your cñeque. or money order plus 55 -Tor shipping (except Proiecl Book), Ontario
residents add 7°r. provincial sales lax Visa R MasterCard ac cepted. send rapt no signature_
expiry date 8 name of bank. Quantities de,caant avatiaole

system P.O. OX 447, Station T, Toronto. Ont.
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SUPER DICE

Continued from page 55

The Superdice display board.

Canada's Largest
Kit Manufacturer RAEKIT Quality Electronic Kits

For Over A Decade

pan
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6500 DTMF Autopatch
The Autopatch is a self-contained source of
DTMF tones. In amateur radio use, it will key
the transmitter when a tone is generated, with
a variable delay -on -release feature to avoid
repeated keying on entry of a series of digits.
The increasing use of DTMF tones in tele-
phone remote control applications makes this
kit ideal for situations where a Touch -Tone p'
phone is not available. The speaker output
provides for acoustical coupling to a telephone
receiver.

SPECIAL SALE PRICE
$39.00 UNTIL JULY 1, 1982

8600 Alarm Control Centre
The 8600 is an advanced CMOS digital alarm
control system. All inputs are noise -immune,
closed -loop and tamper (short) proof with an
end -of -line resistor. Red, green and yellow
LEDs on the front panel indicate the loop
status. The circuit features programmable
entry 'exit time delay and a 30 minute alarm
cut-off. It is designed to operate on 12 VDC,
and can be used with a rechargeable battery
with charger for complete protection.
8600/4 Channel $79.95
8600/12 Channel $99.95

6555 Time -Delay Relay
This compact, versatile time -delay relay works
on 10-35 VDC or 12-28 VAC. It can be
assembled as either delay -on -operate or de-
lay -on -release, with an LED indicating when
the relay is activated. The adjustable time
ranges of 1-10 sec. and 10-100 sec. can be
extended with additional resistors or capaci-
tors. The SPDT relay contacts will switch
10A/12VDC or 2.5A/120VAC. All connections
to the board are 1/4" quick -connect terminals.

$14.95

R -A -E Industrial Electronics Ltd.
3455 Gardner Court, Burnaby, B.C.
V5G 4J7 Phone: (604) 291-8866
Visit our new Edmonton store

MAIL ORDER INFORMATION
Payment by, VISA/Mastercard (include signature, number and
expiry date), cheque or money order. Add $2.00 for shipping,
B.C. residents add 6% Sales Tax.

ord
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Capacitance multiplier

When an audio circuit calls for a large
value capacitor - such as in a filter
- then this circuit can substitute for
those very difficult to get, expensive
high -value capacitors. The circuit on-
ly synthesises the required im-
pedance, it will not store energy.
Monostables

CMOS 555
T = 1.1RC

INPUT

TRIGGER

OUTPUT

OUTPUT

T_

CMOS
INVERTERS

INPUT r-
OUTPUT+ TA

CMOS inverters
T = 1.38RC
Keep R greater than 47k

A commonly -used circuit block is the
monostable. There are several conve-
nient ways to realise one and these
two general circuits show how.
Suitable CMOS inverters for the up-
per circuit would be 74C04, 4009, 4049
and 4069. Inverters can be made by
typing the input of NAND gates
together, don't forget. 'Rule of thumb'
timing equations are given.

The ICM7555 is a CMOS version
of the ever -popular 555. In this ap-
plication the input is pin 2, output is
pin 3.

The input, at VIN, looks like a
capacitor (C,N) and you can calculate

with all other 50 -MHz
oscilloscopes. Only
Leader gives you total
capability with:
 Calibrated delayed

time -base
 Simuttaneouss dis-

play of main and
delayed time -bases.

 Two trigger -view
channels.

its value from:

CIN = C(R1 + R2)/R1

Note that TL071 or NE5534 op -
amps could be substituted for the
TL081 specified.

J
I

H;

No other 50 -MHz oscilloscope
gives you as many features as

the LEADER LBO -517.
Compare the LBO -517

ry -.` c -
1

s . _..._

I O ia
c

i¡,r
oGl

 1 mV sensitivity
10 MHz).

 Alternate/composite
triggering.

 Variable trigger hold -
off with B -ends -A
mode.

 20 kV accelerating
potential dome -
mesh CRT.

 Two-year warranty.

Fact: No waiting for LEADER instruments.
Off -the -shelf deliveries any -where in Canada
from franchized distributors backed by
Montreal and Toronto warehouses.
Fact: Every LEADER instrument is care-
fully performance tested before shipment.
Fact: LEADER instruments are specified
by engineers in over 80 countries.
Fact: A free trial use of any LEADER
instrument is available to qualified
companies.

WARRANTY
Fact. Less than 192 of all LEADER products are returned
for service during the 2 -year warranty period.
Fact: LEADER Instruments Corporation warrants its pro
ducts to be free from defects in materials and workmanship
for a period of two years from the date of purchase.

omnitronix Itd. ;.r'~ :t

2056 South Service Rd. , Trans Canada Hwy,
Dorval, Quebec HOP 2N4
Tel 1514) 683-6993 Telex 05 822692

6295 Snawson D, we Unit 1,

Mississauqa Ontario 151" 1H4
Tél. 14161 678 7170 - Telex. 06-968653
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-Ontario residents add 7% sales tax
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TECH TIPS
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Frequency -To -Phase Controlled
Power Supply
Dilbay Singh (B.Tech)

The circuit shown in the diagram was
initially designed to obtain a phase -
controlled power supply to use with a
1/4 horsepower stepping motor. The
phase angle can be varied over the
complete cycle period and is depen-
dent on the frequency of the input.
Clearly the circuit can be used to con-
trol resistive loads such as lamps or
motors.

The first stage of
sists of a frequency -to -voltage con-
verter Cl, R1, and Q1 effectively dif-
ferentiate and amplify the input
signal waveform to provide triggering
pulses for the 555 timer, which is us-
ed in the monostable mode. The out-
put of the monostable is used to
charge C3 by a constant amount of
charge every time a pulse is received
at the base of Q2. The voltage across
C3 acts as an input to the common
collector stage formed by Q3. The
voltage across C3 is DC shifted by
means of the zener diode ZD2 to a
suitable value, providing the input to
the trigger IC (the Mullard TCA280A).
The TCA280A provides the phase con-
trol signal for the gate of the
thyristor.

A triac may be used inplace of
the thyristor, if phase -controlled AC
is required.

The component values shown
are suitable for providing phase con-
trol using frequencies in the range
200 Hz 8 kHz on the control input. The
firing angle can be varied from 0° at 8
kHz to 170 ° at 200 Hz.
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Equalizers  LED Meters  Mixers (tS

Last month for special prices - offer ends May 31st '82

$$$$DUTY FREE $$$$
INTRODUCTION OFFER

That's right! - We pick up the bill for both DUTY and FEDERAL TAX.
We are making this fantastic offer to determine the potential of doing business directly in

CANADA. So... take us upon this limited offer. A copy of this ad must be with your order.

Featuring this month- 31 Rand Stereo EQ (1/3 -octave)

FEATURES: Linear Circuit, Follower Filter Circuit, Regulated Power, +-15813 Boost and Cut
on EVERY BAND, 13V usec Slew Rate.

BENEFITS: Distortion/Noise: -80dB, NO Snap-On, NO Rainbow Effect, NO Band to Band
Phase Cancellation. Truly built to PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS - by you or us.

STYLE: Rack or Cabinet FREQ. 16-16KHz or 20-20KHz Black or Silver Finish
GRAPHIC EQUALIZERS

Mfg. Kit Model
$690. $274. 31 BAND Stereo EQ

230. 101. 11 BAND Stereo EQ
$490. $196 . 21 BAND Stereo EQ

280. 1z5 . 11 BAND Stereo EQ
W/MIC, MIXER, LED PEAK INDICATORS, DUAL
MASTER GAIN CONTROL AND MORE.

LED METERS
Mfg. Kit Model

$229. $73 20/40S:
40 LED Stereo Meter W/3 color range display.
rectangle leds, -71dB to t26dB W/only 3dB
separation.

$149. $60 20/40R:
40 LED Stereo Meter W/1 color range display.
Round Leds. -71 to .26dB W/only 3dB Separation

SINGLE CHANNEL MONO VERSIONS AVAILABLE IN ALL OF THE ABOVE. (20°r. less)

Order with this ad or send for full product information and specifications to:'
AaRON-GAVIN, 123 South McClay Street, Unit F,

Sanata Ana, California 92701, phone 714/957.8710.
To avoid confusion we list above your NET cost in U.S. Dollars. Please remit in same. Options, shipping etc.
are additional.

After processing an invoice is sent to you for presentation to your customs officials. To reduce duty the
products are listed by article, class and value.

NEW KIT PRODUCTS AVAILABLE SOON! 40 LED per Band SPECTRUM ANALYZER
with 1 1/2dB Separation from -77 to 26dB. POWER AMPS. 80 to 800 Watts Stereo.
Modular Studio MIXER, in multiples of 2 to whatever number of channels desired.

NOTE: No company in this magazine can beat our prices on components even WITH Duty and Federal Taxes.

Prices quoted in U.S. Dollars

WANTED! - FACTORY REPRESENTATIVE AND DISTRIBUTORS

82-MAY-1982-ETI
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

ETI's classified advertising section
allows you to reach 30,000 Canadian
readers nation-wide for 75c per word.
For as little as $15 per insertion
(there's a 20 word minimum) you can
promote your business from coast -to -
coast.

WHAT DO YOU DO?
Send us your typewritten or clearly
printed words, your permanent ad-
dress and telephone number, and your
money (no cash please). Make your

cheque or money order payable to 'ETI
Magazine'. We're at Unit 6, 25 Overlea
Blvd., Toronto, Ontario. M4H 1B1.

WHAT DO WE DO?
We typeset your words (and put the
first word and your company name in
BOLD capital letters). If we get your
message by the 14th of the month, it
will appear in ETI 11/2 months later. For
example if we receive it by October
14th you (and thousands more) will see
it in the December issue.

APPLE programs, large selection low
prices. Send $1.00 for catalogue to THE
SOFTWARE CONNECTION, 68 Fortrose
Cres., Don Mills, Ontario, M3A 2H1.

S.E.A. Equalizer Preamp with cabinet,
Class -A Amplifiers, Parametric Equalizer,
Electronic Speaker Protector, Colourful
LED Meters, Power Supply, DC Voltage
Doubler/Tripler, FM Mic, Programmable
Music Box, Digital Clocks, Electronic
Roulette with Sound and Much More. Send
$2.00 for your Catalog and future special
flyers. CLASS -A ENTERPRISES, INC.,
#104-206 East 6th Avenue, Vancouver,
B.C. V5T 1J8.

PRIME I.C.'s - Digital and Linear, Stan-
dard and house numbers - 100/$8.95 or 500
for $40. Add $2 P & H. Bargain flyer $1.
ELECTRONICS, Box 68, Whitecourt,
Alberta, TOE 2L0.

Colour Organ based on versatile custom in-
tegrated circuit. Write for info, plans,
prices. FIRELIGHT ELECTRONIQUES,
P.O. Box 729, Station La Cite, Montreal,
PQ., H2W 2P3.

J&J ELECTRONICS LTD., P.O. Box
1437E, Winnipeg, Manitoba R3C 2Z4.
Surplus and Semiconductor
Specialists. Do you get our bargain
flyer? Send $1.00 to receive the current
literature and specials and to be plac-
ed on the mailing list for future
publications.

SEMIS & KITS MJ15003, 15004 $10 per
pair/ 250W class A amplifier kit
$239.95/ 160W $149.00/ 140W $84.95/
60W $60.00. Send $1.00 for our
catalogue. Add 5% for shipping
KITSTRONIC INTERNATIONAL, Box
577, Station J, Toronto M4J 4Z2.

CORONET ELECTRONICS, 649A Notre
Dame W., Montreal, Que. H3C 1H8,
Catalogue IC's, Semi's, Parts, send
$1.00 to cover postage. Monthly
specials at crazy prices.

AVAILABLE Now LNA's Microwave
associates 120° 50 db noise 4 GHZ
amplifiers for satellite TV $885.00.
DRYDEN COMMUNITY T.V. LTD., 61A
King St., Dryden, Ont. P8N 1B7. Phone
(807) 223-5525.

SPECIAL! 1000 pieces for $10 + $2
handling. Choke - capacitor -

transformer - diode - hardware - in-
sulator - rectifier - relay -resistor - tran-
sistor - speaker - switch -zener - etc. All
new material. Money -back guarantee.
Free flyer. SURPLUS ELECTRO
QUEBEC 2264 Montee Gagnon, Blain-
ville, P.Q. J7E 4H5.

PRINTED Circuit Boards 20C/sq. in. Un -
drilled 15C/sq. in. 304 stamp brings details.
NOVELECTRONICS, 41 Victor Street,
London, Ontario, N6C 1B8.

ELECTRONIC Hobbyist selling entire ex-
perimental workshop. Hundreds of parts,
components, hardware. Books included
$400.00 - Trade for photo equipment.
PHONE (416) 284-9814.

TAB Electronic Books, latest titles, free
list, $1 handling charge, LINDSAY IN-
STRUMENTS AND ELECTRONIC CO.,
5527 Young St., Halifax, N.S. B3K 1Z7.

MULTIMON - Terminal Interface
Monitor for Multiflex. Uses onboard 8251.
Address E000. Full instructions provided.
$20 you supply 2716, otherwise $30. BASE
2 CONSULTING, 42 Rossmere Close SE,
Medicine Hat, Alberta. T1B 2J8.

ROBOTICS - The World of Tomorrow To-
day from DACOR LIMITED,
ROBOTICS DIVISION. We start with an
upgraded and expanded design of ETI
HEBOT, July 1980 - write for details
-DACOR LIMITED, ROBOTICS DIVI-
SION, P.O. Box 683, Station Q, Toronto,
Canada, M4T 2N5.

HYDROGEN GAS GENERATOR plans
and starter kit, $12.00. PRAIRIE
POWER RESEARCH AND DEVELOP-
MENT, P.O. Box 8291, Edmonton,
Alberta. T6H OLO.

WSI RADIO - SWL Radios - Ham
radios 18 Sheldon Avenue North, Kit-
chener, Ontario N2H 3M2. Tel. (519)
579-0536. Write for giant catalogue,
$2.00 (VE3EHC).

MEW OlilRRaRa.....RRaR_
I

SE
THE GREAT ELECTROIMC
TIM MM & IDEAS IOOKt

HUNDREDS OF

1
UNUSUAL GADGETS N IDEA ITEMS UNAVAILABLEO IN 1
STORES OR CATALOGS ANYWHERE' Berye.n pr .ery Min,.

1
New .terns .n every mote, Rush postcard for your copy'

T,C-01;306

ELECTRONICS

iPlatuburph. N.V. 12901
~RRa~N~~~fa111111INI IIMI

1

Perform a
death -defying

act.

Stop smoking.
Give Heart Fund Cr}l

TEST EQulPMENr INC.

PLEASE MENTION ETI
WHEN RESPONDING
TO ADVERTISEMENTS.
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TECH TIPS

Fully Debounced Keyboard
Graham Kyte
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106 ICI IS 45558

IC2,6 ARE 40278
IC3 IS 555
IC4 IS 40118
IC5 IS 40528

This circuit produces a debounced
output whenever a key is pressed.
Each matrix point is scanned in turn
and the output of the 4052 data
distributor goes high when a pressed
key is detected. This stops the scann-
ing oscillator (555) for about 10 mS
and a 'key pressed' output is produc-
ed, thus enabling the BCD output to
be stored in a latch or otherwise
made use of. The use of CMOS ICs
enables current consumption to be
minimised, making the circuit
suitable for operation in a car. The cir-
cuit is easily modified for a larger
number of keys by using an eight -way
data distributor (with relevent counter
made from three j -K flip-flops rather
than the two as used here).

II -IIAME
OSCILLOSCOPE HM 203

The new HM203 is a 20MHz bandwidth
general-purpose Dual Trace Oscilloscope.
The stable sweep triggering (to 30MHz) and
the relatively high measuring accuracy
(±3%) are particularly impressive. The
useful display area is approximately 8 x
10cm. With the aid of the electronic stabiliza-
tion of all operating voltages and the ther-
mically favorable arrangement of the drift -

sensitive components, an outstanding
display stability is obtained. The brightness
and display definition of the cathode-ray
tube are excellent.

Price includes two dual x1-x10 Probes
For further information on Scopes or Probes, call or write:

ELECTRONICS
UMITED

We service all makes of Oscilloscopes:
TEKTRONIX  HEWLETT-PACKARD 

GOULD  ETC.
From coast to coast. Call us next time.

980 Alness St., Unit 35, Downsview,
Ontario (416)661-5585 M3J 2S2

II Bandwidth DC-20MHz Dual Trace Oscilloscope

II 8cm x 10cm Display Triggering up to 30MHz

Circle No.23 on Reader Service Card.
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Sinclair ZXB1 Kit
the heart of a personal computer system

that grows with you.

Assembled
$199.95

EASY -TO -BUILD KIT

$149.95
Sinclair's new 8K Extended Basic offers features found
only on computers costing three or four times as much.
'Continuous display, including moving graphics. 'Multi-
dimensional string and numerical arrays. 'Math and
scientific functions accurate to 8 decimals. 'Unique one
touch entry of "key words" (i.e. basic and system com-
mands).'Automatic syntax error detection. 'Randomize
function. 'Built-in interface for ZX Printer. 'Connects to
standard TV and cassette recorder. '164 page manual
included.  Power supply (9V at 650 ma) optional for
$19.95. '1K of memory is included. 'Easy -to -build.

Sinclair ZX81 Computer Kit
Sinclair ZX81 Computer Factory Assembled
Sinclair 16K Memory Expansion
Memotech 64K Memory Unit for ZX81
ZX Printer
Power supply 650 ma (for ZX81 and memory)
Power supply 1.2A (for ZX81, memory, printer)

NEW ZX81 BOOK TITLES
Explorer's Guide to the ZX81
30 Programmes for ZX81(1k)
Machine Language Programming Made
Simple for the Sinclair ZX81
Understanding Your ZX81 ROM
ZX81 ROM Disassembly

$149.95
$199.95

$169.95

zx
Printer

Designed exclusively for use with the ZX81 (and ZX80
with 8K basic ROM), the printer offers full
alphanumerics and highly sophisticated graphics.
COPY command prints out exactly what is on screen. At
last you can have a hard copy of your program listing
and results. Printing speed is 50 characters per second,
with 32 characters per line and 9 lines per vertical inch.
Connects to rear of ZX81 - using a stackable connector
so you can use a RAM pack as well. A 65 ft paper roll, in-
structions included. Requires 9 volts, 1.2 amp power
supply (option extra).

EXCITING NEW ZX81 SOFTWARE!
VU-CALC. Constructs, generates, and calculates large
tables for analysis, budget sheets and projections. Up to
26 columns of figures or data can be entered, plus user
definable formulae capable of relating any one or more
position in the table to any other defined position.

$29.95
MULTI -FILE. Data Storage System. A flexible system for

$16.95 organizing masses of data, such as address/telephone
$16.95 files, customer lists, book/record collections, bank ac-

counts, etc. Caters for both numerical and string
$23.95 variables. Comes complete with program tape, 3 blank
$23.95 data cassetes, attractive storage case, and extensive
$16.95 documentation. $39.95

149.95
249.95
169.95
19.95
35.00

--
64K SZ49
MEMOTECH 64K MEMOPAK
The Memopak is a 64K RAM pack which extends the
memory of the ZX81 by a further 56K. Designed to be in
the price range expected by Sinclair owners. Plugs
directly into the back of the ZX81 and does not inhibit
the use of the printer or other add-on boards. There is no
need for additional power supply or cables. The
Memopack together with the ZX81 gives a full 64K,
which is neither switched nor paged, and is directly ad-
dressable. The unit is user transparent, and accepts
such basic commands such as 10DIM A(9000).
With the Memopak extension the ZX81 is transformed
into a powerful computer, suitable for business, leisure
and educational use, at a fraction of the cost of com-
parable systems.

Machine Language Software
ZXAS Machine Code Assembler. A full specification Z80
assembler. Standard mnenonics are written directly into
your BASIC program. $12.95
ZXDB Disassembler/Debugger. Perfect complement to
ZXAS, also provides single step, string search, block
transfer, hex loader. $12.95

EXCITING GAMES FOR ZX81!
STARTREK for 16K ZX81. All the usual features, with 9
levels of play. $14.95
THE DAMSEL AND THE BEAST. A fantastic adventure
game for the 16K ZX81 - one of the best available!

$14.95
ZX CHESS! Six levels of play with sophisticated
features like en passant and castling. 16k $29.95
ZX81 BACKGAMMON(16k) $19.95
DICTATOR
Fantastic new adventure game for 16K (or greater) ZX81.
You have just become 129th ruler of Ritimba with a
single goal in mind: take full advantage of the situation
for your own good. You have to deal with a handful of
factions: unruly army, downtrodden peasants - but you
have the secret police on your side.
$14.95 ($19.95 in Canada)

as low as

$399.95
A powerful 6502 -based full -facility computer that will
connect to standard TV or monitor. 'Full sized QWERTY
keyboard with rugged injection molded case. 'High
resolution graphics (256 x 192) 'Optional colour board
'Programmable in Basic and Assembler 'Built in
cassette interface 'RAM expandable on board from 2K
to 12K, up to 40K external memory. 'ROM expandable
from 8K to 16K (two 4K additions). 'Comprehensive
manual included '32 bit arithmetic. 'Optional "Word
Pack" plug-in ROM gives advanced word processing
and text editing capabilities.
BASIC ATOM; 2K RAM & 8K ROM $399.95
D(PANDED ATOM; 12K RAM & 12K ROM $525.00
Power Supply (nominal 8V/2A) $35.00
Write for free ACORN/SINCLAIR Users Group Magazine.

GLaosroin

Acorn
Atom

$23.95
$19.95
$23.95
$29.00

CENTRONICS
PRINTERS
Ideal for Acorn Atom

CENTRONICS 739 PRINTER. New low price, only
$875.00! (Was $1195.00) Features 3 print formats,
graphics, uses computer roll or standard paper
Printer interface & Cable for Atom $59.95

ACORN ROMs
WORD PACK ROM: A 4K ROM chip which plugs into the
ATOM's utility ROM socket. Ideal for preparation of
leaflets, documents, etc. Adds the commands EDIT and
TEXT to ATOM's command set. TEXT EDITOR enables
upper/lower case, allows insertionsldeletions/and mov-
ing text. WORD PROCESSOR enables pages to be
printed in any format, justified as required, automatic in-
sertion of page numbers, and many more. All for only

$75.00
PROGRAMMERS TOOL BOX. Plugs into utility socket,
provides more than 25 additional functions including
1200 baud cassette operating system, STEP, FIND, VAR,
AUTO X Y, RENUMBER, DELETE, HEX; additional BASIC
statements such as READ, DATA, RESTORE, KEY X, IN -
KEY, BEEP, ZERO, and many others. Works with any
memory size to enhance Atom facilities. $79.95

1736 Avenue Rd., Toronto, Ont., M5M 3Y7

LECTR0IIICS Telephone (416) 787-1448 Telex 06-986782

BOOKS ABOUT THE ACORN ATOM!
Getting Acquainted with Your Acorn Atom
(2nd ed)
The Atom Magic Book
Atom Business
Atom Business (programs on tape)

EXCITING NEW ACORN ATOM
SOFTWARE!
747: FLIGHT SIMULATION: Written by a 747 pilot, an ac-
curate simulation of cockpit display and graphic display
of airport approach and landing 12K. $24.95
CHESS. Features include: split screen (high resolution
+ alphanumerics); many levels of play; castling and en
passant; computers plays black or white. 12K $29.95
SPACE PAK. Superb combination of our three most
popular games: Invaders, Galaxian, Star Trek. $24.95
JUNIOR GAMES PACK. Breakout, Pinball,
Fruit Machine $24.95

Send $1.00 for catalogue. I Personal orders with VISA, Mastercard, American Express welcomed.
Circle No.27 on Reader Service Card. Prices shown are federal tax included, provincial extra if applicable.



FASTER THAN LIGHT TRAVEL

Continued from page 30

Gerald Feinberg (well Feinberg
wasn't the first to suggest the idea -
that credit belongs to O. Bilaniuk and
E. Sudarshan - but it was Feinberg
who popularised the idea) that
relativity doesn't actually say that
nothing can travel faster than light -
just that nothing could be ac-
celerated from a speed less than that
of light to one greater. Suppose,
Feinberg suggested, that there were
particles which always travelled
faster than light; these particles
would never be able to travel slower
than light, and would be called
tachyons, from a Greek word mean-
ing 'fast' (why scientists of all kinds
have such a love of Latin and Greek
words is something I have never quite
understood).

Tachyons, if they exist, would
show some rather remarkable proper-
ties. They would, for instance, have
'imaginary' lengths and masses -
that is, masses and lengths that were
multiples of the square root of -1. This
is bad enough, but if they do exist,
tachyons are also likely to upset our
basic ideas of causality and the direc-
tion of time flow. Relativity, and
possibly a lot of the rest of physics,
would need very thorough revision if
tachyons were ever to be found ex-
perimentally, and most physicists

would probably be very happy if this
never happened. Nevertheless, there
is research going on at present, trying
to find experimental evidence of the
existence of tachyons. It is hoped
that this might to done by the detec-
tion of something called Cherenkov
radiation, but that too is another
story altogether.

So how can all this possibly help
us? Even if tachyons do exist (and un-
til now, there has been no acutal ex-
perimental evidence whatsoever that
they do), can this help us travel faster
than light ourselves? Well, no, but it
might just possibly give us the next
best thing; FTL communication.
Earlier on in this article, we mention-
ed that the speed -of -light barrier was
a problem, not just because it
prevented us from travelling at FTL
speeds, but because it also prevented
our messages from doing so. It might
just be possible to indulge in in-
terstellar colonisation even without
FTL travel if we had at least got some
method of sending messages faster.

Talking With Tachyons

So how do tachyons give us
munication? Think of the
radio works; a beam
tromagnetic radiation (or

FTL corn-
way AM
of elec-
photons,

since radio signals, like light, consist
of 'particles') is modulated in
strength. We transmit messages over
the radio by using the message to
modulate the strength of the beam.
suppose we have a controllable beam
of tachyons; by modulating it in the
same way as we do radio signals, we
could transmit messages at whatever
speed the tachyons travelled at. If
tachyons do exist (and that's a big if),
if we can make and control a beam of
tachyons (and that's an even bigger
if), and if we have some method of
detecting the beam and changes in
its strength at the other end (no com-
ment), then we have the problem of
FTL communications solved. Should
tachyons be found, then, even if the
theoretical physicists groan, no
doubt many of the space tech-
nologists (and, of course, science fic-
tion writers) will rejoice.

It looks, then, as though FTL
travel is not likely to be on the list of
forthcoming attractions. In fact, there
seems to be only the slimmest of
chances that FTL communication will
be. And the Galactic Empire? I'm
afraid that for the moment, at least, it
stays in the movie studios.

But we can always hope ...

DRONES

Continued from page 40

Practical Forms
Practical passive radiator systems
may take many forms. The most com-
mon is one in which the drone is an
undriven cone whose compliance and
mass are about twice that of the
driven unit. They can also be dif-
ferent, and can have different in -box
resonances. In fact, the relationships
follow the same rules governing
Thiele alignments of bass reflex
systems. In fact, a passive radiator
system is actually a bass reflex
system. The differences lie in the
physical construction.

Passive radiator systems have
been built using different
diaphragms. For example, several
years ago Octavian introduced a sub -
woofer in which the outer walls of the
cabinet formed a slotted duct. These
same walls were compliantly
mounted, thus providing controlled
radiation from the walls of the
system.

The Orchestrad system used
resonator panels as part of the
cabinet walls to provide a similar ef-
fect.

Frequently a passive radiator is

Fig. 4. Simplified bass reflex equivalent
circuit

UMI'k
1r+1,

AAo A
RESIS,ANCE

built without the builder's knowledge.
For example, insufficient bracing of
cabinet walls will result in their ac-
ting as passive radiators. Similarly,
dual woofer systems in which each
woofer has a different resonant fre-
quency will often exhibit bizarre
response characteristics due to the
action of one driver at resonance
upon the other.

For those readers wishing to ex -

Fig. 5. Comparison of impedance curves

BASS
REFLEX/PASSIVE RADIATOR

FREE AIR
RESONANCE

periment, two suggestions are offer-

red. First, don't throw out a damaged
driver. As long as the cone is intact
and free to move it might make a
swell drone. Or a styrofoam panel
mounted in an opening by means of
rubber or plastic sheeting can be tun-
ed by adding mass or adjusting its
size.

Then your friends can drive you
nuts by pushing on the cone.
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up Audio
Modules

 State-of-the-art performance AMP
 Built -In heatsinks CABINET

Encapsulated circuitry
 No external parts required
 Five-year warranty

MOSFET
AMPLIFIER MODULES

60, 120 and 240 watt amplifier utilizing the latest
technological advance in audio ... the MOSFET. They
provide faster slew rate and complete absence of
crossover distortion. They are immune to thermal
runaway, increasing long term reliability and eliminating
the need for complicated protection circuitry which can
add distortion. Can operate into complex loads
PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS:
Frequency response - 15 Hz - 100 KHz (-3 db). THD
(Typical at 1 KHz) - 0.005%. IM (60 Hz and 7 KHz
sinewave, 4:1 ratio) - .006%. S/N Ratio (DIN standard)
- 100 db. Slew rate - 20 V/uS. Rise time -3 uS. Input
sensitivity/impedance - 500 MV/100k ohm. Output im-
pedance -4 ohms to Infinity. Damping factor - 400.

MOS120 60 watt MOSFET Power Amplifier
(8 ohms) $ 95.00
MOS200 120 watt MOSFET Power Amplifier
(8 ohms) $152.00
MOS400 240 watt MOSFET Power Amplifier
(40 hm) $245.00

POWER SUPPLIES
PSK1. For 1 or 2 HY60
PSK2. For 1 or 2 HY1201HD120
PSK3. For 1 HY2001400IHD2001400
PSK4. For 1 or 2 HY2001400/HD2001400
PSK5. For 1 or 2 MOS120
PSK6. For 1 or 2 MOS200
PSK7. For 1 or 2 MOS400

$40.95
$61.95
$69.95

$107.95
$73.95

$109.00
$130.95

"BRIDGING" MODULE Combines output of any two
same model ILP module. FP480. $25.00

Attractive, rugged, professional 19" rack -mount cabinet
for easy assembly of your ILP amplifier system.
Amplifier modules (2 of) mount on precut back panel.
Power supply unit mounts inside chassis. Complete
assembly and wiring is a breeze, taking about one hour!
Specify which amplifier you will be using: HY120,
HY200, HY400, MOS120, MOS200 or MOS400.

L1905 ILP CABINET. $49.95
Backplates (Specify modules) $9.95

BIPOLAR POWER AMPS
Choose from five modules, all featuring built-in heat -
sinks, fully protected circuitry, five simple connections,
and five year warranty.

Frequency response - 15 Hz - 50 KHz (-3 db). THD
(Typical at 1 KHz) - 0.1%. IM Distortion - 0.006%. S/N
ration - 100 db. Slew rate - 15V/uS. Rise time -5 uS.
Input sensitivity/Impedance: 500 Mv1100 Kohms. Damp-
ing factor - 400. Power rated into 8 ohms (except
HY400 rated into 4 ohms).
HY30 (15 watts RMS) $29.95
HY60 (30 watts RMS) $34.95
HY120 (60 watts RMS) $67.50
HY200 (120 watts RMS) $93.50
HY400 (240 watts RMS) $117.50
FP480 "Bridges" 2 HY400s

for 480 watts RMS at 8 ohms.
$25.00

HEAVY DUTY AMPS
Similar in performance to

Bipolars, with additional circuitry making them totally
short -proof! Recommended for professional sound ap-
plications, instruments. etc.
HD120 60 watts RMS into 8 ohms $ 79.95
HD200 120 watts RMS into 8 ohms S 99.95

HD200 240 watts RMS into 4 ohms 5144.50

5 -year WARRANTY!

INSTANT ROM°

ROM/EPROM Emulators
A new microsystem programming aid
'Plug in replacement for popular ROMs & EPROMs
'Instantly programmed at normal system speed
*No erasure required before reprogramming
'Contains CMOS RAM with battery backup
'Retains data up to 10 years
'Removable - easily copies in an EPROM copier
'GR2532 plugs into ACORN ATOM utility socket!

'Instant Rom' ROM/EPROM EMULATORS are new pro-
gramming aids for Microcomputer development. They
contain CMOS RAM, which has a low -current 'standby'
mode of operation, A lithium cell retains the data for up
to 10 years. No recharging is required.

Data or programs are written to INSTANT ROM (using an
additional Write' signal) at full system speed in your
Development System. You use it like RAM.

When the 'Write' signal is removed the device becomes
effectively a ROM When the power is switched off, data
is retained.
INSTANT ROM can save you a lot of time.
Bugs can be corrected immediately. There is no need to
erase and re -program EPROMs. INSTANT ROM can be
used for long periods; when the program is finally 'bug -
f ree', an EPROM can be programmed.
SPECIFICATION
All types are only suitable for + 5V single -rail systems.
GR2516-2kBytes, located in the lower half of the 4k
slot. 2516 pin -out, suitable for PET/AIM. $109.00
GR2532-4kBytes, occupies the entire 4k slot. 2532 pin -
out, suitable for PET/AIM. $157.00
GR2716-2kBytes, located in the lower half of the 4k
slot 2716 pin -out, in very wide use. $109.00
GR2732- 4kBytes, occupies the entire 4k slot. 2732 pin -
out, in very wide use. $157.00

GLaosron

PHILIPS
LOUDSPEAKERS

at Incredible Savings!
TWEETERS
AD0163/T8 4" Textile 50W 13.95
AD01624/T8 4" Ferrofluid 50W

18.95
WOOFERS
AD15240 15" 80 watts RMS $59.95
AD12240 12" 70 watts RMS 57.95
AD12250 12" 100 watts RMS 79.95
AD10240 10" 70 watts RMS 57.95
AD80672 8" 60 watts RMS 29.95

MIDRANGE SPEAKERS (Sealed)
AD5062/SQ8 5" Cone type
50W
AD02110/SQ8 5" Dome 60W
AD02160/SQ8 5" Dome 80"

CROSSOVER NETWORKS
AD3WXSP 150 Watt 3-wa'y
air core coils
AD500/1500 80 watt 3 -way
ADF1600/8 60 watt 2 way
ADF2400/8 60 watt 2 way

Sale price includes:
Test leads, instructions, carry case and 9V battery!
 Handheld 3'/2 digit, with LED display  1% basic ac-
curacy '6 ranges DC/AC volts, DC current, ohms.
Ranges to 1000V/100mA/10M 11 megohm input im-
pedance. 30 day warranty. Fully assembled.

24.95
29.95
39.95

34.95
13.95
8.95
7.20

SINCLAIR
PDM35 Digital

Multimeter

$49.95

E-1:1 111 1
Sinclair
PFM200 200 MHz

Digital Frequency

Counter $99.95.
'Unbelievable price! '8 digit display 'Variable gate time
' 20 Hz to 200 MHz coverage ' Includes test leads, carry-
ing case, manual, battery 'Fully assembled.

LlECTROi111/CS
(416) 787.1448 1736 AVENUE RD., TORONTO, ONT., M5M 397
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CHOOSE ATOM POWER
A full featured computer at an

The Atom is a machine to be used.
Every day, day aftex day. It's a full
function machine- check the
specification against others. It's
rugged, easy to operate built to last
and features a full-size typewriter
keyboard.
Just look at some of the features!
 More hardware support than any other
microcomputer  Superfast BASIC
includes symbolic Macro Assembler
 High resolution and comprehensive
graphics ideal for games programmers and

players  Designed in Britain
 Software available for education,
math, graphs, business, word processing, etc.

 Other languages: Pascal, FORTH, LISP
 I/O port for control of external devices
 Built-in loudspeaker  Cassette interface
 Full service/repair facility  Users club

Optional Extras
Network facility with Econet

 Disk Printer connection

 Add -in cards include 32K memory.
analogue to digital, viewdata VDU, disk

controller, daisywheel printer, plus many,

many more!  Power supply

FREE MANUAL
The Atom's hichly acclaimed manual comes

free with every Atom and leaves nothing out. In

just a while you'll be completely at ease with

your new machine! Within hours you'll be
writing your own programs.

ATOM SOFTWARE is designed and produced by Acomsoft, a
division of Acorn Computers, Trust the

manufacturer to get the very best from its
own product. Current software includes

word processing, maths packs
1 over 33 games, database,

Forth and business packages.

Dealer Enquiries Welcome

affordable price
ATOM 12k RAM, 12k ROM
$525.00 $599.00
1111.1c k and AA'hitt, (!-loun

XACORN
COMPUTER

,Id0
"eIf

110

;A¿ e!?"" TORCH
INTERNATIONAL

Order direct from the Canadian distributors:
TORCH INTERNATIONAL

COMPUTERS (CANADA) LTD.,
Suite 212, 7240 Woodbine Avenue,

Markham, Ontario, L3R 1A4
(416) 475-8622

ACORN ATOM -12K ROM, 12K RAM 5525.00
ACORN ATOM-As above + colour $599.00
Power Supply Unit $ 35.00
Printer Interface $ 35.00
Centronics 739 Printer 5875.00
ACORNSOFT WORD PACK ROM (Text editor
and Word Processor plug-in chip) $ 75.00
Ontario Residents add 7% P.S.T. Add 5% to cover
shipping and Insurance: any excess will be credited.
Torch alms to ship orders within 3 days except in the
case of personal cheques which must clear bank
before despatch. Visa, Mastercard and American Ex-
press orders welcome: simply supply card number and
card expiry date.

Or
ref u
to return your order In good condition within
days of receipt. This even includes softw
ordered at the time of purchasing your ATO

Circle No.3 on Reader Service Card.


